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Short Abstract
Modern networks are increasingly used for a multitude of different application scenarios,
which primarily include multimedia transmission with a strict delivery time constraint.
This kind of content has far more complex requirements than traditional applications,
such as file transfer via download or sending an email. This thesis motivates the seg-
mentation of default IP-based communication paths for optimized network and trans-
port utilization concerning retransmission error coding schemes and strict delivery time
limits. Theoretical considerations for general channel coding approaches with no time
limitation show, that the network load measurably decreases in case the transmission
is fully split. Time-restricted transmissions with packet-retransmission error correction
schemes require more complex mechanisms for the time budget distribution and re-
transmission characteristics. The development of an upper bound for the number of
segments established on a transmission path with hybrid error correction and a time
constraint represents a significant contribution of this thesis. Metrics are presented that
enable a reliable identification of network segments with a high optimization potential.
Mathematical programming and graph theoretical methods demonstrate their versatil-
ity. Experimental measurements and simulations verify that network path segmentation
leads to a significant reduction of the network load.
Kurze Zusammenfassung
Moderne Netzwerke werden zunehmend fu¨r multimediale U¨bertragungen mit strikter
Zeitbegrenzung verwendet. Diese haben weitaus komplexere Anforderungen als tra-
ditionelle Anwendungen wie die U¨bertragungen von Dateien oder der Versand von
Emails. Die vorliegende Arbeit motiviert die Segmentierung traditioneller IP-basierter
Kommunikationspfade zur Optimierung des Netzwerktransports unter Verwendung von
paketbasierten Fehlerschutzmechanismen und fixen Begrenzungen der zula¨ssigen Latenz.
Theoretische Betrachtungen fu¨r Kanalkodierungen ohne Zeitbegrenzung zeigen eine er-
kennbare Verbesserung der Netzwerkauslastung, sofern U¨bertragungspfade vollsta¨ndig
segmentiert werden. Zeitkritische U¨bertragungen mit paketbasierten Korrekturverfahren
erfordern komplexe Mechanismen fu¨r Zeitbudgetverteilung und Paketwiederholungsver-
halten. Die Ausarbeitung einer oberen Schranke fu¨r die Anzahl von Segmenten in-
nerhalb eines U¨bertragungspfades bei Verwendung von hybriden Fehlerschutzverfahren
unter Zeitbeschra¨nkung stellt einen signifikanten Beitrag der Arbeit dar. Des Weit-
eren werden Metriken vorgestellt, die eine verla¨ssliche Lokalisierung von Netzwerkseg-
menten mit hohem Optimierungspotential erlauben. Methoden der mathematischen
Programmierung und Graphentheorie demonstrieren die praktische Einsetzbarkeit. Ex-
perimentelle Auswertungen und Simulationen belegen, dass die Segmentierung eines
Transportpfades zu einer signifikanten Reduktion der Netzwerkauslastung fu¨hrt.

vAbstract
The world is connected by global wide area networks that help to exchange a multitude of
different content types. Most of them are packet-switched and use the popular Internet
Protocol to exchange information. In the last decade this protocol has established itself
as a flexible and widely deployed abstraction layer for communication. Consequently, the
trend is towards an all IP infrastructure, where the majority of communication environ-
ments use the IP layer. This eases the deployment of globally distributed applications,
as the access between different systems is significantly harmonized.
Besides the infrastructure data content types have also changed. An interesting and
challenging content type is multimedia. New technologies and inventions have caused a
significant increase in the number of multimedia application, and according to forecasts
it will represent the majority of data in global networks by the end of 2020. Multimedia
content introduces strict requirements to its transport as human receivers link specific
expectations to this application content.
In this thesis ARQ-based network optimization approaches are presented that focus on
the exploitation of transport infrastructures in terms of time constraint multimedia con-
tent. Packet-switched networks have generally inhomogeneous topologies that provide
a reasonable basis for a spatial transport optimization scheme called Loss Domain Sep-
aration (LDS). With LDS network paths are divided into multiple segments according
to their characteristics, and finally individual correction schemes are applied to those
segments. As these error correction mechanisms can be efficiently tailored to the seg-
ments, this leads to higher transport efficiencies as transmission latency, congestion,
and required transmission data rates are reduced. Such a segmentation breaks with
the traditional end-to-end transport and correction schemes. It is shown that in case
of an unrestricted delivery time a full segmentation, i.e. as many as possible segments,
represents the optimum environmental setup. However, in case of a time restricted trans-
mission scenario, there exists a Saturation Point which corresponds to the upper limit
of segments on a specific path. Additionally, a set of mapping approaches is presented.
It focuses on an evolutionary application of multi-dimensional metric spaces in default
network architectures, as an efficient multimedia transmission requires the consideration
of multiple characteristics rather than only a single. Legacy network environments are
not aware of the transported content type, and the coordination between network infras-
tructure and source application is not satisfying. Hence, a network collaboration scheme
is presented that enables a fine granular information exchange between both parties in
order to achieve flexible and reliable multimedia transports. In particular a set of Linear
Programming models is frequently used, as these models offer a suitable optimization
basis and adequately describe network and application requirements. Ultimately two
demonstrators are presented that have been developed during this thesis and constitute
a flexible basis for Loss Domain Separation research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The domain of telecommunication has become a major foundation of today’s society. It
has a significant impact on nearly all aspects of everyday’s life as a remarkable number of
devices is already connected to the Internet, that use a large set of different connection
channels. It is foreseeable, that in the near future the majority of communication chan-
nels are based on the Internet Protocol [1] and packet-switched network infrastructures.
They represent a flexible and reliable abstraction layer to transport a large number of
different content types. With the IP infrastructure, it becomes practical to converge the
totality of telecommunication structures to a single scheme. Today’s most prominent
global IP infrastructure is the Internet, that allows an around the clock access at nearly
every geographical location to distributed information.
Besides the essential opportunities provided by data networks, the content that is ex-
changed between different communication parties has also substantially changed. In the
beginnings of the Internet, the major part of data was text-based, such as email, FTP,
or simple and static HTML web pages. This type of content has modest requirements
to its transport conditions. In the course of time, the information being exchanged has
continuously moved to the multimedia domain. In 2015 it is common to use the Internet
to make phone calls or to retrieve any video material from a hardly estimable number
of available servers. Thereby, it does not make a difference if the data is retrieved via
static wired infrastructures or via mobile wireless channels. Major representatives for
multimedia application systems are commercial Internet-TV (e.g. IPTV), Video on De-
mand (VoD), WebTV, Internet telephony, or broadcasting services. Multimedia content
introduces new requirements to the transmission. This includes a reliable delivery that
does not exceed an individual upper limit for the residual error rate and the delivery
latency. If multimedia content is not delivered considering its special requirements, the
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receiving user does not achieve the desired quality and the transmission is seen as im-
practical. This shows how the end user’s demands have remarkably changed with the
introduction of new application types. These expectations constitute a fundamental
contrast to the legacy application requirements for websites or emails. To emphasize the
ongoing paradigm shift in Internet communications, Cisco’s Visual Networking Index
(VNI) forecasts that approximately 80% of the global consumer traffic will be IP video
content in 20181.
In addition to the content, also the network infrastructures have been modified, ex-
tended, and experienced. The decentrally organized packet-switched IP networks still
represent the default basis for the global data exchange. Thereby, variable-sized chunks
of data are individually forwarded from the source to the sink without respecting their
individual requirements. This increases the tolerance for single point of failure situations
and consequently the reliability and stability of the global infrastructures. This legacy
architecture is considered to be inflexible regarding multimedia transmissions. Individ-
ual data chunks may take different routes through the network, thus facing distinct
delays, packet loss probabilities, and other transmission-specific influences. Network
protocols for multimedia data and related error correction schemes address these en-
vironmental characteristics, and adequately customize the content transmission to the
present network parameters.
Traditional network protocols are designed to either provide a fast but unreliable, or
a perfectly reliable transmission, while introducing a potentially unlimited delay. For
high quality multimedia content the traditional network protocols and their mechanisms
are not sufficient. They have been developed and introduced for low transmission data
rates and nearly unbounded latencies, as it is acceptable for web services and emails.
These protocols map complex network infrastructure between a sender and a source
into an abstract virtual segment, i.e. both communication partners are seen to be
directly connected via a single link. This represents a fundamental simplification of the
present infrastructure and avoids highly granular transmission approaches, that lead
to an efficient data exchange. The transport of multimedia content via these legacy
transport protocols is possible, but introduces a set of side-effects that must be managed.
As an example, if Internet telephony is realized by unreliable UDP [2], it requires a
complex application error correction scheme to handle appearing transmission errors.
For TCP [3], it shows that the application can profit from the integrated error correction
mechanism, but this introduces larger delivery delays. Consequently, it must implement
larger buffers and cope with higher end-to-end transmission latencies.
1http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/
ip-ngn-ip-next-generation-network/white paper c11-481360.html (2015/01/29)
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The efficient and optimized utilization of network infrastructures is an inherent require-
ment for the future media Internet. This includes that all participating components,
such as the network infrastructures, the transport protocols, and the applications, are
harmonized and work closely together to obtain an optimized multimedia transport.
1.1 Multimedia Transport
The optimization of network environments for the transport of multimedia content is
a significant task for modern transport infrastructures. Networks must ensure a reli-
able, timely, and continuous delivery, while efficiently exploiting the available network
resources.
In current environments a highly inhomogeneous set of different applications and net-
work technologies is available. This includes the concurrent data streaming of Internet
telephony and video content, a multitude of text-based services, file downloads, and a
variety of network services, such as DNS [4, 5]. All these applications are contacted
via different access technologies, e.g. mobile radio or cable connections. This immense
correlation of applications and infrastructure leads to an inevitable demand for opti-
mized and individual transmission approaches, that yield an efficient network resource
utilization. Most applications demand for a certain level of quality, e.g. a maximum
transmission latency, or an upper limit for the residual error probability.
Early networks have been Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN) [6], based on a
circuit-switched architecture. PSTNs have the prominent characteristic, that the num-
ber of end devices is large compared to the available network capacity. This consequently
leads to the need for an adequate admission control scheme, as calls are only established
in case sufficient end-to-end capacity is available at calling time. Although PSTNs
occupy a complete network path between the communication endpoints and simulta-
neously reserve the required capacity for the transmission, they are inferior to modern
packet-based infrastructures.
Today’s networks are constantly converging towards an infrastructure that is based on
the flexible and prevalent IP [1] specification. Applications facing packet-switched trans-
port architectures, and as IP packets can be delivered to nearly every end-device, it is
seen as the future’s global communication infrastructure. The most prominent repre-
sentative of IP networks is the Internet. Packet-switched networks significantly differ
from circuit-switched networks. Accordingly, technologies, strategies, and principles
for transportation of content must be reconsidered. Multimedia data with its special
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requirements is a valid example for this demand. Packet-switched environments are tra-
ditionally based on the best-effort principle, i.e. packets are individually forwarded in
the network without relation to any other component. This principle is seen as subop-
timal for the transport of multimedia content, although it excellently works with legacy
applications and moderate requirements. Multimedia requires special and individual
mechanisms to be transmitted over packet-switched networks, in order to obtain an ac-
ceptable delivery procedure. Consequently, a transport optimization scheme is required
for multimedia content that incorporates all aspects of a communication.
Optimization implies a mechanism that finds acceptable parameters for a system with
multiple linked components. Thereby, it uses available knowledge and a set of side
information.
In the domain of network traffic, this leads to an optimization of a system including
transport protocols, network infrastructure, and the applications, that represent source
and sink. Each of these components individually participates in a transmission of data,
provides a special functionality, and introduces particular requirements. The key factor
for an optimized transmission is to efficiently adjust these ingredients in a way, that all
components work closely together. The transmission shall provide a network resource
adjusted information exchange, while respecting given requirements. In case the re-
quirements and the environment have been identified, an appropriate model must be
developed that precisely reflects the corresponding parameters. This model is eventu-
ally processed by a suitable algorithm or mechanism, that manages the open tasks and
provides a set of parameter that can be used to set up transport protocols, network
infrastructure, and the applications.
As multimedia data represents a highly demanding application type, it incorporates a
large set of different components, that must be arranged in the optimization processing
chain. The main goal of multimedia transport optimization is to reach certain Quality
of Service (QoS) [7] standards, that have been introduced by the infrastructure, the
applications, or the end user. In either case the individual transmission characteristics
must be considered.
Multimedia content has an intrinsic character, that is introduced by the information
source and must be considered for the transmission. This implies that the information
contains a predefined requirement for a continuous and timely delivery. For example,
if the data source generates content at a certain rate, the corresponding sink must
decode the received content at the same rate. Otherwise, the transmitted data may lose
information and is finally skipped. In case of an audio transmission, the playback device
must be able to proceed incoming data as fast as the sender, in order to avoid audible
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artifacts. Accordingly, the real-time transport of intrinsic data represents a remarkable
task.
An elastic transmission describes the case where no strictly defined transmission rate
exists. The information is usable also if it is significantly delayed, paused, or relayed
without regarding delivery rates and times. For example, a common file download repre-
sents an elastic transmission, as the file contains all information in case the downloading
process takes longer than expected.
Multimedia applications generate a high data load for networks as they typically contain
high quality content. Video content with a resolution of 1920x1080 and 64 pictures per
second, that is encoded with the H.264 codec with profile High, theoretically requires a
data rate of 62.5 Mbit/s [8]. In case error correction schemes are applied this data rate is
further increasing. The number of multimedia streams in global network infrastructures
is continuously increasing. It becomes necessary to handle this traffic carefully in order
to avoid congestion situations, as these would lead to uncontrolled packet loss. Hence,
multimedia content demands for network infrastructures that are able to manage high
data rates while considering special requirements.
Multimedia content is rarely sent to only one receiver. Popular events are typically
broadcast in real-time to a large number of receivers. Multimedia is supposed to demand
for a one-to-many distribution scheme rather than many one-to-one schemes, as this
is considered to be highly inefficient in terms of network utilization. The receiving
users have special expectations to the delivered content that must be noted during the
transmission. It is assumed that the data arrives timely, in order, and does not exceed a
specific residual loss rate, independent of the transmission channel. End users demand
for a constant quality, also if they receive content via mobile links. Otherwise the user’s
Quality of Experience (QoE) [9] decreases significantly.
Multimedia content must be handled more sensitive by the network infrastructures and
the participating transport protocols. Its characteristics essentially differ from attributes
of robust content types as file download or emails.
The amount of multimedia traffic is continuously increasing, and consequently a set of
well-known mechanisms and technologies has been evolved. Each main component in the
domain of network transmissions is involved. There are special network infrastructure
approaches and mechanisms that target to optimize the transport of multimedia content.
Special transport protocols have been developed and defined that allow a more efficient
data delivery, and applications try to use the network in a way that their content is
reliably sent through it.
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The task of optimizing data traffic for higher transport efficiency is generally called Traf-
fic Engineering (TE). Basic TE approaches include statistic measures that are achieved
by long-term observations, as well as complex simulation results, and best-practices.
The main focus is always on the establishment of a reliable service that can be provided
at minimum cost. The term cost represents various objectives, such as consumed data
rate, required latency, number of hops in the network, or the packet loss probability. Cost
is a generic term that must be replaced with a situation-dependent metric definition.
Traffic Engineering includes two aspects, as the control is either application-based or
network-based. In case the application decides about the data priority, the network must
trust the application that the right priority is assigned to the packets. The other case de-
scribes the situation where the application completely relies on the decision taken solely
by the network. In either case one component must trust the other, but both hardly
work together. Corresponding packet classification schemes are Differentiated Services
(DiffServ) [10] and Integrated Services (IntServ) [11]. The packets are marked with an
individual priority and the network handles the reliable transport. Content-aware Traffic
Engineering (CaTE) is an interesting approach that shows how content and infrastruc-
ture providers can jointly take advantage of the deployed infrastructures [12]. In [13]
Wang et al. present an overview of routing optimization schemes for Internet traffic
engineering. Thereby, the authors consider intra- and inter-domain traffic engineering
and discuss a set of TE classifications.
Whereas TE focuses on a system-wide approach to find an acceptable traffic distribu-
tion, the infrastructure’s topology also contains a large potential for multimedia traffic
optimization. In case the topology information is known, it is possible to avoid network
segments with significant weaknesses regarding the application requirements.
Graph theory [14] represents a viable approach for traffic engineering purposes, that
is based on infrastructure’s topology information, while abstracting not required side
information. It naturally represents the network environment by edges and nodes, while
providing highly sophisticated algorithms to analyze the given topology.
Routing protocols, such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [15], use the well-known
Dijkstra’s Algorithm [16] from graph theory to find routes with special properties in
the networks. In principle, graph theory can be used to solve multiple tasks in traffic
engineering and data distribution, such as one-to-many transmissions. This type of
distribution scheme is known as Multicast and it uses tree structures to distribute data
in the network. Multicast trees can be represented by Steiner Trees [17], that can be
generated with tools provided by graph theory. Graph theory also provides multiple node
metrics, such as degree or closeness, that help to analyze the infrastructure’s topology.
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Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [18] is another technique to control network
traffic in packet-switched networks. MPLS categorizes streams of packets and informs
routers to equally handle all packets of the same category. This breaks with the common
best-effort principle at the network level, as it establishes a circuit-switched end-to-
end controlled transmission path. MPLS does not consider in-flow priority differences
and thus creates individual transmission channels, in which data packets are handled
following the best-effort principle.
MPLS creates an overlay network on top of the real physical network infrastructure. It
uses labels to mark packets in order to identify the corresponding path. As these labels
represent the categories, they must be network-widely distributed. This can be auto-
matized by the Resource Reservation Protocol - Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) [19,
20]. It implements a label distribution mechanism to ease the establishment of MPLS
networks. MPLS provides an adequate mechanism to deterministically forward multi-
media packets in a network, that remarkably reduces packet jitter and the transmission
delay. This technique requires administrative access to the network infrastructure, as
the nodes must be informed about the labels and their implications. Hence, MPLS is
mainly qualified for large managed infrastructures.
New network technologies are considered to contain a high potential to improve the
future of data transmissions. As an example, Software Defined Networking (SDN) [21,
22] and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [23, 24] describe concepts that aim to
further ease transmission handling in large networks. The SDN approach separates the
control from data network plane, and consequently establishes two highly specialized
operational domains. The control plane contains all required logic to control and man-
age the network, whereas the data plane is solely responsible for performing actions
announced by the control plane. NFV describes a fundamental approach to build tra-
ditional hardware-based network functionality in software. This accordingly leads to
highly flexible and interactive network applications, as essential services do not longer
require specialized hardware. Thereby, individual services are performed by software
running on a special operation system, while connected end hosts do not recognize this
fundamental new network infrastructure concept.
Transport protocols crucially influence network transport of multimedia content. They
may be designed for general purpose data transport without any transmission require-
ment, or highly specialized to the transport of a certain kind of data. Some transport
protocols are accompanied by control and monitoring protocols, that enable a remote
management of the sender. Transport protocols have generally different characteristics,
so that some kinds of data can be transmitted more appropriate than others. In either
case, the applications decide how the data is transmitted to the sink and the network
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infrastructure handles the data stream. It is possible that the network guesses the con-
tent of a transport protocol via its header information, i.e. the destination port, and
starts to prioritize the ongoing transmission accordingly. The identification of multi-
media data and its requirements by the help of the packet’s header information is not
reliable. Chapter 3 introduces multimedia protocols and their special demands in more
detail.
Related Research
In [25] Resende and Pardalos give an extensive survey about recent theoretical opti-
mization approaches, which are frequently used in telecommunications. In the follow-
ing, only a representative subset of all covered topics is considered. The concept of
Integer Programming (IP) for telecommunications is explicitly introduced by Lee and
Lewis [25, chap. 3], and represents a basis for ongoing research in this domain. The
authors particularly present an overview of IP models, examples, and solution methods
for network structures. In [25, chap. 11] Forsgren and Prytz present an overview of
Telecommunications Network Design. Performance criteria and the optimization of net-
work design problems, as well as a mixed-integer linear programming solution strategy,
are presented in detail and give an excellent overview of this topic. In [25, chap. 17]
Klincewicz considers Quality of Service (QoS) aspects in the context of network design.
The author presents multiple QoS aspects, modeling techniques for delay considerations,
and different routing approaches. In [25, chap. 24], Rexford discusses the modeling and
the computational challenges of optimizing the tunable parameters of IP networks. In
this chapter, network routing in a single network and in large backbone networks is
considered, as well as inter-domain routing policies.
In [26], Kachan, Siemens, and Shuvalov compare commercial fast data transport ap-
proaches in 10 Gbit/s wide area networks with large latencies and varying packet loss
rates. In this work, it turned out that in case of loss, a significant decrease of the TCP
transmission data rate down to 1 % of the link’s capacity is possible. In summary, these
approaches work well in loss-free environments, but they are not suitable for high speed
transmissions in error-prone networks.
A pragmatic approach for multimedia transmissions through legacy networks is Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH). In [27], Stockhammer describes the standards
and design principles of DASH. It is shown, that DASH addresses weaknesses of pro-
gressive downloading and RTP/RTSP [28] media streaming, while exploiting existing
technologies, e.g. codecs. DASH stores multimedia content at an HTTP [29] server with
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different encodings, and each is split into multiple segments. The receiver is able to ac-
cess the content with a specific encoding according to its requirements and capabilities.
Additionally, it is able to iteratively select different chunks of this content block. The
streaming procedure is performed via progressive downloading of partitioned content
chunks. DASH supports multiple application scenarios, such as on-demand streaming
and Live-TV, especially in terms of mobile devices [30].
In 1999 Acharya presents a Ph.D. thesis that targets the improvement of multimedia
communication over wide area networks [31]. It deals with the interception of transmis-
sion streams at application layer in order to reduce startup delays and server loads. The
presented approach, called MiddleMan, utilizes distributed cooperative caches, that act
as the original multimedia server.
In [32] Border et al. provide a survey of Performance Enhancing Proxies (PEP) intended
to mitigate link-related degradations. These focus on the improvement of degraded per-
formances of TCP connections in wide area networks. Following the survey, these proxies
should be used in specific environments and circumstances. They cover the whole OSI
layer stack, but the most popular PEP application is considered at the transport layer
with TCP [3]. With PEPs, it is possible to split TCP connections between two nodes, by
terminating a connection received from an end system, and establishing a corresponding
connection to the other end system [32]. PEPs include different mechanisms to enhance
communications, such as TCP ACK Handling or Local TCP Retransmissions. In [33],
Neale et al. present a system for the bi-directional transfer of data packets over a TCP
communications system, that can comprise terrestrial and satellite links. The Loss Do-
main Separation (LDS) principle, as discussed in this thesis, can be seen as a specialized
ARQ-based PEP for multimedia content in a time constraint environment.
Challenges
There are multiple challenges considering multimedia traffic optimization. In general, the
involved components do not interact in a precise way, i.e. they are unaware of the other’s
requirement. Even in case information is exchanged, the knowledge is abstracted to a
group of traffic, rather than to an individual stream or flow. This leads to a limited setup
for the optimization process, including the transport protocols, network infrastructure,
and the applications.
Transport protocols typically coarsely observe the present network environment param-
eter, as they reduce the network infrastructure between sender and receiver to a single
virtual end-to-end segment. Multimedia applications require a reliable, high granular,
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and valuable measurement of the network’s characteristics. Consequently, the abstrac-
tion of a potentially inhomogeneous network environment inevitably leads to less efficient
optimization results for multimedia content.
Available techniques are based on legacy architecture standards, and marginally influ-
ence the existing infrastructures that have been invented in the 1980’s. These techniques
have been developed to transport elastic non-multimedia data, and acceptably work for
these content types.
Traditionally, networks and applications are seen as different domains that cannot suffi-
ciently interact with each other. A precise information exchange between both domains
would lead to an efficient transportation mechanism. As the amount of multimedia traf-
fic is continuously increasing, new techniques and paradigms are required that set up
network infrastructures and applications for upcoming challenges.
1.2 Contribution
This thesis focuses on the identification of individual aspects, that represent key factors
for optimized packet-switched networks. Thereby, it addresses the domain of constraint
multimedia transmission, as they are considered as a fundamental element in the future
media Internet.
Evolutionary and revolutionary transport approaches are presented. Evolutionary tech-
niques can mostly be seamlessly integrated into default existing network infrastructures.
They target the achievement of an enriched media transmission, while avoiding signif-
icant technology changes at the end devices. Revolutionary approaches are discussed,
that require deeper interactions in legacy environments. They eventually lead to a con-
siderable extension to current network environments, regarding an optimized multimedia
transmission.
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• Network optimization with spatial dimension,
• Multi-dimensional network optimization, and
• Proof of concept demonstrators for future media networks.
These topics include a topology-aware error correction principle, a protocol-based in-
formation exchange between the network and applications, and the identification of
multi-dimensional metric spaces.
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The appendix Related Publications provides an overview of all publications that have
been published during this thesis.
Network Optimization with Spatial Dimension
Traditional network transmission schemes implement an end-to-end based control mech-
anism, as known from the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [2] and the Transport Control
Protocol (TCP) [3]. The end-to-end transmission path between a source and a sink is
generally highly heterogeneous, as it is composed of multiple different segments. In case
of a mobile receiver, the path consists of at least one wireless and various wired physical
transmission channels. Each of these channels has its own properties and characteristics.
The logical link’s characteristics are consequently an inhomogeneous composition of the
properties contributed by the underlying physical channels. The logical end-to-end link
constitutes a weak representation of the real infrastructural properties.
Packet-switched networks are generally not error-free, especially if they include wireless
segments. In any case, the application of error correction schemes is an advantageous
concept. Multimedia content is particularly intolerant to large transmission latencies
and high packet loss probabilities. Error correction schemes depend on the underlying
network in general, and in particular on the segment’s parameters. In case the error
correction is not efficiently adjusted to these parameters, it cannot acceptably perform.
This means that the amount of information, needed to correct occurring errors, is either
higher than normally required, or too low. The first case causes a higher data rate
in the network and increases network latencies. In the second case, the transported
content is not sufficiently protected, and arising errors during the transmission cannot
be adequately corrected. In either case, the non-optimized application of error correction
schemes to networks, especially end-to-end networks, remains a suboptimal concept. The
focus of this thesis is on the utilization of a general inhomogeneous network topology in
terms of error correction schemes. Inhomogeneous topologies contain a currently unused
potential to significantly reduce the required data rate for transmissions.
In case the legacy end-to-end transmission path is split at designated nodes in the net-
work infrastructure, special loss domains appear. Consequently, the presented optimiza-
tion scheme is called Loss Domain Separation (LDS). With LDS, it becomes possible
to individually set up error correction schemes for predetermined network segments,
instead of using a single and weak logical end-to-end segment. The global error correc-
tion scheme is accordingly divided into a set of multiple schemes, each performing on
separate network segments. The precisely tuned schemes can significantly reduce the
network utilization.
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Figure 1.1: Optimization approach: Loss Domain Separation.
In case end-to-end constraints must be considered, they represent a global budget. The
distribution of these budgets across the available segments is also a sensitive task, as
the interdependence between error correction and budget distribution is fundamental
for network utilization.
Figure 1.1 presents a schematic overview of the Loss Domain Separation principle, by
the help of a network that is segmented into two parts.
In this thesis, the application of LDS with different Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) [34]
error correction schemes is discussed. The LDS principle follows the Performance En-
hancing Proxies mechanisms as described in [32].
• Generic error correction schemes are discussed without any constraints. The
calculations are based on the Noisy-Channel Coding Theorem [35], that is valid for
any time-unrestricted error correction scheme. It emerged that the application of
atomic error correction on a per segment basis outperforms the default end-to-end
scheme.
• Time constraint ARQ and hybrid ARQ schemes are discussed for transmis-
sion environments with a strict time-constraint and an upper limit for the residual
error rate. The ARQ calculations are based on a scheme, that allows to flexi-
bly distribute retransmission packets within a set of given retransmission rounds.
The hybrid ARQ calculations are based on the Adaptive Hybrid Error Correction
(AHEC) framework introduced by Tan [36]. It shows, that it is not possible to
arbitrarily segment a transmission path. In case the number of segments exceeds
a saturation point, the application of atomic error correction schemes leads to a
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highly inefficient network utilization compared to a default end-to-end transmis-
sion path.
With LDS, the complexity of a transmission moves to the network, and specialized intra-
network relays are required to perform the protocol terminations. The presentation
of the Loss Domain Separation principle is accompanied with a discussion about the
selection of acceptable split locations. It includes multiple approaches that analyze
the given network topology, as well as an optimization model, that generates precise
relay location suggestions according to a given transport environment. Additionally, a
flexible metric approach is presented, that provides a mechanism which generates split
suggestions from multiple composed metrics.
Multi-Dimensional Network Optimization
Metrics represent a fundamental basis for network transmissions. They reflect individual
network parameters and influence routing decisions. Measurable characteristics of net-
work segments are mapped to comparable values, that allow a strict ordering according
to a given policy. These measures are eventually used to rate the quality of the net-
works and their segments. This enables a deterministic network analysis, as well as the
selection of appropriate infrastructure parts, by different algorithms and mechanisms.
Legacy networks use one-dimensional metrics to find appropriate network paths. This
implies, that these generally rely on a single parameter, i.e. the so called hop count, that
reflects the number of intermediate nodes between the source and the sink. As networks
are complex structures including a large set of different components, a one-dimensional
representation by metrics is assumed to be inadequate, as other parameters are not
considered. The transport of multimedia content introduces special constraints and re-
quirements. The selection of an acceptable network path, that satisfies all demands, is
an essential task and represents a significant aspect of packet-switched networking.
In this thesis, a set of different metrics is presented, that can be used to rate the net-
work’s quality based on a multitude of different parameters. Additionally, mathematical
programs are presented, that enable an optimized network path selection for unicast and
multicast transmission schemes. Furthermore, an interactive and revolutionary mech-
anism is presented, that allows publishing and negotiation of transmission parameters
prior to the media transmission by the help of a specialized protocol. With this concept,
information, such as available data rates and fundamental transmission requirements,
can be explicitly shared between applications and the network infrastructure. The net-
work calculates a suitable distribution tree and tells the application essential network
parameters. The data source decides if it can start the transmission with the announced
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parameters. The presented specification includes a negotiation process, as well as a
periodical update mechanism that allows to immediately react to varying network in-
frastructure conditions.
Future Media Networking Demonstrators
During this thesis two proof of concept demonstrators for future media networking have
been developed.
The first proof of concept is the Local Wide Area Network (LWAN) demonstrator. It
represents an intuitive blackbox networking system with interactive management and
control functionality. It serves as a first basis for future research in the domain of
multi-segment transmission. The LWAN demonstrator implements different transport
protocols and enables a basic set up of infrastructural parameters.
The second demonstrator extends the fundamental aspects of the LWAN demonstrator.
It is based on Software Defined Networking (SDN) and represents a fully virtualized
networking testbed, and has been tailored to the research topics of the Telecommunica-
tions Lab at Saarland University. It allows a flexible network management and a large
number of modification possibilities, that is not available in traditional closed source
network environments. Besides the local nodes, the environment has been extended by
external nodes located at multiple research and industry partners. The SDN testbed
has continuously grown and currently serves as a platform for joint scientific research,
testing of network protocols, and has been used in multiple Bachelor and Master theses.
Both demonstrators have been presented at multiple academic events.
Chapter 2
Data Networks
Data networks are built to connect devices and enable the exchange of information. The
design of these networks varies according to their intended use. The probably most
prominent representative is the Internet [37], which is based on the Internet Protocol
(IP) [1]. In 1977 the development of the ISO/OSI layer reference model [38] for network
design has been started. It states the fundamental basis for a large set of today’s wide
and local area networks. Numerous end devices are connected and exchange information
of any kind, such as email, files, or live multimedia content. Each information type has
different characteristics and demands for an individual handling.
With an increasing number of end devices, the right information distribution scheme
becomes highly relevant. Sophisticated routing schemes have been developed and im-
plemented to reliably and efficiently exchange information over large network infras-
tructures. As network transmissions generally facing packet errors, the application of
an error correction scheme is required, that recovers lost information at the data sink.
Wireless networks, e.g. WLAN or mobile radio, represent frequently used infrastruc-
tures, which show that this is a severe requirement.
In the course of time, new network technologies, approaches, and paradigms have been
investigated and are about to move towards practical network infrastructures. Software
Defined Networking (SDN) [21], Next Generation Networks (NGN) [39], and Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) [23, 24] represent only a subset of emerging paradigms
and technologies. These approaches are presented in this chapter. The focus is on the
topics mentioned above, and on the end-to-end principle, which has been the basis for
all information exchange in the last decades.
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Figure 2.1: ISO/OSI layer interaction.
2.1 Open System Interconnection
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU)1 specifies Open System Intercon-
nection (OSI) in the recommendation ITU-T X.200 [38] as a model approach, that is
used for information exchange between open systems. Open system means that the end
device system complies with the proposed OSI standard in opposition to a proprietary
system. It focuses on the interconnection of systems, including transmission of infor-
mation and distributed task collaboration. The ITU-T X.200 standard provides a set
of specifications to ease the communication between multiple autonomous and spatially
distributed systems. The concept contains the abstraction of functionality into multiple
general layer descriptions. It does not provide any specific implementation details. The
ISO/OSI reference model is also published as ISO/IEC 7498-1:1994.
2.1.1 Layered Architecture Concept
Layering is the basic mechanism to structure the components of the OSI model. The
standard defines a layer as a subsystem that represents an element in a hierarchical
system separation. This subsystem groups specific functionality that has a well-defined
interface to other layers as presented in figure 2.1. Subsystems can only communicate
with subsystems on the directly adjacent layers. For convenience, subsystems and lay-
ers are always represented as a vertical stack as shown in figure 2.2. It illustrates the
complete OSI models of two end device systems connected via a network relay device,
e.g. a router. Information designated to be sent on any layer must always pass the stack
downwards whereas received information moves upwards in the stack. Each subsystem
may contain multiple elements that represent equal functionality, but are implemented
differently. Elements of a certain layer can communicate with other elements on the
1http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/Pages/default.aspx (2015/01/29)
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Figure 2.2: The ISO/OSI layer model following ITU-T X.200.
same layer, but on a different system. The recommendation of ITU-T X.200 [38] also
highlights Quality of Service (QoS) [40] handling. Depending on the connection mode
it names possible parameters: For a single connection-mode transmission these param-
eters include expected transmission delay, probability of corruption, probability of loss or
duplication, probability of wrong delivery, and protection from unauthorized access [38].
2.1.2 The Specific OSI Layers
The OSI reference model identifies seven layers, each including specialized functionality
for packet communication. Each layer provides a specific set of functionality and is
accessible via interfaces located at the borders to its directly adjacent layers. A layer
offers information and functionality to the layer above and consumes from the layer
below as indicated by figure 2.1.
Application Layer (OSI L7)
The application layer provides the interface for any application to access the Open Sys-
tem Interconnection Environment (OSIE) [38]. It represents the topmost layer and
includes all functionality to communicate with other OSI systems. Conceptually, this
layer does not contain any function provided by lower layers, such as congestion control
or signal modulation. This layer contains all functionality required by humans or com-
puter applications. The application layer is responsible for the exchange of information
between applications, including the identification of intended communication partners
or the selection of an acceptable Quality of Service parameter set.
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Presentation Layer (OSI L6)
The presentation layer service is described in ITU-T X.216 [41]. The main purpose
of this layer is to provide a system independent representation of data. This allows a
reliable and deterministic information exchange between systems. The presentation layer
is responsible for the negotiation of the transfer syntax and the usage of session services.
It provides a set of functionality to the application layer, including the identification
and selection of a set of transfer syntaxes as well as access to the session services. This
layer is no longer explicitly defined in network scenarios, as it has been merged into the
application layer.
Session Layer (OSI L5)
The session layer, as described in ITU-T X.215 [42], provides functionality for a syn-
chronized and reliable exchange of information within sessions. It establishes a session-
connection between two presentation layer entities. Besides functionality for session-
connection establishment, it also contains exception reporting, and resynchronization
features. As with the presentation layer, it is no longer used and has also been merged
into the application layer. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [29] is a prominent
representative of a protocol that works inside the combination of OSI L5, L6, and L7
with merged layer specifications.
Transport Layer (OSI L4)
The transport layer, as described in ITU-T X.214 [43], enables a transparent transfer
of data between session layer entities. It attempts to efficiently utilize the network
resources while handling constraints introduced by the session layer or the network
service. This layer has an end-to-end characteristic, as a transport layer connection is
solely possible between end hosts implementing the OSI model. It does neither perform
routing, switching, or relaying action nor does it utilize functionality according to the
present network application status. The transport layer provides a transport address
to the session layer that can be used to uniquely identify the session entity at the
host. The layer contains multiple functionalities, including end-to-end multiplexing of
transport connections into network connections, end-to-end error detection, monitoring
of QoS parameters, and supervisory functions.
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Network Layer (OSI L3)
The network layer, as described in ITU-T X.213 [44], establishes, maintains, and termi-
nates network connections between end hosts implementing the OSI model. It includes
functionality to exchange transport layer data on a network connection basis. This layer
provides a specified interface to the transport layer in order to keep it independent of
the used underlying communication media. It offers a basic service for a transparent
transport data exchange while handling a wide variety of networking configurations,
including the transport between two end hosts over complex cascades of subnetworks.
The network layer includes routing, relaying, sequencing, and flow control mechanisms
as well as functionality for error-detection and -recovery.
Data Link Layer (OSI L2)
The data link layer, as described in ITU-T X.212 [45], builds a data link connection
over one or more physical connections. It detects and handles errors introduced by the
underlying physical layer and enables the network layer to handle interconnections of
data circuits within the physical layer. It provides data link addresses to the network
layer. This layer includes functionality for error detection, routing, and relaying as well
as control of data circuit interconnections based on subnets.
Physical Layer (OSI L1)
The physical layer, as described in ITU-T X.21 [46], represents the establishment and
maintenance of physical connections between open systems. It is used by the data
link entities and performs bit-wise transmission of information over physical media.
As the number of potential physical media is large, this layer is generally supposed
to provide physical connections, sequencing, and data circuit identification. Detailed
service information of the physical layer depends on the present medium and must be
individually specified.
2.2 The End-to-End Principle
The interconnection of devices is generally dedicated to the exchange of information
between all connected parties. The participating hosts establish a communication chan-
nel, that is defined by the corresponding end points. Data networks are designed to
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be highly flexible as they provide the basis for exchanging a plethora of different infor-
mation types. Current networks cover the transmission of file downloads, emails, voice,
and multimedia, such as real-time video streams. Each of these application scenarios has
different requirements. As an example, file transfers assume that a file is transmitted
reliably, whereas live streaming of multimedia content is generally able to cope with a
specified amount of loss. The network does not have any information about the type of
information being transmitted, and consequently cannot handle information accordingly.
The end points are responsible for transmission as well as ensuring information integrity,
as the complete transmission logic is concentrated at the network’s end points. The end-
to-end principle exactly states this observation [47]:
The function in question can completely and correctly be implemented only
with the knowledge and help of the application standing at the end points of
the communication system. Therefore, providing that questioned function as
a feature of the communication system itself is not possible.
This description was first stated by Saltzer et al. [47] and still represents one of the most
popular communication protocol design guidelines. It is a general design approach that
must be carefully reviewed as the meaning of end points of a communication system
is not invariably defined. Assuming two people talk to each other, the end points can
be seen as the people themselves. To be more specific, their brains processing the
audio input coming from their ears. In case a file transfer between computer devices is
considered, it is difficult to precisely define the term, as 1) the file must be read from
hard-disk, 2) pushed through the application processing pipeline, 3) sent via a network
socket to another device, 4) received from a network socket, 5) pushed to the receiving
application. According to the OSI reference model discussed in section 2.1, the network
stack represents only an interim stage and not the end point of the communication.
Information is forwarded to OSI layer 7 and is potentially further processed afterwards.
In general, the end point of a communication system is the last entity in the transmission
chain.
It can be seen that the OSI layer model is not absolutely perfect as the network layer
does not terminate the transmission chain in the common sense. Information must be
passed through multiple layers where specific functions are invoked prior to the reception
by the end user or entity. Interestingly, the majority of applications assume that the
error probability in the end system equals zero. As an example, the majority of designers
assumes that there are no errors when reading data from the main memory. Indeed,
errors may occur and distort application communication.
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The end-to-end principle implicitly assumes a neutral network. The complete transport
intelligence resides at the network edges represented by end points. In chapter 5 an
optimization approach is presented that splits end-to-end connections in order to improve
the transmission efficiency. The classic end-to-end principle is abolished and replaced by
a sophisticated transparent relaying mechanism. The presented approach is rather seen
as an evolutionary extension to the end-to-end principle than a violation, as it focuses
on the special handling of multimedia transmissions with strict constraints.
2.3 Network Characteristics
Network characteristics describe basic parameters and measurements influencing trans-
mission and its efficiency. The topology of the network infrastructure simultaneously
represents an individual performance indicator and a constraint for transmissions. The
way nodes are interconnected is a crucial aspect for data transmissions, as it affects do-
mains such as reliability, latency, and resource utilization. Besides the main appearance
of the network, its intrinsic behaviour is highly significant, as it unveils transmission
aspects concerning latency, data rate, loss probability, or jitter.
Another characteristic is the transmission scheme itself. Traditional networks are built
according to the end-to-end principle. This creates a virtual link between the commu-
nication end points and merges their parameters of the segments in between. In terms
of transmission efficiency, this leaves significant room for improvements. A potential
improvement, called Loss Domain Separation, is discussed in chapter 5. Connection
establishment can use circuit- or packet-switching, which differ in their parameter set
as well as the used physical media. In the following, an overview of the most significant
network characteristics is presented.
2.3.1 Topology
The network topology describes the nodes and their interconnections, thus it represents
the network structure. Topologies can be separated into two main groups: physical
and logical topologies. The physical topology reflects the physical node locations and
the connections between nodes. As an example it describes the physical deployment
of routers, switches, and other network equipment. The logical topology represents a
virtual overlay network on top of the physical topology. Peer-to-peer [48] or other overlay
networks [40] are prominent representatives for logical infrastructures. Multiple different
topologies, each with its individual advantages, can be identified. Figure 2.3 illustrates
the most prominent topology types for IP networks.
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Figure 2.3: Examples of a Star, Tree, and Mesh topology.
In legacy IP networks each node contains full logic and operates independently. The
nodes have computational functionality to analyze incoming and compose outgoing in-
formation. Routing and switching decisions are separately made by each and every node
in the network. Traditional networks have a decentralized information processing and
distribution behavior where no node is prioritized. The network devices exchange in-
formation via different protocols. For example, routers employ routing protocols, such
as Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [49], Intermediate System to Intermediate System
(IS-IS) [50], or Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [15]. The totality of all information
transposed by routing protocols enables each participating router to maintain a topol-
ogy representation. Network topologies are generally represented and analyzed by tools
derived from graph theory [14]. These tools allow routing between nodes or the selection
of distribution structures. The most prominent mechanisms in this domain are Shortest
Path [16] or Spanning Tree [16] algorithms. Graph theory additionally supports the
analysis of node connectivity, e.g. by the help of ingress and egress degree [51].
Upcoming technologies, such as Software Defined Networks (SDN) [21] or Network Func-
tion Virtualization (NFV) [23, 24] tend to dissolve this traditional topology structure
and set up new node interaction and transmission approaches. Further information
about SDN and NVF are presented in section 2.7 and 2.8.
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2.3.2 Performance
The network performance reflects the intrinsic quality of a network infrastructure and
depends on multiple characteristics.
Transmission data rate is a value that provides information about the ability of the
whole network or a segment to transport data in a specific time interval. It is typically
measured in bits/sec. A packet with a fixed size requires less time to be sent with a
higher data rate compared to a lower data rate. The term data rate is often confused
with bandwidth. In the telecommunication domain bandwidth represents the spectral
bandwidth of a signal with the unit Hz.
The transmission latency represents the time to deliver a packet from one node to
another. In case the nodes are directly connected by a single link, it refers to the links
latency. If multiple links are used to connect the nodes, the term reflects the path latency.
It consists of three ingredients: the propagation delay2, the packet transmission delay,
and a potential queuing delay. Section 3.2 further discusses the transmission latency.
Packet jitter is closely related to the transmission latency. It represents the time varia-
tion due to the network load encountered by subsequent packets. Consequently, networks
with fixed transmission latency do not introduce any packet jitter.
Another key characteristic of network performance is packet loss. It describes the situa-
tion when data packets are not received by the sink. A packet error is related to packet
loss. For example, a packet error represents the fact that received packets contain de-
fective bits. In case of a transmission over an erasure channel [52] a packet error is
equal to a packet loss, as all packets reaching the receiver are assumed to be error-free.
If one bit in a packet is not valid, the whole packet is dropped. A typical situation
facing packet loss is owing to physical distortions, as introduced by wireless and radio
environments. Error correction schemes help to overcome this challenge by proactively
adding redundancy to the transmitted data at the source. This redundancy is used at
the sink to recover distorted packet information. Packet loss additionally originates from
congestion. In this case, the network devices cannot buffer any more incoming packets,
which are then dropped. Section 2.5 provides more information about error correction
schemes and their application. Packet loss caused by physical phenomena can be han-
dled by application layer mechanisms, whereas loss owing to network congestion is dealt
within traffic engineering and requires network wide interactions. The aforementioned
terms can either be used for virtual and physical networks as well as individual segments.
2The propagation delay depends on the propagation medium.
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A more statistical measure for network performance refers to reliability, maintainability,
and availability (RMA) [53] of the network. Reliability reflects the rate of failures of the
complete network or of one of its components. Maintainability represents the amount
of effort required to restore or upgrade the network or a component after a failure
occurred. Availability means the relation between reliability and time of recovering the
environment. RMA cannot be directly measured, but achieved via policies and metrics.
The network performance significantly influences the Quality of Service (QoS) [40] and
Quality of Experience (QoE) [9].
2.3.3 Transmission Design
Traditional networks are designed as end-to-end networks that implement the previously
mentioned principles. In this case, payload data is transferred between the source and
the sink and the transmission is fully controlled by the transmission end points. The
packet header is inspected at each intermediate node and the packet is individually
forwarded to a network device located closer to the packet’s destination. Besides this
forwarding, no actions are performed at the intermediate network components, and the
packet is originally moved to the next device.
The connection can be consequently seen as a single virtual link between source and sink.
The virtual link reflects merged properties, such as latency and packet loss, according to
the participating network segments. The end points cannot distinguish at which point
a packet faces high latencies or is dropped. The application must always consider the
virtual link and thus the network path as a whole. With end-to-end architectures it is
not possible to individually apply error correction schemes that are specific to a given
network segment, and efficiently utilize available resources.
A multi-hop approach employs information about individual network segments. This
allows the application of specific networking technologies and parameters for each path
segment.
In case of multiple segments with significantly differing parameters, such as latencies,
this leads to the application of an individually tailored error correction scheme for each
segment. As an example, consider two lossy network segments where the round trip time
of segment 1 is significantly smaller than the round trip time of segment 2. In this case,
a retransmission scheme is suitable solely for segment 1 whereas segment 2 should use
a forward error correction scheme [34, 54]. This concept frees network segments from
overhead traffic generated by error correction schemes on other segments. Consequently,
the available network resources are used more efficiently. Multi-hop transport schemes
lead to a spatial separation of network segments in order to individually handle network
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conditions. This approach requires more knowledge about the network as well as so-
phisticated network technologies, as data streams must be terminated, processed, and
reestablished inside the network, without any participation of the end points. Chap-
ter 5 introduces a loss domain separation scheme that enables a segment specific error
correction in order to efficiently transmit multimedia content.
Network transmissions use a communication channel that connects source and sink. Mul-
tiple different channel-establishing concepts are known, each with its individual impli-
cations to a network transmission. Circuit-switching [40] implies an exclusive and fixed
communication channel establishment before the actual information exchange. This also
includes resource reservation along the selected network path. This ensures a guaranteed
data rate and transmission latency, and lowers the probability of packet jitter close to
zero. This connection type creates a virtual link between the end devices and all network
packets take the same route through the network.
In contrast, packet-switching implies that each packet is individually handled at each
node in the network. There are no guarantees for any properties, such as data rate,
latency, or the route through the network. Each packet of a data stream can potentially
take different ways through the network, resulting in different arrival times at the re-
ceiver. This causes packet reordering and introduces jitter. This concept is often named
best-effort routing.
Technologies like Multi-Label Protocol Switching (MPLS) [18] focus on the implementa-
tion of circuit-switched network connections in packet-switched environments. Basically,
MPLS uses IP packets and their address space, but allows routers to analyze a small flag
in the packet header to decide where to forward the packet. Therefore, each router must
maintain a specific table including flags and designated forwarding ports. This ensures
a reliable and replicable packet delivery over all MPLS enabled routers. Section 3.4
describes the most prominent multimedia transport protocols in more detail.
Another transmission design aspect is the mode how data is transmitted inside the net-
work. IP-based [1] networks split information into small data chunks of variable size
before transmission, which are typically smaller than 1500 bytes. These data chunks are
prefixed with a packet header that contains all relevant transmission information. An-
other approach is to use fixed size cells as implemented in Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) [40] networks. The small data chunk size with ATM allows a fast transmission
over networks. The corresponding data carrying efficiency, i.e. the header to payload
ratio, is 5/48 ≈ 0.10 whereas the ratio with IP is 60/1500 ≈ 0.04 [1, 55].
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2.4 Routing Schemes
Routing deals with the analysis of the network topology and the selection of suitable
paths in the network that reliably connect source and sink. The concrete implemen-
tation of this depends on the network and the transmission. A one-to-one data ex-
change requires an adequate network path, whereas a one-to-many connection requires
a distribution tree. IP-based networks are generally best-effort routing networks. They
individually select the transmission path in the network for each packet and do not
provide or exploit any information about the global efficiency of routes in the network.
Consequently, they utilize only a local view of the network.
There are situations where it is sufficient to find the best path or the best tree in the
network. Best in this context implies the existence of a path whose parameters are
optimal and that there exists no other path with better characteristics. Metrics and
norms are used to measure and judge the quality of a network link or path. Section 4.4
introduces metrics and norms in a detailed manner. Metrics reflect the underlying
network parameters, such as latency, packet loss rate, or jitter. Figure 2.4 presents the
most prominent routing schemes that are also discussed in the following. Routes are
often calculated based on optimization and graph theoretical [14] algorithms, which are
presented in sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.
2.4.1 Unicast
The transmission between a single source and sink is called a unicast or one-to-one
connection. Devices are identified by their IP addresses. In the domain of graph theory,
unicast routing implies the selection of a single-source shortest path in the network,
e.g. by the application of Dijkstra’s Algorithm [16] or the Bellman-Ford Algorithm [16].
Unicast routing is practically performed by the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [56]
and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [15].
2.4.2 Multicast
Multicast allows an efficient data exchange between a single source and a set of re-
ceivers, which is also called a one-to-many connection. Multicast introduces the concept
of groups, where each group contains multiple receivers and is uniquely identified by a
special multicast IP address. The source sends data to a set of receivers identified by
a multicast group. It addresses the packets to the corresponding multicast address and
the network manages all required routing operation based on the multicast address. The
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Figure 2.4: Routing scheme overview.
source establishes a single unicast connection to the multicast address whereas the net-
work handles all remaining tasks. In case a single server sends the same data to multiple
receivers, multicast uses network resources more efficiently than unicast, as it avoids the
establishment of individual overlapping connections between the sender and each sink.
In the domain of graph theory, multicast is implemented by finding a suitable tree struc-
ture containing a subset of all available nodes. A structure with these characteristics
is called Steiner Tree [17]. These are computationally complex and can be found using
approximation algorithms [57]. In practice, multicast distribution trees are calculated by
protocols such as Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) [58], Multicast
Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF) [59], or Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) [60,
61].
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2.4.3 Broadcast
Broadcast is a special case of multicast where all sinks in the network are addressed by
a single sender. In analogy to multicast, the source sends packets to a special address
and the network handles the succeeding packet distribution. Broadcasting uses special
broadcast addresses from the network’s IP address space. In a graph theoretical context,
broadcast routing leads to the selection of Spanning Trees [16]. These trees can be
obtained by algorithms from Kruskual and Prim [16].
2.4.4 Anycast
This approach targets the case where a service is hosted on a group of servers. In case
a device is going to send data to such a service, it cannot unambiguously identify an
individual server where to send the request. Anycast allows a device to send packets
to a special anycast address and let the network handle the data distribution to at
least one server of the group. This concept eases the search and selection process for a
special server offering an individual service (e.g. Content Deliver Network (CDN) [62]
mirrors). It significantly decreases latencies and enables load balancing policies. This
routing scheme can be modeled as a special case of the graph theoretical All-Pairs
Shortest Path (APSP) problem [16]. The APSP can be solved by the Floyd-Warshall
Algorithm [16]. A central instance, having knowledge about all paths in the network,
can provide information for routing mechanisms to select appropriate anycast routes
for an individual pair of source and sink. Further information about Anycast is given
in [63].
New network technologies, such as Software Defined Networking (SDN) [21], which is
presented in section 2.7, are predestined to further implement new and improve legacy
mechanisms, such as unicast, multicast, broadcast, or anycast.
2.5 Error Correction Schemes
Transmitting data over any physical or logical transmission channel incorporates the risk
of transmission errors. Error implies that the received data at the sink is different to the
sent data at the source. Transmission errors can have different causes, such as physical
channel distortions or congestion effects. Errors inherently disturb the communication
between the sender and receiver. Consider a video stream where the transmission is
distorted, so that the receiver is not able to properly display the video, leading to an
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overall decrease in Quality of Service [40] and Quality of Experience [9]. It is necessary
to protect the communication with error correction schemes.
Redundancy information is used by the receiver to recover the original data packets
in case the received packets contain errors. In case a transmission error occurs, the
receiver uses this redundant information to reassemble the original data packets. If the
amount of redundancy is sufficient, the data stream can be perfectly reassembled at the
receiver. Otherwise some residual errors remain. There is no guarantee that the original
information can be recovered perfectly.
The two most prominent categories of error correction techniques are the retransmission
of corrupted packets and the insertion of additional data to handle potential information
loss. The data sink must be able to identify the error position in order to start the recov-
ery process. The according mechanisms are called Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) [34]
and Forward Error Correction (FEC) [54], whereas the combination of both schemes is
called Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) [36]. In the following these three error
correction approaches and their applications in multi-hop networks are discussed.
2.5.1 Automatic Repeat Request
With Automatic Repeat Requests (ARQ) [34] the receiver is able to detect and reorder
corrupted packets within a data stream. The packets contain a sequence number that
enables the receiver to determine a missing packet. Lost packets are retransmitted out-of-
order from the source. This reordering mechanism requires a bidirectional transmission
channel, as the sink requests missing packets from the source. ARQ describes a reactive
error correction scheme.
The Automatic Repeat Request can be implemented in three variants:
• Stop and Wait: This is the most naive mode, where the sender transmits a packet
and waits for the receiver’s acknowledgement (ACK) of a successful packet trans-
mission. The next packet is only sent once the ACK of the prior packet has been
properly received.
• Go-Back-N: In this variation, the sender also waits for an ACK and sends a number
of packets without waiting for an acknowledgement. The actual number of packets
in transmission is determined by a window. If the window has a size of N packets,
the sender can send up to N-1 packets after the first was sent. The source waits
for an acknowledgement of the sent block and accordingly shifts the window N-1
slots further.
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Figure 2.5: End-to-end error correction schemes.
• Selective-ARQ: In this mode, the sender does not wait for an ACK that the pack-
ets have been received in good order. It listens for negative acknowledgements
(NACK). In case a NACK is received, the requested packet is individually resent
from the source.
With an ARQ scheme the receiver optimally experiences the same quality all the time.
The data rate on the communication channel may significantly vary over time, depending
on the network status and occurring errors. ARQ is a time intensive error correction
scheme, as missing or corrupted packets are re-requested by the receiver. This results
in a latency of at least one Round Trip Time (RTT) [64]. RFC 3366 [34] provides a
general overview of ARQ techniques. The application of an end-to-end ARQ scheme is
illustrated in figure 2.5 a).
2.5.2 Forward Error Correction
Forward Error Correction (FEC) [54] is a proactive broadcasting error correction scheme.
It does not require bidirectional communication between the sender and receiver, as the
source continuously pushes packets with added redundancy towards the receiver. This
is independent of the current network status. FEC allows a constant data rate over the
time of transmission, whereas the quality may vary, depending on the number of errors
occurring on the transmission channel. Forward Error Correction can be implemented
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for a transmission requiring nearly fixed latencies, as it represents a unidirectional scheme
without retransmissions over large network parts. Prominent examples of FEC are
Hamming [35] and Reed-Solomon codes [65]. The application of an end-to-end FEC
scheme is illustrated in figure 2.5 b).
2.5.3 Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) [36] is the combination of an Automatic
Repeat Request (ARQ) and a Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme. The FEC is
used to reduce the frequency of retransmissions. The added redundancy enables the sink
to proactively correct some transmission errors without requesting any retransmissions.
The retransmission scheme ARQ is used to request the missing information from the
sender in case the preceding FEC has not been able to correct encountered errors.
HARQ is perfectly suited for large, independent receiver groups, as FEC increases the
scalability of the error correction and ARQ introduces adaptivity by adding an on-
demand bidirectional communication mechanism.
Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request can be categorized into two groups:
• Type I HARQ: ARQ and FEC work consecutively. Data is sent with added
redundancy. In case the data is not recoverable at the sink, the sender is requested
to retransmit the whole data chunk. Type I HARQ works similar to a pure ARQ.
• Type II HARQ: ARQ and FEC closely work together. The sender transmits
data without redundancy information. In case the sink is not able to decode a
data block, it solely requests redundancy information from the sender in order to
recover the original data.
In [36, 66] a hybrid error correction framework has been specified and implemented. It
also incorporates adaptive parameter selection for both, ARQ and FEC components, as
well as a sophisticated congestion control mechanism. This framework has been devel-
oped at the Telecommunications Lab3 of Saarland University and is called Predictably
Reliable Real-Time Transport (PRRT) [66]. Section 3.5 presents PRRT in more detail.
3http://www.nt.uni-saarland.de/en/projects/running-projects/prrt.html (2015/01/29)
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2.5.4 Multi-Hop Error Correction
Multi-hop error correction is applied in multi-hop networks as introduced in section 2.3.3.
The logical end-to-end error correction domain between source and sink is split into in-
dividual error correction domains, based on individual network segments. The error
correction schemes are consequently assigned to particular network path segments and
the path is divided into multiple loss domains. Each domain or segment is individually
handled considering its characteristics. As an example, FEC is used for segments with
larger latencies, and ARQ for segments with shorter latencies, according to their pa-
rameter set. Nodes connecting two segments must additionally provide functionality to
terminate and re-establish connections, typically up to the OSI network layer (L3). This
implies that more logic and complexity have to move towards the network core. Fig-
ure 2.6 illustrates a multi-hop application for ARQ and FEC error correction schemes
with two domains. Chapter 5 proposes an optimized multi-hop error correction with
Loss Domain Separation.
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2.6 Next Generation Networks
Traditional IP-based networks are generally implemented according to the seven-layer
OSI reference model specified in [38] and discussed in section 2.1. This model has rigid
structures, and common networking techniques, such as TCP/IP [3, 1], do not adhere
to this structure at all.
Next Generation Networks (NGN) [39] describe a new type of packet-based network
technology that replaces traditional circuit-switched telecommunication infrastructures,
such as the Plain Old Telephone Switching (POTS) system. As many traditional network
technologies and infrastructures are still in use, NGNs must be able to interconnect to
legacy network types in order to maintain high level communication.
Next Generation Networks represent a reality that describes the ongoing move towards
a unified all-IP environment for communication systems.
The telecommunication standardization sector of the ITU (ITU-T) provides a general
overview in [67] and proposes a set of general principles as well as a reference model for
NGN in [68]. These differ from the OSI reference model as they do not necessarily have
seven layers of functionality. The available NGN layers may provide a different func-
tionality with a different focus, i.e. the separation of services and transport. Figure 2.7
shows both layers and some exemplary services and transport concepts. They enable
a separate offering of services and ease the individual evolution of each layer and its
functionality. All layers can be further divided into three sublayers: data, control, and
management. Each sublayer has its own roles, task domains, and participants. ITU-T
Y.2001 [67] defines a Next Generation Network as follows:
A packet-based network is able to provide telecommunication services and
able to make use of multiple broadband, QoS-enabled transport technologies
and in which service-related functions are independent from underlying trans-
port related technologies. It enables unfettered access for users to networks
and to competing service providers and/or services of their choice. It supports
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generalized mobility which will allow consistent and ubiquitous provision of
services to users.
The service layer manages the transfer and control of service-related data. It handles
service resources and network functionality for users and applications. Due to the large
number of different applications this layer is coarsely described and represents a gen-
eral specification. Application’s demands may be specialized, so that they require the
implementation of different services with individual functionality.
The service layer follows the recommendations specified in ITU-T G.809 [69].
The transport layer provides functionality to transmit bit-oriented data between end
devices. This layer represents a cascade and recursion of multiple different network
types. It provides connectivity and includes transport related functions. The transport
layer can be set up by different technologies as packet-switched, circuit-switched as
well as connection-oriented or connection-less communication channels. As specified
in the recommendation ITU-T Y.2001, Next Generation Networks (NGN) are packet-
based and prefer the Internet Protocol (IP) [1] as their main transport protocol. It also
allows the connection of NGNs to legacy networks via Interworking Functions (IWF)
as shown in figure 2.8. The transport layer follows the recommendations specified in
ITU-T G.805 [70].
A fundamental characteristic of Next Generation Networks is their explicit support for
multimedia services, such as audio or video applications. The ITU-T recommendation
Y.2001 [67] does not limit the flexibility of NGNs by defining special user access schemes
or types of protocols.
Next Generation Networks represent a new approach for network technologies and in-
frastructures. As the default network environment basically consists of traditional IP
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networks that follow the OSI reference model, it is required to seamlessly connect NGN
and non-NGN environments. This connectivity ensures a gradual deployment of NGN
and enables access to services residing in legacy networks. NGNs consist of two individual
layers, one for transport and one for service purposes. In either case the corresponding
layers of two different networks are connected via Interworking Functions (IWF) imple-
mented on Interworking Units (IWU) as proposed in ITU-T Y.1251 [71] and illustrated
in figure 2.9. IWFs are layer specific and unique as they differ among the layers.
Besides the ITU-T recommendation for Next Generation Networks, the European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute (ETSI)4 also specified an NGN in its Telecommunica-
tions and Internet converged Services and Protocols for Advanced Networking (TISPAN)5
workgroup. The specification can be found in ETSI ES 282 001 [39] and is based on the
IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [72]. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)6
additionally works on NGN architectures based on the IMS but focuses on mobile tech-
nologies.
Software Defined Networking (SDN) [21] represents a concrete approach of the Next
Generation Network definition as it separates the control and data plane of a network.
This aligns with the NGN’s abstract API for sending packets and requesting features
from the network. SDN additionally features a prominent open interface protocol called
OpenFlow [22].
2.7 Software Defined Networks
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a recent approach to ease the management of
distributed networking devices by enforcing centralization. A special entity in the net-
work gains global knowledge about the topology and active transmissions. It uses a
standardized protocol for information exchange with the network infrastructure devices.
This entity is called controller.
The network intelligence moves from individual network devices to the controller. It
takes decisions and forwards operation instructions to the network devices, such as
4http://www.etsi.org/ (2015/01/29)
5http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/next-generation-networks (2015/01/29)
6http://www.3gpp.org (2015/01/29)
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forward incoming packets to port X or drop all ICMP packets. This concept leads to
a strict separation of workflows into a control plane and data plane as illustrated in
figure 2.10.
The controller, given its global knowledge, enables a more efficient way to compute net-
work paths for streams. For example, it is able to consider potential congestion and lossy
segments, as well as to review the network status including data rates. It communicates
with network devices using a standardized protocol, which interacts with network hard-
ware of different vendors and leads to a fast configuration and maintenance procedure.
Software Defined Networking also enables a new kind of automation, as the controller is
able to handle configuration failures or network-wide configuration deployments.
This approach of networking particularly represents a new architecture that can also
be related to the OSI reference model as shown in figure 2.11. The lowest layer is the
data plane outlining the physical infrastructure. It contains the network devices and is
responsible for transmitting the data packets between the infrastructure nodes. Network
devices in the data plane do not make any routing or switching decisions. They execute
actions received from the controller, including routing and switching orders. The data
layer can be associated with the OSI physical layer.
The second layer in SDN is the control plane. It represents the main intelligence of
the network. It pushes actions to the data plane and provides functionality to the
management plane. The control plane includes the controller for the SDN environment,
and exploits the SDN interfaces to exchange information with the network devices.
Decisions that influence routing and switching are taken in this plane. It contains a set
of common functions among network devices, and creates a general specification which
can be implemented by a multitude of vendors. Table 2.1 lists a representative subset
of available SDN actions for the OpenFlow 1.3 API [73]. It can be seen as a flow control
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entity and is affected by the management layer. The control plane can be associated
with the OSI layer 2-4.
The management layer provides the interface for further use by humans or external
applications. It is possible to create load balancing or anti-virus application in this
layer that forward a set of instructions to the control plane, in order to implement their
functionality. This separation forced in SDN environments leads to better network con-
trol as it provides an entity having global knowledge to efficiently maintain the network
responsibilities.
The controller of an SDN environment is the sink of any event in the network and it
always has a precise view on the network, including all links, nodes, and correspond-
ing statistics. The controller can either be a separate hardware device or a software
implementation running on a device connected to the control network. It manages all
communication between any nodes in the network by influencing forwarding actions on
the network nodes. The controller can instruct the nodes with a large set of actions spec-
ified by the API as presented in table 2.1. These actions are stored in the SDN nodes
that set up the network infrastructure. Each node maintains a flow table that stores
entries considering network streams passing this node. The stream can be identified by
a composition of parameters covered by the OSI layers 2-4. This flow table associates
the network stream with an action as presented in table 2.1. The node matches in-
coming packets against the flow table entries and, if the match was successfull, applies
the corresponding action to the packet. The most prominent API for Software Defined
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Flag Description
OFPAT OUTPUT Output packet to switch port.
OFPAT [PUSH | POP] VLAN Push a new VLAN tag / Pop the outer VLAN tag.
OFPAT [PUSH | POP] MPLS Push a new MPLS tag / Pop the outer MPLS tag.
OFPAT SET NW TTL Set IP TTL value.
OFPAT SET FIELD Set a header field using OXM TLV format.
OFPC FLOW STATS Flow statistics.
OFPC PORT STATS Flow statistics.
OFPC TABLE STATS Flow statistics.
Table 2.1: Small subset of OpenFlow 1.3 supported Software Defined Network actions
and statistics [22, 73].
Networks is OpenFlow [22]. The interface to the data plane includes the network device
management and uses vendor-specific or open standardized interface structures.
Software Defined Networks provide a large set of flexible functionality to individually
modify transmission behavior of network streams. Hence, it serves as an adequate basis
to experiment with future transmission techniques as presented in this thesis. Sec-
tion 7.2 introduces an SDN environment developed and used during this thesis and the
project OpenFlow@SaarlandUniversity7. It also presents a set of different SDN-related
applications and tools that have been developed in order to implement the proposed
optimization strategies.
2.8 Network Functions Virtualization
Networks contain a large set of bare-metal devices from different vendors, including
closed-source implementations and designs. Developing and deploying new services in
such a traditional and static environment requires new hardware devices and software
implementations. Network services can be expressed and defined as a Network Function
(NF). A network function implements a specific and well-known functionality in the
network, such as firewall mechanisms, load balancing, DHCP [74], or DNS [4, 5]. Tra-
ditional networks consequently contain multiple network functions based on hardware
devices, either in form of servers or pure network infrastructure, such as routers and
switches.
As hardware life-time cycles are becoming shorter and the need for additional services
is constantly growing, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
proposes in [24] the concept of Network Function Virtualization (NFV). Currently used
network functionality is connected, maintained, and used statically. It can neither react
7http://www.openflow.uni-saarland.de (2015/01/29)
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flexibly to varying network conditions, nor is it possible to seamlessly switch to another
infrastructure. The virtualization of network functions implies the implementation of
required functionality in software, that finally runs on top of a unified infrastructure. As
a consequence Virtualized Network Functions (VNF)8 enable the decoupling of network
functionality into a software- and hardware-related part.
Following [24], Network Function Virtualization targets a fast innovation of new services,
the standardization of open interfaces between Virtualized Network Functions and the
infrastructure. Additionally, it is seen as an improvement considering financial objectives
compared to hardware-based deployment of functionality.
When a network service consists of multiple functional blocks, each block is repre-
sented by an individual Network Function. These can be either arranged in series in
order to force them to be gradually executed, or as an unordered set. In case they are
arranged in series the structure is called Network Function Virtualization Forwarding
Graph (NFV-FG) [24] as depicted in figure 2.12.
Individual Network Functions (NF) are connected via infrastructure networks. Network
Function Virtualization is supposed to happen in the network domain and not in the
user domain. Subsequently, NFs are present in network environments, but not in user’s
end devices [23].
The VNFs run inside a Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI)-based
on a virtualization layer. End devices use the NFs via network infrastructures and
establish a logical and transparent link between end devices. This abstraction allows
hiding the exact physical location of the VNF or device inside the environment without
notifications to the connected end devices. The consequence is the usage of a broader
set of physical resources and a higher spatial distribution at lower maintenance effort.
8Hint: Do not confuse with Network Function Virtualization (NFV) that describes the whole concept.
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Figure 2.13 illustrates the schematic NFV framework with its components VNF, NFVI,
and management.
The advantages of NFV are a shorter time to market for product developments, a near
real-time network configuration on demand, and the ability to run products of different
development stages on the same infrastructure [24]. NFV only scales in case all network
functions can be virtualized and the network stability is important in order to provide
a reliable infrastructure for all Virtualized Network Functions.
Chapter 3
Multimedia Transmissions
In the preceding chapter the underlying data network fundamentals have been discussed.
These enable the reliable exchange of a large variety of information. This chapter focuses
on a special type of data: multimedia information. The transmission of multimedia
data requires a specialized handling, as this content type generally does not tolerate
high latencies, large packet loss probabilities or jitter. Multimedia combines different
streams of information. It contains access to dynamic content such as voice, video, or
other data. Multimedia applications typically include video conferencing, interactive
TV, video on demand, and different electronic publications.
It is generally supposed to combine telephony, video, and data services by the term
multimedia as presented in figure 3.1. Depending on the application’s type, multimedia
content can have real-time character and specific interactivity requirements. This implies
new challenges for network infrastructures that are primarily designed for text-based
data exchange.
This chapter highlights basic multimedia application scenarios and their main transmis-
sion characteristics. It presents the most prominent transport protocols and an overview
of the basic Quality of Service (QoS) principles, that are closely related with multimedia
transmissions.
3.1 Multimedia Applications
Early network applications, such as Email [75, 76], FTP [77], or Telnet [78] enabled
the transport of text-based information over network infrastructures. In the course of
time, the primary information type has significantly switched to audio-visual data with
a highly interactive character and strict requirements for the transmission environment.
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According to recent forecasts [79], the amount of multimedia data carried within the
global network traffic is continuously and remarkably increasing. As an example, in
2018 approximately one million minutes of video data will be present every second on
the Internet [79]. Multimedia applications describe a fundamental class of applications
that handle audio-visual information. Popular multimedia representatives are voice,
video-on-demand, and live-streaming applications.
3.1.1 Voice over IP
In the beginnings of the Internet, data was mainly sent over Public Switched Telephone
Networks (PSTN), e.g. based on the ITU-T recommendation V.90 [80]. This sce-
nario has been changed in a way that the currently predominant number of telephone
connections are established via packet-switched networks, generally based on the Inter-
net Protocol (IP) [1]. Voice data sent via IP-based networks is called Voice over IP
(VoIP) [81].
The most significant difference between data and telephone networks is their nature of
establishing connectivity between the source and sink. IP networks are packet-based.
They insert information into variable-sized packets and use statistical multiplexing to
transmit these packets towards the sink. The available data rate consequently depends
on the current activity on the links and can vary over time.
PSTNs in contrast are circuit-switched networks. They completely occupy the network
connection as long as the current call is active. Once established, this in fact enables
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Figure 3.2: Voice over IP (VoIP) scheme.
a reliable and fast voice connection between both communication partners without im-
pairments. As an occupied line cannot be used for another call, this scheme is highly
inefficient and costly. A sufficient number of available lines must be always kept in stock
in order to avoid call rejects.
Voice over IP (VoIP) is a technology that uses digital signal processors to segment
the audio information and store them in variable-sized packets. Figure 3.2 schemati-
cally illustrates the VoIP transmission process. VoIP signaling is typically handled with
H.323 [82] and the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [83], whereas the transmission is
based on Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [28], which relies on the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) [2]. These protocols are discussed in section 3.4. A prominent repre-
sentative application for VoIP is Skype1.
IP networks can generally also be substituted by Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [40]
or Frame Relay (FR) [84] networks. In contrast to IP networks, these network types
are predominately used in provider backbone networks and are rarely available to end
users. According to ITU-T recommendation G.114 [85] the one-way delay limit of a
transmission carrying voice information should be at most 150 ms. As jitter is a crit-
ical transmission parameter, multiple service providers fix an upper limit in the order
of 0.5 ms - 2 ms [86]. Packet loss is also crucial for VoIP communication. Following
a suggestion from Cisco Systems2, the default ITU-T G.729 codec [87] requires a loss
probability of significantly less than 1% to avoid any audible errors [88].
VoIP eases the communication between different partners. It harnesses the already
available IP infrastructure for routing between peers and enables a high interconnection
of devices and technologies from different vendors. VoIP is strictly standardized, what
consequently implies a reliable vendor-independent large scale deployment. Voice over
Frame Relay (VoFR) [89] and Voice over ATM (VoATM) [90] lack such a stringent
specification.
1http://download.skype.com/share/business/guides/skype-connect-technical-datasheet.pdf
(2015/01/29)
2http://www.cisco.com (2015/01/29)
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3.1.2 Internet Protocol Television
Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) describes the transport of television content via
packet-switched networks like the Internet. As the name implies, it uses IP network
infrastructures. IPTV arose as the answer to the need of having video content at any
place, at any time, and on any device. As Internet access is approximately available at
nearly every location in the world, the solution seems to be straightforward.
As IPTV is an IP-based broadband Internet approach, it uses digitally switched in-
frastructures that significantly differs from the traditional channel based transmission
environments for legacy broadcasting television. Set Top Boxes (STB) decode IP video
packets and supersede the need for a tuning process. IPTV is highly interactive and can
be flexibly personalized to individual customer requirements. It also efficiently works
with respect to network resources, as content is solely transmitted to users that have
sent a request.
A typical IPTV infrastructure consists of five different partitions as depicted in figure 3.3.
These five domains are:
1. Data Source: This part generates the video material or forks it from another
transmission medium, such as satellites and ensures that the initial quality is
sufficient.
2. Video Headend: The video headend compresses and probably encrypts the raw
material from the data source. It additionally encodes the material in order to
send it over IP networks. In case the material is not streamed live, it can also be
stored for future access.
3. Transport Network: This is the core IP backbone network of the service provider.
Adequate Quality of Service (QoS) regulations are required in order to minimize
packet loss and jitter as well as providing sufficient bandwidth and data rate for
the transmission.
4. Access Network: The access network represents the so called last mile before
reaching the end user. Data is potentially delivered by a multitude of different
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access technologies such as xDSL [91, 92, 93] or FTTx [94]. This requires adequate
protocol support for connectivity.
5. Data Reception: As the user receives the data, it is generally distributed on-
premises to multiple end devices, such as Set Top Boxes (STB), mobile phones or
desktop computers.
This structure includes three networks, each with individual characteristics. The trans-
port and access networks are typically error free, but introduce a non-neglectable delay.
The in-house data infrastructure potentially generates a small latency while causing
significant packet losses, especially in case of wireless LANs. The bidirectional transmis-
sion character of IP networks enables the application of flexible error correction schemes,
such as Automatic Repeat Requests (ARQ) [34], and is not limited to pure unidirectional
schemes as Forward Error Correction (FEC) [54].
Internet Protocol TV must be dissociated from WebTV. In general, IPTV incorporates
a specific Quality of Service minimum and is managed by an Internet Service Provider
(ISP). WebTV is the transmission of freely available content over the Internet following
the best-effort principle without any quality guarantees.
3.2 Transmission Characteristics
Each application type includes different aspects that influence the characteristics and
requirements of a network transmission. In the following, the physical characteristics
and associated challenges for multimedia transmissions are presented. Additionally, an
overview containing the most prominent streaming approaches is given. This section
extends the initial discussion of network characteristics in section 2.3.
3.2.1 Properties
Transmitting data means to move information between at least two distant locations.
A significant property of each transmission is latency. It is constituted by the phys-
ical propagation delay, queuing delays, and the size of the used information chunks.
Figure 3.4 illustrates different ingredients of the latency. The challenge for most trans-
missions is to significantly reduce the latency. Queues and other side parameters of the
transmission are hard to modify. For example, a suitable method to modify the physical
latency is to replace the physical transmission medium, e.g. OSI layer 1, in order to
improve its capacity and data rate properties.
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Information moving through networks can also be lost or impaired. This may happen
due to transmission interruptions, e.g. caused by bit flips in packets, or overloaded
network segments or devices. In this case, information is dropped at these devices,
because the available capacities are not sufficient anymore.
Error correction schemes try to cope with occurring packet losses due to physical factors,
but can also be applied to congested networks. In this case, an ARQ scheme, as discussed
in section 2.5, retransmits dropped packets. Constant congestion-initiated packet losses
can only be prevented by extending the network infrastructure with larger capacity
resources.
Packet-switched networks potentially select an individual network route for each packet.
Some routes may include more hops or links than others. Hence, it is natural that
packets taking individual routes arrive out of order at the receiver.
Another serious issue for multimedia transmissions is packet jitter, i.e. the time variation
between the receptions of two original subsequent packets. In case of latency-sensitive
transmissions, packet jitter highly influences the playback quality. Large jitter implies
a stalling content playback.
3.2.2 Challenges
Multimedia has special requirements towards the underlying network architecture. In
case of a voice transmission, it unveils that this content type is highly sensitive to latency.
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An adequate voice-based communication includes a strict and careful reassembling of
tones and pauses in order to avoid unnatural speech characteristics. Large packet la-
tencies, highly varying jitter, or packet losses cause an insufficient quality of the voice
communication.
By default, IP networks are designed to transport data bursts, such as text documents
or file downloads, thus being not highly sufficient to carry a steady stream of voice or
video information. A trivial approach to overcome these limitations is to increase the
available bandwidth and data rate at critical locations within the network. This is a
possible method to cope with large latencies and data congestion situations in transport
backbone networks. However, this is impractical in access and home networks. The
implementation of evolutionary and revolutionary optimization approaches is considered
to be valuable. An appropriate handling of these challenges lead to a higher transmission
efficiency, compared to a trivial extension of transport capacities.
New network technologies and transport protocols as discussed in sections 2.7 and 3.5
are a first approach to evolutionarily modify existing network environments. Chapter 4
and 5 present approaches for multimedia transmission scenarios in the future media
Internet.
3.3 Transmission Scenarios
A multimedia transmission can be handled via different approaches, depending on its
requirements. A basic mechanism is to store a previously captured video on a server and
offer the content as a file download. In case the transmission contains real-time video
information, this procedure is not sufficient, and more complex techniques have to be
involved in order to reliably distribute the data to the receivers.
With on-demand streaming, previously stored video material is requested from a server
or from a cloud application, and delivered via a network to the end user. The customer
is able to control the streaming transmission up to a certain extent. This implies to
pause or stop the transmission, as well as perform a fast-forward or reverse search
within the stream. In either case, individual commands are sent to the server and it
selects the appropriate data chunks requested by the receiver. The server application
subsequently delivers the required portion of the video directly to the user. In this
case, the video material is always cached on the receiver side and retrieved from this
cache before displaying it. As a special feature, with on-demand streaming the user
is able to start watching the content when sufficient data has been loaded from the
server. There is no need to download the whole file first. This leads to a significant
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latency reduction. If the cache runs out of data, the video stalls until upcoming data
has filled the cache again. This involves a sophisticated application and buffer design.
On-demand streaming is generally implemented by a unicast distribution scheme based
on controlling features. In case multiple users demand the same video content, an
individual unicast transmission is typically established to each of them. The probably
most prominent protocol used with on-demand streaming is the Hyper Text Transport
Protocol (HTTP) [29]. An exemplary application is defined in ISO/IEC23009-1 [95]. It
is called MPEG-DASH [27] and represents a standard for adaptive bit rate streaming
for high quality content.
In contrast to on-demand streaming, live streaming includes the delivery of data in near
real-time. It is less interactive as it does not support fast-forwarding or replaying live
content. Live streaming is often implemented as a multicast service in closed networks
in order to lower the required data rate. It often uses protocols that allow a fast packet
delivery, such as UDP [2]. There are additional protocols that are developed for real-time
transmission and control of data, such as RTP, RTSP, RTCP, and SIP. These protocols
are discussed in section 3.4.
3.4 Multimedia Transport Protocols
Multimedia transport protocols rely on the functionality provided by the network layer.
In packet-switched networks the Internet Protocol (IP) [1] is usually implemented. The
protocols transport data between devices. Some protocols additionally provide func-
tionality to handle congestion and flow control, packet losses, and distortions, as well as
packet duplication and reordering. They provide fundamental mechanisms to send data
with specific requirements for reliability or delay.
The specification of a general-purpose multimedia transport protocol is a challenging
task, as it must consider a broad range of different applications and individual require-
ments. Predefining a fixed subset of parameters, e.g. for encoding and compression,
heavily restricts the application’s flexibility to adjust the sending behavior to differ-
ent environmental parameters. It is more convenient to use a negotiation procedure to
enable an information exchange between sender and receiver. Multimedia information
exchange considers multiple aspects.
Section 4.5 presents a generic optimization approach called Network Supported Conges-
tion Avoidance (NSCA), that enables a precise negotiation between applications and
network environments. It implies a multimedia transmission adhering to the network
infrastructure and its current status, as well as the application’s requirements.
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The received data must be related to a specific timing characteristic and ordering to
enable a correct and adequate playback. When packet losses occur during transmission,
the receiving device must be able to detect these losses and start an appropriate loss-
handling procedure. In case application specific data chunks are longer than the common
network packet size, e.g. the maximum transfer unit (MTU), it is inevitable to split them
into multiple packets. The protocol must be able to indicate these frame boundaries.
One missing packet of a sequence, that contains frame data, can generally lead to a
distorted playback frame.
Besides all of these aspects it is unavoidable to implement all these features in a way
that the available network bandwidth is used efficiently. There is a large set of different
specialized multimedia transport protocols. PRRT [66] is a transport protocol specially
developed for the purpose of transmitting real-time multimedia content. PRRT contains
a sophisticated adaptive hybrid error correction, congestion control, and a dynamic
parameter calculation of an optimal network-aware transport of multimedia content.
PRRT is presented in section 3.5.
In the following a subset of the most prominent default protocols for video and audio
transmission, including their control protocols, are presented. Further protocols can be
found in [96, 97, 98, 99].
3.4.1 User Datagram Protocol
The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) represents a basic transport protocol. It purely
relies on the best-effort mechanisms of the underlying network and does not feature any
sophisticated functionality. It establishes a host-to-host communication link and was
initially specified in RFC 768 [2]. It does neither contain any error or congestion control,
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nor flow management functionality. Ordered packet delivery is also not targeted by this
protocol. It transports data from one device to another, while leaving more complex
mechanisms to the remaining OSI layers as discussed in section 2.1. Figure 3.5 illustrates
the UDP packet header and its corresponding simplicity.
Despite being a general purpose transport protocol, UDP remains a good choice for
multimedia applications. Owing to its simple structure, it delivers packets with low
latency. On the other hand, the application must be able to tolerate packet losses as
UDP does not provide any functionality for a reliable transmission. As multimedia
applications assume low latency to be more important than full reliability, UDP is one
of the most prominent transport protocols for audio and visual information exchange.
Multimedia applications typically use the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) that
runs on top of UDP and adds more functionality. RTP is discussed in section 3.4.3.
3.4.2 Transport Control Protocol
The Transport Control Protocol (TCP) is a more sophisticated protocol than UDP and
has been specified in RFC 793 and RFC 1323 [3, 100]. It releases the application from
handling situations with missing or disordered packets by providing functionality for a
reliable and in-order delivery of packets. It offers mechanisms for flow and congestion
control, as well as multiplexing different applications while connecting two hosts. Due
to the flow control, TCP allows the receiver to restrict the sending rate of the sender
in order to protect local buffers from overflowing. The congestion control manages the
sending rate according to the underlying network conditions. It avoids dropped packets
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owing to overloaded network devices as switches and routers by an early sending data
rate reduction. TCP is probably the most widely used transport protocol in current IP
networks. It is used with mailing [101, 102], network services [4, 103, 83, 104, 15] and
nearly all world wide web applications [29, 105, 106]. The protocol has a full-duplex
characteristic, that is data can be sent bidirectionally between the end hosts using a
single connection. Figure 3.6 illustrates the TCP header. It shows a more complex
structure than UDP due to the required fields for controlling mechanisms. As streaming
multimedia data comes down to a stream-oriented transmission, TCP immediately sug-
gests itself to be used in this context. This protocol provides reliability that is directly
linked with potentially large delays due to retransmission cycles. As multimedia trans-
missions prefer skipping frames over waiting for packets to be retransmitted, TCP is not
an adequate choice for this type of content, especially in case of real-time constraints.
3.4.3 Real-Time Transport Protocol
The Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) is defined in RFC 3550 [28]. It is a widely
deployed protocol and contains specialized end-to-end functionality for multimedia ap-
plications. It generally runs on top of UDP and uses the already available application
independent network functionality provided by this transport protocol. It is responsible
for the transport of the streaming data and works in conjunction with the Real-Time
Control Protocol (RTCP). RTCP allows the frequent exchange of statistical informa-
tion between sender and receiver. RTP has been designed to support a wide range
of multimedia applications. Its specification supports flexible mechanisms to ease the
development of new multimedia applications, and avoids modifications at hard-to-reach
locations inside the protocol stack. The RTP packet header is depicted in figure 3.7. The
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Real-Time Transport Protocol also describes profiles. A prominent profile representative
is RTP Audio Video Profile (RTP/AVP) as described in RFC3551 [107].
RTP represents the successful adaptation of Application Level Framing (ALF). ALF is
an architectural principle that allows the applications to use its individual semantics for
the utilization of network protocols. It unveils that the use of general-purpose transport
protocols should be avoided in order to achieve efficient multimedia applications.
3.4.4 Real-Time Control and Streaming Protocol
The Real-Time Control Protocol (RTCP), as defined in RFC 3550 [28], augments a mul-
timedia data stream. This protocol includes basic identification and control functionality
as well as a reporting scheme to monitor a connection. RTCP is designed to work inde-
pendently of the underlying layer, but it generally relies on UDP. The Real-Time Control
Protocol has multiple different packet types [28].
The main types are:
• Sender Reports (SR): It is sent in case a device has sent data packets in the
interval starting from the last report or in case any packets have been sent.
• Receiver Reports (RR): This report resembles the sender report except for the
sender information section that is used for active sender. The receiver report is
sent in case no sender report has been sent.
• Source Description (SDES): This packet carries sender information, e.g. Canon-
ical End-Point Identifier (CNAME) or User Name (NAME)
• Goodbye (BYE): This packet type indicates that one or more sources are no
longer active.
• Application Specific Control Packets (APP): This experimental packet type
contains application specific information to develop new features without the need
to register new packet types.
Derived from the main packet type overview, RTCP offers additional functionalities for
multimedia streams. Feedback can be sent between sending and receiving applications
in the network. It enables a Quality of Service and performance monitoring of an RTP
session. Synchronization is offered between different media streams that have been
originated by the same server. In this case, RTCP extends the RTP SourceID field to
support the synchronization of different streams with potentially different clocks.
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The Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) is defined in RFC 2326 [108]. It establishes
and controls data streams with real-time requirements. Applications can use RTSP to
remotely control a stream over the network. It uses either connection-less or connection-
oriented transport protocols. RTSP controlled streams are generally sent via RTP, but
any other transport protocol can be used to stream the data. RTSP is similar to HTTP
and it analogously employs a request/response mechanism.
RTSP provides the following functionalities:
• Retrieval of Media: Clients are able to request information or streams from
a server. The server then provides all required information, such as network ad-
dresses.
• Invitations to Conferences: Clients can be invited to join a particular presen-
tation. This mode can be used to create online teaching applications.
• Addition of Media to Presentations: In case of live presentations the server
can announce additional services according to the ongoing presentation via RTSP
to the client.
The Real-Time Streaming Protocol defines a large set of different methods to request a
method or operation [108]. For example, the client (C) can ask the server (S) about its
remote control capabilities:
C->S: OPTIONS * RTSP/1.0
CSeq: 1
Require: implicit-play
Proxy-Require: gzipped-messages
S->C: RTSP/1.0 200 OK
CSeq: 1
Public: DESCRIBE, SETUP, TEARDOWN, PLAY, PAUSE
Subsequently, the server tells the client that it can handle DESCRIBE, SETUP, TEARDOWN,
PLAY, and PAUSE methods.
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Starting a live streaming via RTSP includes the following messages:
C->S: PLAY rtsp://audio.example.com/twister.en RTSP/1.0
CSeq: 833
Session: 12345678
Range: smpte=0:10:20-;time=19970123T153600Z
S->C: RTSP/1.0 200 OK
CSeq: 833
Date: 23 Jan 1997 15:35:06 GMT
Range: smpte=0:10:22-;time=19970123T153600Z
RTSP contains a large set of different commands and actions. More specifications are
presented in [108].
3.4.5 Session Initiation Protocol
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is an application-layer control protocol and spec-
ified by the IETF in RFC 3261 [83]. It works with both IPv4 and IPv6 and is primarily
intended for session management. SIP enables user agents to discover peers in the net-
work and to ease contacting them. It works completely autonomous from the underlying
transport layer and the corresponding session that is to be established by SIP. It flexibly
offers services, such as establishment, modification, and termination of sessions.
The main concept of SIP is to constitute a general-purpose tool for a wide variety of
applications requiring session management. SIP does not provide any individual services,
but offers a set of primitives to applications that can be used to create customized
services. SIP works in a similar manner as HTTP [29] and uses request and response
messages to exchange information. A significant difference is, that HTTP has been
designed for machine-machine communication, whereas SIP focuses on human-human
communication. It is not sufficient to solely detect the target machine, as the designated
user must also be identified. The functionality of SIP can be coarsely subdivided into
two parts: user management and session management. SIP provides functionality to
answer the following most prominent questions within session management:
• User Location: How can the user be reached to establish an individual connection
and which device is used by the user?
• User Availability: Is the demanded user ready and able to enter the session?
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Figure 3.8: An exemplary SIP message flow.
• User Capabilities: Which media types are supported by the user and its device?
Which codecs can be used for the video and audio transmission?
• Session Setup: How can the session parameters be negotiated? Which transport
ports should be used?
• Session Management: How can a session be modified? How to implement a
call forwarding or parameter change?
Figure 3.8 illustrates a high level SIP message flow between two user agents.
A typical SIP INVITE message [83] looks as follows:
INVITE sip:bob@biloxi.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP pc33.atlanta.com;branch=z9hG4bK776asdhds
Max-Forwards: 70
To: Bob <sip:bob@biloxi.com>
From: Alice <sip:alice@atlanta.com>;tag=1928301774
Call-ID: a84b4c76e66710@pc33.atlanta.com
CSeq: 314159 INVITE
Contact: <sip:alice@pc33.atlanta.com>
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 142
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Figure 3.9: An exemplary H.323 network environment.
A typical SIP OK message [83] looks as follows:
SIP/2.0 200 OK
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP server10.biloxi.com
;branch=z9hG4bKnashds8;received=192.0.2.3
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP bigbox3.site3.atlanta.com
;branch=z9hG4bK77ef4c2312983.1;received=192.0.2.2
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP pc33.atlanta.com
;branch=z9hG4bK776asdhds ;received=192.0.2.1
To: Bob <sip:bob@biloxi.com>;tag=a6c85cf
From: Alice <sip:alice@atlanta.com>;tag=1928301774
Call-ID: a84b4c76e66710@pc33.atlanta.com
CSeq: 314159 INVITE
Contact: <sip:bob@192.0.2.4>
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 131
SIP packets contain plain text messages including all relevant information for the fol-
lowing session. It is principally possible to parse this information from SIP messages in
order to pre-optimize the network according to the subsequent data transmission.
3.4.6 H.323
The H.323 protocol describes the ITU recommendation for multimedia-based commu-
nications over packet-switched networks [82]. It draws on multiple other ITU recom-
mendations such as H.225 [109] and H.245 [110]. Owing to this high interdependence,
it appears to be a complex protocol. H.323 is adapted to support IP telephony over the
Internet. It is also the first protocol for this purpose, that uses RTP to transmit the
data over the network.
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H.323 describes three different types of devices:
• Terminals: These are the end devices of an H.323 communication. Terminals
can directly communicate with each other in a peer-to-peer fashion. They also
frequently contact a Gatekeeper.
• Gatekeepers: These devices mediate the communications in the network between
the terminals. They translate address formats, control calls and their bandwidth
requirements as well as help terminals to find a gateway.
• Gateways: A gateway connects an H.323 network to another network. The most
prominent network interconnection is from H.323 to a Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN) to establish the link between IP telephony and the conventional
phone devices in a PSTN.
Figure 3.9 schematically illustrates the interaction of H.323 devices in a network.
3.5 Predictably Reliable Real-time Transport
With today’s transport protocols the transmission of real-time multimedia streams over
IP networks is a challenging task. Their architecture primarily focuses on strict relia-
bility and does not tolerate any residual packet loss. But this loss tolerance is one of
the main characteristics of multimedia applications. This specification leads to a rigid
error correction mechanism that implies unpredictable delivery latency in case data is
being sent over lossy network segments. As each multimedia application has individual
requirements for transmission latency and residual loss, mechanisms are needed to pro-
vide these information to the transport layer. Today’s protocols adhere to the ISO/OSI
layer model as discussed in section 2.1, but this model prevents cross-layer communica-
tion. Applications are not able to announce their requirements about delivery latency
and packet loss to the network.
Predictably Reliable Real-time Transport (PRRT) is a principle that has been developed
at the Telecommunications Lab3 to overcome these limitations of today’s transport pro-
tocols. PRRT also includes a transport protocol that implements the corresponding
principle. Figure 3.10 illustrates the core framework of PRRT. It is an innovative,
capacity-approaching transmission scheme, that is able to implement an application
specific level of reliability, while providing a strict upper limit for delivery delay. An
Adaptive Hybrid Error Correction (AHEC) framework has been investigated in [36]. It
3http://www.nt.uni-saarland.de (2015/01/29)
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Figure 3.10: The PRRT core framework following [66].
constitutes the theoretical foundation of the PRRT principle. This framework combines
both, proactive and reactive error correction approaches. Both approaches are discussed
in section 2.5. PRRT works with one-to-one as well as one-to-many communication
channels.
The focus of PRRT is on predictable reliability for multimedia transmissions while con-
sidering strict application individual delay constraints. As PRRT uses hybrid error cod-
ing, a set of parameters is required for both Forward Error Correction (FEC) [54] and
Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) [34], according to the given application requirements.
The protocol must efficiently use network resources, which consequently implies the ap-
plication of an optimized set of parameters. This optimization is based on a stochastic
process that reflects the protocol behavior in case of packet loss. The stochastic process
is represented by a block erasure model [66], that adequately follows real world envi-
ronments. This model is also used to calculate the achieved residual packet loss rate
and the corresponding coding overhead. The obtained set of parameters is frequently
evaluated by a reliability control policy. This ensures a valid and productive parameter
selection for the present network conditions and application requirements. The protocol
parameters are found as a solution of a combinatorial optimization problem. The search
algorithm has explicit knowledge of the search space. It is applied to find appropriate
solutions for the given optimization problem.
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These results were turned into a media-oriented transport protocol stack as shown in [66].
The implementation can be freely downloaded from the Telecommunications Lab web-
site4.
In chapter 5 a network separation scheme is discussed that refers to the basic results of
the AHEC framework.
3.6 Quality of Service Principles
Multimedia streaming applications produce a composition of audible and visual informa-
tion along with control data. After the application has digitized the individual inputs,
it eventually starts the generation of a continuous stream of data packets. This stream
initially looks as any other ordinary data stream, but as it contains video and audio
information, it demands high transmission rates. An implicit requirement for multime-
dia content is a timely delivery, a low packet loss rate, and a minimum of packet jitter.
The network infrastructure must be able to appropriately deliver the multimedia data.
Here, appropriately can have different meanings. Some applications do not tolerate any
loss, whereas others can handle it up to a certain limit. Some applications allow several
hundreds of milliseconds delay, whereas others assume a specific maximum transmission
latency. Each definition directly influences the end user’s experience. The transmission
of multimedia contains multiple aspects such as queuing, spatial distribution, and er-
ror correction. All of them affect the Quality of Service (QoS) [40] since a complex of
multiple independent characteristics must be considered.
A core implication of QoS is that the appropriate delivery of data on time significantly
relies on the network infrastructure, including all components, e.g. switches, routers,
and transport protocols. Quality of Service is additionally influenced by the end devices
and their implementations.
Traditional IP networks consist of a decentralized switching and routing infrastructure
and deliver packets following the best-effort principle. Each packet is considered indi-
vidually. Thus, two consecutive datagrams of the same traffic stream may take different
routes through the network. Both experience individual effects as delay, jitter, and loss.
This does not represent an adequate transmission environment for multimedia data with
strict transport requirements. The infrastructure must be extended by mechanisms to
assure these multimedia Quality of Service requirements. Quality of Service approaches
4http://www.nt.uni-saarland.de/en/projects/running-projects/prrt.html (2015/01/29)
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Figure 3.11: A Quality of Service (QoS) classification scheme following [64].
always contain an evolutionary characteristic as only applications that require prior-
itized transport parameter utilize QoS mechanisms. Other applications without QoS
requirements use default approaches to transmit data to the destination.
Default applications can be categorized as shown in figure 3.11. They can be grouped
according to their time characteristics as elastic or intrinsic. The former means the
data must arrive correctly without strictly focusing on transmission latency. The latter
assumes an intrinsic time behavior that predicts the transmission time. Downloading a
file belongs to the elastic and streaming a video to intrinsic characteristics category.
In case there is a real-time requirement, applications can further be split into loss tolerant
or loss intolerant. Loss tolerant implies that the application can handle losses up to a
certain extent or it flags an error and uses mechanisms to recover this error.
This application type is further subdivided into delay adaptive or non delay adaptive.
This implies, that it is possible to adjust the receiving and delivery behavior at the
receiver to varying packet arrival times. This can be implemented by a sophisticated
buffering policy.
Delay adaptive applications can be categorized into rate adaptive and delay adaptive.
Rate adaptive implies the ability to adjust the coding rate of the multimedia data
according to the present network conditions and thus lower the quality and required data
rate in case the network is highly occupied. In case the application is delay adaptive,
it is possible to buffer data until a satisfying playback is possible. This leads to an
extension of the established best-effort principle on the present Internet and other wide
area networks. Multiple different classes are inserted to the service model in order to
support a multitude of individual applications. There are two main characteristics:
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• Fine-grained: This class includes Quality of Service specifications for individual
applications or flows.
• Coarse-grained: This class contains Quality of Service specifications for a wider
and not precisely defined class of data, e.g. aggregated traffic.
In the course of time, these two basic approaches have been further developed. Quality of
Service approaches focusing on fine-grained and coarse-grained are known as Integrated
Services (IntServ) [11] and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [111], respectively.
3.6.1 Integrated Services
This mechanism to prioritize data packets in a network has been developed by the IETF
between 1994 and 1997 and is specified in RFC 1633 [11]. Integrated Services (IntServ)
contain the specification of service classes for individual traffic flows and applications.
The IntServ mechanism identifies two basic service classes:
• Guaranteed Services: This class contains directives for delay intolerant appli-
cations. The network ensures a maximum latency for the data packets and that
no packet is dropped in a network device queue. It is defined in RFC 2212 [7].
• Controlled Services: This class includes specifications for delay tolerant and
adaptive applications. It is assumed that the corresponding data traffic can be
transmitted with no significant impact over slightly loaded network infrastructures.
In this case, mechanisms such as Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [64] are used to
isolate the categorized traffic from the default traffic. An admission control scheme
limits the number of streams in this class. It is defined in RFC 2211 [112].
Both approaches include the requirement to inform the network about the type of data
the application is going to send. The network decides up to which level it is able to
offer the required services. Integrated Services use the Resource Reservation Protocol
(RSVP) [113] to establish a resource reservation within the network.
3.6.2 Differentiated Services
The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) approach assumes a small number of different
traffic categories. In fact, it works with only two categories and each has individual QoS
requirements and impacts on the routing and switching behavior.
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Class IPTD IPDV IPLR IPER IPRR Application Scenario
QoS class 0 100 ms 50 ms 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Real-time (VoIP)
QoS class 1 400 ms 50 ms 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Real-time (VoIP)
QoS class 2 100 ms - 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Highly interactive
QoS class 3 400 ms - 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Interactive
QoS class 4 1 s - 1× 10−3 1× 10−4 - Low loss only
QoS class 5 - - - - - Best-effort
QoS class 6 100 ms 50 ms 1× 10−5 1× 10−6 1× 10−6 IPTV
QoS class 7 400 ms 50 ms 1× 10−5 1× 10−6 1× 10−6 IPTV
Table 3.1: Quality of Service requirements for different classes according to ITU-T
Y.1541 [121].
DiffServ is tailored to carry traffic with low-latency requirements in networks with paral-
lel traditional best-effort traffic. Each packet carries the information about its affiliation
in a header tag and identifies itself to routers when arriving at the device. The Diff-
Serv information is set on administrative boundaries, such as inter-AS [114] routers.
It is based on policies granting individual processing to specific packets. This special
treatment for the packets is performed by the routers and summarized in the Per-Hop
Behaviors (PHB) descriptions as defined in RFC 2475 [10]. PHB are also used in Multi-
Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks [18, 115]. In production networks four main
PHB schemes are used:
• Default: This PHB implies a traditional best-effort service for the packet. It is
assigned to any packet that has no valid or known PHB header information.
• Expedited Forwarding (EF): This PHB has been specified in [116]. It defines
a forwarding with a minimum of latency, packet loss, and jitter. This behavior is
ensured by using rate limiting and priority queuing.
• Voice Admit (VA): In [117] the IETF specified the voice admit PHB with the
same properties and routines as with expedited forwarding PHB, but with an ex-
tension to use a caller admission control mechanism.
• Assured Forwarding (AF): Initially defined in [118] and extended in [119] the
AF PHB can be seen as a derivative of Random Early Detection (RED) [120].
Packet drop probabilities are used inside the queues of network devices to efficiently
balance the traffic.
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3.6.3 Service Classes
In ITU Y.1541 [121] the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has recom-
mended a set of QoS classes as presented in table 3.1. These service classes provide
a set of criteria to be met by IP transmissions focusing on transfer delay (IPTD), delay
variation (IPDV), loss ratio (IPLR), error ratio (IPER), and reordering ratio (IPRR).
As explained in section 2.3.2, IPER represents the ratio of erroneous, but received pack-
ets per total sent packets, whereas IPLR describes the ratio of completely lost packets
per total sent packets. The detailed definition of these criteria can be found in [121].
Classes 0-5 specify upper limits for default Internet applications, such as WebTV, and
are not suitable for IPTV scenarios. For example, QoS classes 0/1 focus on real-time
applications that are sensitive to jitter. They introduce a loss rate of at most 10−3
and an upper error rate of 10−4 while limiting the maximum delay variation of 50 ms.
As QoS class 0 targets highly interactive applications, it narrows the transfer delay to
100 ms, compared to 400 ms in class 1. Classes 2/3 equal the classes 0/1 but skip
the requirement for the delay variation. Class 4 equals classes 2/3, but extends the
transmission delay to 1 second and thus represents a low loss transmission only. Class 5
focuses on traditional applications and requires best-effort network techniques. Classes
6-7 provide adequate QoS requirements for IPTV applications and constitute the most
restrictive classes. They refine QoS classes 0/1 for real-time applications by lowering the
loss and error rate by a factor of 100 and introducing a packet reordering ratio (IPRR)
of at most 10−6.
In general the underlying network layer is not able to correct errors up to these limits
for IPLR and IPER. Application layer forward error correction (AL-FEC) schemes are
recommended as presented in [122].
3.7 Exemplary Transmission System: DVB-IPTV
The DVB Project5 provides a set of specifications for Internet Protocol TV (IPTV)
transmissions as introduced in section 3.1.2. The specification for DVB-IPTV primarily
focuses on the distribution of IPTV via a logical interface to the home network. It does
not target the specification of a complete end-to-end IPTV architecture. It is possible
to integrate the specification into an architecture as specified with ETSI TISPAN [123,
124] and proposed in the DVB BlueBook A 128 [125].
IPTV is generally implemented as a subscription-based service involving multiple dif-
ferent partners and domains. Figure 3.12 depicts a coarse layer model of DVB-IPTV,
5http://www.dvb.org (2015/01/29)
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including all these domains and arrange them according to the ISO/OSI reference model
described in ITU-T recommendation X.200 [38]. The figure also shows the communica-
tion paths between the different domains with respect to the corresponding OSI layer.
The illustration identifies four different domains and partners:
• Content Provider: The content provider generates the content and provides it
to customers along with some metadata. In general the user at home has a contract
with this provider and accesses content directly from the content provider.
• Service Provider: The service provider may license content from a content
provider, packs this content into an IP format and offers it as a service.
• Delivery Network: This network connects user and service provider. The deliv-
ery network consists of a core and an access network and may use a set of different
technologies that are transparent to the IP packets. It is maintained by a network
provider and can run different Quality of Service mechanisms to ensure a reliable
transport.
• Home: This represents either a single device or a home network able to receive
and display DVB-IPTV content.
DVB-IPTV defines only the IP Infrastructure (IPI)-1 interface. This interface logically
connects the home devices to the network. The IPI-1 interface also serves as a broker
over which all network, transport, session, and application layer protocol interactions
occur [122].
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Figure 3.13: The DVB-IPTV protocol stack.
Figure 3.13 presents an informative overview of the complex DVB-IPTV protocol stack.
The stack structure basically follows the ISO/OSI model convention. It can be grouped
into four individual parts:
• Service Offering: This is the topmost layer. It includes all application specific
aspects to create a DVB-IPTV service application on top of an IP network.
• Middleware and Functions: This layer describes the functionality specified in
the core DVB-IPTV standard ETSI TS 102 034 V1.5.1 [122]. Middleware and
functions additionally include other DVB-related specifications.
• IP Protocols and Transport: This layer describes the protocols and transport
technologies used by the Middleware and Functions layer. It defines how data is
transmitted between a source and a sink.
• Physical Layer: The protocol stack is independent of the present physical layer.
A wide variety of different ISO/OSI physical layer representatives are possible.
DVB-IPTV complies with the principles of Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [10]. It
is assumed that IP packets are individually marked when crossing the IPI-1 inter-
face. Consequently, the data source sets the specific Differentiated Services Code Point
(DSCP) [126] flag in the packet’s header.
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There are five categories that classify the content and its handling in the network: voice,
real-time voice, real-time video, voice and video signaling, and best effort.
The individual DSCP values can be found in RFC 2474 [111]. The groups are used for
both networking and data-link layer, where either the type-of-service (TOS) field in the
IP header or tags according to IEEE 802.1Q [127] are used.
Reliability is provided by the application of two error correction codes: a simple packet-
based interleaved parity code and a Raptor code. The former code should follow the
standard proposed by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE)6
ST2022-1:2007 [128] and ST2022-2:2007 [129]. The Raptor code [130] is based on an FEC
Streaming Framework and FEC Schemes according to RFC 5052 [131]. Details for the
proposed Raptor code can be found in chapter E.7 of [122].
6http://www.smpte.org (2015/01/29)
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Transport Optimization
Optimization is a task of adapting a specific situation to its environment. The adaptation
must achieve an optimal fitting depending on a set of requirements. Such a task generally
has fixed and variable parameters, that reflect the current status. Optimum results are
obtained with optimization, where a set of values for the variable parameters is efficiently
selected. During that process the fixed variables are used as a side information. Optimum
in this context is a coarse description. It highly depends on the given situation and
environment as well as the targeted operation. In the domain of telecommunications,
optimization can imply the selection of an optimum route in a network, considering
resource utilization.
The process of finding an adequate solution is bounded by a set Z of so called objective
functions Zi as shown in equation (4.1).
Z = {Z1, Z2, Z3, . . .} (4.1)
The number of given objective functions for an optimization task directly corresponds
to the task’s complexity. A larger number of optimization goals generally implies the
usage of more objective functions. The feasible solution depends on the combination of
all objective functions.
An objective function can be defined as in equation (4.2).
Z : X 7→ Y ⊆ R (4.2)
X can represent any kind of element, such as characters, numbers, arrays, matrices,
etc., as long as the objective function correctly utilizes the input to generate the out-
put value Y . The precise way of calculating this output value depends on the given
environment and cannot be generally defined.
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Optimization means to find a set of input values xi, that generates the optimum output
with respect to the given objective functions Zi. Depending on the optimization task,
xi is of any dimension, e.g. xi ∈ Rn with n ≥ 1.
The difference between the task of optimization and a trivial solution lookup is signifi-
cant. When searching a solution, the knowledge about the solution is already present.
This implies that the search process just checks if the set of input x ∈ X is feasible and
represents a solution for the problem. With optimization, there is no knowledge about
the solution and the process tries to find a feasible set of inputs x ∈ X. The objective
functions Z thereby judges the quality of the x. Consequently, search algorithms are a
subset of optimization processes.
The common part of all optimization approaches is to formulate a precise abstraction
model of the present problem and its environment. It is required to use an adequate
representation that reflects important characteristics, while skipping non-relevant infor-
mation to decrease the complexity of the model.
Optimization approaches can be categorized regarding the knowledge about the solu-
tions. In case the solution characteristics are perfectly known, it is suitable to differ-
entiate between feasible and non-feasible solutions. In this case, it is also known how
adjacent solution candidates behave with respect to their global utility. The knowledge
about the solution space is eventually present and it can be efficiently analyzed. This
group of algorithms is called deterministic algorithms.
On the other hand, there are probabilistic algorithms. They are used in case the quality
of a solution candidate is not known or observable. It is possible that adjacent solution
candidates significantly differ in their fitness. Probabilistic algorithms are used in case
the search space is large and of higher dimension. This approach is often represented by
Monte Carlo algorithms [132]. These algorithms offer solution correctness by improved
run-time. In the majority of scenarios it is suitable to have a slightly suboptimal solu-
tion after a short period of calculation, instead of having the optimum solution after a
long period of calculation. Particularly, real-time applications such as live multimedia
streaming benefit from shorter latencies while obtaining solutions close to the optimum.
Optimization of transport structures, such as IP networks, can have multiple different
aspects, especially when the transported data has strict requirements.
It is possible to reroute or redirect traffic in the network over segments that are more
suitable than others, e.g. multimedia over fast and email over slow links. Another
approach is to introduce new metrics that use more than a single information to rep-
resent the weight, apply well-known graph theoretic approaches to determine network
bottlenecks, or any other traffic engineering mechanism.
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New transmission paradigms that revolutionary change, or at least extend current ap-
proaches, can cause a significant increase in transmission efficiency. This implies that
fundamental modifications at network structures can be required. In case traditional
structures remain unmodified and new ideas are implemented in present transport net-
work environments, they can be described as evolutionary. Both approaches must not
be considered individually, but can be perfectly used in combination. The design of an
adequate and efficient transport scheme has many facets and depends on the present en-
vironmental situation. All approaches focus on the transmission data rate. The number
of applications transmitting a large amount of data over the networks is continuously
increasing. Underrated spatial characteristics carry an optimization potential for the
future media Internet.
This chapter introduces popular optimization schemes, such as mathematical optimiza-
tion, graph theoretical approaches, and metrics. Each topic is equipped with a represen-
tative application example for the network transport domain. An interactive network
optimization scheme is presented, that targets direct knowledge exchange between an
application and the network infrastructure.
4.1 Optimization Models for Network Environments
The optimization of network infrastructures requires an appropriate model. A net-
work typically consists of devices and links. A crucial task is to find a mathematical
representation of the present topology including all important characteristics. Links
typically have properties such as latency, maximum data rate, packet loss, or jitter.
These parameters are generally reflected by weights. Each link in the network model
has a corresponding weight. This weight can either consist of a single entry or a set
of entries. In the latter case, it is called a multi-dimensional weight. In the domain of
network transport, weights are often called metrics. Nodes are often characterized by
their location inside the network. Interesting representative features are the number of
connected links or the number of shortest paths traversing a node. In section 6.2.2 these
concepts are further presented. Nodes can either reflect a single physical device, or a
group of devices including their interconnections. In this case, a node represents a cloud.
In any case, the granularity of the represented environment depends on the application
and the environment itself. Special characteristics as virtual LANs (VLAN) [127] or
Link Aggregation Groups (LAG) [133] must be individually considered and modeled.
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4.2 Mathematical Optimization
Mathematical optimization is the process of selecting an element distribution out of a
set of potential candidate distributions according to a set of side constraints. Element
distribution refers to an order of suppliers, an employee’s-projects assignment, or a set
of links forming a transmission route for data in IP networks. In each case individual
element distributions are generally conceivable, but only a single distribution is consid-
ered to be efficient according to some requirements and weights, represented in the side
constraints. Mathematical optimization generally describes and solves a minimization
or maximization problem. The objective function, as introduced in equation (4.2), and
the side constraints are formulated as mathematical functions. These functions have
limited characteristics according to the specific type of mathematical optimization. A
popular subcategory of mathematical optimization is Integer Programming (IP)1 [134].
In this thesis Linear Programming (LP) [135] is frequently used to model network topolo-
gies and appearing optimization tasks. LP is a special type of Convex Programming
where all functions are exclusively built by linear combinations of variables. The most
prominent algorithm to solve Linear Programs is the Simplex Algorithm [135].
4.2.1 Linear Programming
Linear Programming describes an optimization approach that consists of three main
components. Issues to be optimized are represented by decision variables xi. The values
of these variables are bounded to special ranges depending on the problem type. In
case the model is Integer Programming (IP) it holds xi ∈ N0. Linear Programming uses
decision variables xi ∈ R+0 with a continuous value space. There also exist variants that
restrict the values to binary values or a combination of different domains. In this case,
the optimization approach is called Integer Linear Programming (ILP) [134], Binary
Integer Programming (BIP), or Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) [135]. As
an example, BIP fixes the co-domain to {0, 1}. In case non-continuous values for the
decision variables are allowed, the problem is classified as NP-hard. For example, the
BIP is listed in Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems [136].
The value of xi indicates the utilization of the corresponding issue.
For example, in a BIP the decision variable’s value xi = 0 implies that the corresponding
object is not considered in the global solution. In case xi = 1, the BIP assumes the
linked object as a part of the global optimum solution. Multiple decision variables are
represented as a vector x, as shown in equation (4.3).
1Do not confuse with the Internet Protocol (IP) as defined in RFC 791 [1]
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The objective function of the LP model, as shown in equation (4.3), is expressed as
a linear function z(x) depending on the decision variables and some constants c. It
represents the core quantity that is to be optimized.
z(x) = c1 · x1 + c2 · x2 + . . .+ cn · xn
=
n∑
i=1
ci · xi
= cT · x
(4.3)
The objective function is generally to be maximized or minimized.
The optimization constraints are a composition of linear equalities or inequalities. The
weights a for each object are multiplied with the corresponding indicator variables and
finally accumulated. This weighted sum is bounded by a threshold b that constitutes the
given constraint. The standard form of a Linear Program is shown in equation (4.4).

a11 a12 . . . a1n
a21 a22 . . . a2n
...
...
. . .
...
am1 am2 . . . amn

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A
·

x1
...
xn
 ≤

b1
b2
...
bm
 (4.4)
A complete LP in standard form with m constraints and n variables is presented in
equation (4.5).
Objective function:
max z(x) =
n∑
i=1
ci · xi (4.5)
subject to:
n∑
i=1
aj,i · xi ≤ bj ∀1 ≤ j ≤ m (4.6)
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The LP representations from equation (4.5) can be shortened to:
Objective function:
max z(x) = cT · x (4.7)
subject to:
A · x ≤ b (4.8)
Linear Programs can be solved with the Simplex Algorithm [135]. LPs are well suited to
model network topologies and to find optimum routes. In the following a set of sample
LP formulations is presented that finds efficient unicast, multicast, and broadcast routes
in a generic network.
4.2.1.1 Unicast Network Routing Model
The unicast routing problem formulation as an LP model represents the basis for further
optimization models derived in this thesis.
The main task is to efficiently route a single stream through a network. For this problem
a set V is defined that includes all vertices of the network. A set E is defined that contains
the edges (i, j) between any vertices (ni, nj). In addition to E, the sets E
+
i and E
−
i are
defined that include all edges terminating and originating at node ni, respectively.
The decision variables for the LP model are xij ∈ 0, 1. Each xij reflects if the corre-
sponding edge (i, j) is active or not. An edge (i, j) has a weight wij as well as a capacity
cij . The weight reflects the quality of the edge and is used in the optimization process
to select the most efficient route, i.e. the one with minimum weight, in the network.
The capacity cij represents the upper data rate limit of an edge (i, j).
It is important for the model to strictly differentiate between source, sink and intermedi-
ate node. Equation (4.9) defines the variable bi. It identifies the type of the corresponding
node ni.
bi =

1 ,node ni is a source
−1 ,node ni is a sink
0 , otherwise
(4.9)
The value of bi reflects the amount of flow processed at a node ni. A source is generating
flow, a sink is consuming flow, and an intermediate node is solely forwarding flow.
Each data stream in a network is assumed to have a positive average data rate d. If a
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stream data rate d is traversing an edge (i, j), this edge is loaded with d and thus its
current effective capacity is reduced by d.
The present unicast flow routing problem is concerned with the selection of an optimum
path in the network. Two requirements can be identified. Firstly, the data generated
at the source must reliably reach the designated sink. This means that only the source
is generating data and the sink is solely consuming data of this flow. The remaining
nodes only forward incoming data to another node as already defined in equation (4.9).
Consequently, flow can not arbitrarily vanish or appear in a network.
This requirement is known as the flow balance [25] and represented in the LP model as
shown in equation (4.10).
∀i ∈ V :
∑
(i,j)∈E−i
xij −
∑
(i,j)∈E+i
xji =

1 , node ni is a source
−1 , node ni is a sink
0 , otherwise
= bi
(4.10)
Additionally, the selected path must be able to handle the data generated at the source.
The additional data rate d on a link (i, j) must not exceed the link’s capacity cij .
Equation (4.11) shows the corresponding LP model formulation.
xij · d− cij ≤ 0 (4.11)
The optimum path in the network is achieved by selecting the path with the minimal
accumulated weight. Consequently, the objective function z can be defined as presented
in equation (4.12).
z =
∑
(i,j)∈E
wij · xij (4.12)
Obviously, only active edges contribute to the accumulation as xij = 0 for non-active
edges.
Equations (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) formulate an LP model that handles unicast routing
in networks. This model can be further generalized, as shown in equations (4.13) - (4.16),
in order to find an optimum distribution for k concurrent unicast flows [137].
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Objective function:
min
∑
(i,j)∈E
∑
k
wij · xkij (4.13)
subject to:∑
(i,j)∈E−i
xkij −
∑
(j,i)∈E+i
xkji = b
k
i ∀k, ∀i ∈ V (4.14)
bki =

1, if i is the source of flow k,
−1, if i is the sink of flow k,
0, otherwise.
∀k, ∀i ∈ V (4.15)
∑
k
xkij · dk − cij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E (4.16)
4.2.1.2 Multicast Network Routing Model
The multicast network routing model has an analogous structure as the unicast model. It
comprises a single source, but multiple sinks. These sinks are also called terminal nodes
and represented by the set T . xij represents the indicator variable of an edge (i, j),
but is accompanied with a new binary variable yij ∈ {0, 1}. A multicast distribution
tree contains a root, i.e. the data source, and multiple leafs, i.e. the |T | sinks. The
unicast scenario assumes that in case an edge (i, j) is used, it generally transports the
amount of flow according to the number of sinks reachable via this edge. For multicast
considerations it is important to normalize this value to one flow, as the source sends
a single data stream only, independent of the number of listening sinks. Hence, yij
represents an edge (i, j) that is used in the multicast distribution tree. Consequently, if
and only if yij = 1, the edge (i, j) is used in the multicast dissemination tree to reach
at least one data sink.
This can be modeled in an LP by the help of two new constraints represented in equa-
tions (4.20) and (4.21). Equation (4.20) cares for the case that xij = 0 and equa-
tion (4.21) handles the upper limit for yij . This new indicator variable yij is used in the
objective function in equation (4.17) and in the capacity constraint in equation (4.22).
The flow balance constraint in equation (4.18) is not affected by this modification as it
requires the full amount of flow on the links. Otherwise the model is not solvable. In
case k concurrent multicast flows must be distributed in a network, the corresponding
LP model can be defined as shown in equation (4.17) - (4.22) [137].
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Objective function:
min
∑
(i,j)∈E
∑
k
wij · ykij (4.17)
subject to:∑
(i,j)∈E−i
xkij −
∑
(j,i)∈E+i
xkji = b
k
i ∀k,∀i ∈ V
(4.18)
bki =

|T k|, if i is the source of flow k,
−1, if i is a terminal node of flow k,
0, otherwise.
∀i ∈ V (4.19)
xkij ≥ ykij ∀k, ∀(i, j) ∈ E
(4.20)
xkij
|T k| ≤ y
k
ij ∀k, ∀(i, j) ∈ E
(4.21)∑
k
ykij · dk − cij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E
(4.22)
4.2.1.3 Broadcast Network Routing Model
The broadcast network routing model represents a different type of flow distribution
model. It focuses on the calculation of a single minimum spanning tree inside the
network that connects all participating nodes. Broadcasting generally does not target
strict Quality of Service requirements as it is used with basic network service appli-
cations, e.g. Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) [138] or Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) [74]. The broadcast network routing model can be defined as shown
in equation (4.23) - (4.26) [137].
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Objective function:
min
∑
(i,j)∈E
wij · xij (4.23)
subject to: ∑
(i,j)∈E
xij = |V | − 1 (4.24)
∑
(i,j)∈S2
xij ≤ |S| − 1 ∀ S ⊂ V ∧ S 6= ∅ (4.25)
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ E (4.26)
The objective function in equation (4.23) represents the active edges and their corre-
sponding weights. It implies a minimization of the edge weights in the final edge set
used for broadcast connectivity. As broadcasting represents a tree distribution structure,
equation (4.24) introduces this requirement by the fact that the number of edges equals
exactly the number of nodes |V | minus 1. Equation (4.25) extends equation (4.24) and
guarantees a cycle-free tree. It uses all possible sets S ⊂ V where S 6= ∅ and ensures
that the sum of selected edges in each set S is smaller than |S| to consequently avoid
cycles. Equation (4.26) defines the indicator variables to be binary.
4.2.1.4 Joint Unicast and Multicast Routing Model
The joint unicast and multicast routing model deals with the efficient distribution of a
composition containing k unicast flows and l multicast flows, while respecting the in-
dividual link capacities. It eventually ends up in the implementation of an optimized
stream transmission scheme in the network environment. The k + l flows are assumed
to concurrently traverse the network. A unified LP model representing this environ-
ment [137] is derived from the basic unicast and multicast routing model. It is presented
in equation (4.27) - (4.34).
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Objective function:
min
∑
(i,j)∈E
wij ·
(∑
k
xkij +
∑
l
ylij
)
(4.27)
subject to:∑
(i,j)∈E−i
xkij −
∑
(j,i)∈E+i
xkji = b
k
i ∀k, ∀i ∈ V
(4.28)∑
(i,j)∈E−i
xlij −
∑
(j,i)∈E+i
xlji = b
l
i ∀l,∀i ∈ V
(4.29)
bki =

1, if i is the source of flow k,
−1, if i is the sink of flow k,
0, otherwise.
∀k, ∀i ∈ V
(4.30)
bli =

|T l|, if i is the source of flow l,
−1, if i is a terminal node of flow l ,
0, otherwise.
∀l, ∀i ∈ V
(4.31)
xlij ≥ ylij ∀l, ∀(i, j) ∈ E
(4.32)
xlij
|T l| ≤ y
l
ij ∀l, ∀(i, j) ∈ E
(4.33)∑
k
xkij · dk +
∑
l
ylij · dl − cij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E
(4.34)
The objective function (4.27) and the capacity constraint (4.34) are extended by two
terms xkij and y
l
ij representing the k-th unicast and the l-th multicast flow, respectively.
Both flow types require a new set of slightly different balance equations (4.28) and (4.29),
with different flow values as found in (4.30) and (4.31). The constraints for the indicator
variables in equations (4.32) and (4.33) remain unmodified.
As shown in this section, Linear Programming serves as a suitable basis for network
modeling and optimization.
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4.3 Graph Theory
Graph Theory emphasizes the topology information of a given problem. It is mainly
used when detailed information is not relevant, but the main structure is considered
to be significant. Graph theory generally abstracts problems into a structure including
nodes and edges. The combination of both is called a graph. Since its first appearance
in 1736, it evolved to a prominent mathematical approach with numerous algorithms
and applications [14].
A graph can be formally defined as follows [16]:
A graph G = (V,E) consists of a set V containing the vertices or nodes
and a set E containing the edges. Each edge e ∈ E is a tuple of two vertices
e = (u, v) with u, v ∈ V . w(u, v) are the weights assigned to each edge of the
graph. The order of the graph is equal to the cardinality of the set of vertices
|V |. The size of the graph is equal to the cardinality of the set of edges |E|.
A graph is called directed if its edges have a defined orientation, otherwise
undirected. In case of the directed graphs this means (u, v) 6= (v, u), whereas
in the undirected case (u, v) = (v, u) holds.
A basic concept in graph theory is the weight of an edge. The weight reflects a compa-
rable quantity that is used by algorithms to decide if an edge is used or not. Weights
are normally assigned by metrics that reflect a special property. The most prominent
metric is the hop count, that represents the number of visited nodes.
The relation between Graph Theory and network transport optimization is manifold.
In graph theory paths [139] and trees [139] can be flexibly used to model transmission
scenarios in IP networks as they intuitively reflect one-to-one or one-to-many communi-
cation scenarios. In those cases the weight of an edge directly corresponds to a quality
measure of the connection between two nodes. For instance, this may reflect latency,
jitter, or loss probability.
With graph theory, it is also possible to analyze networks and discover weaknesses in
their topology [139]. Prominent representatives are the k-vertex connected graph, k-edge
connected graph, or graph diameter properties.
The mapping from network infrastructures to graphs is straightforward. Links corre-
spond to edges and devices correspond to nodes. Graph Theory represents a well-known
and adequate representation for network optimization.
Compared to Linear Programming, it lacks the flexible adjustment for side constraints
or objective functions, as in either case the algorithms have to be modified. In case
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Algorithm 1 Dijkstra’s Algorithm
1: procedure Dijkstra(G = (V,E),s,w : E → R)
Input: directed graph G, start vertex s, weight-function w
2: for each v ∈ V do . initialization
3: d(v)←∞
4: pi(v)← nil
5: end for
6: d(s)← 0
7: S ← ∅ . set of finished vertices
8: Q← V . set of vertices not finished so far
9: while Q 6= ∅ do
10: u← Extract-Minimum(Q)
11: S ← S ∪ {u}
12: for each v ∈ Adjacent(u) do
13: if d(v) > d(u) + w(u, v) then . relaxation
14: d(v)← d(u) + w(u, v)
15: pi(v)← u
16: end if
17: end for
18: end while
19: end procedure
of an LP model, it is intuitive to use an additional constraint or other elements in the
objective function.
In the following, a basic approach for unicast routing in networks is presented.
Single-Source Shortest Path Problem
Assume a graph G = (V,E) and a weight function w : E 7→ R. The Single-Source
Shortest Path (SSSP) problem describes the task of finding a shortest path P that
connects start node vs ∈ V and end node ve ∈ V [16].
A path is an ordered set of edges eij = (vi, vj). In case of non-negative and additive
edge weights, the weight of P is the sum of weights of participating edges as shown in
equation (4.35).
w(P ) =
∑
e∈P
w(e) (4.35)
P is the shortest path in G from vs to ve in case w(P ) < w(P
′), ∀P ′ ∈ G. Shortest
in this context refers to the minimum weight sum, that has been accumulated over the
selected path. Weights can be either one-dimensional or multi-dimensional, depending
on the number of characteristics they represent.
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Edsger W. Dijkstra invented an algorithm to solve the SSSP problem [16]. The algorithm
assumes a weighted and directed graph G = (V,E) with non-negative, one-dimensional
weights. It uses a set of vertices S that contains all already accumulated shortest path
weights. In each iteration it selects a vertex u ∈ V \{s} with the smallest shortest path
value estimate so far and adds u to S. All egress edges from u are eventually relaxed.
The corresponding pseudo-code of Dijkstra’s Algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Lines 2-8 initialize the algorithm and set up all required variables. The main algorithm
starts with the loop in line 9. A vertex u is extracted from Q and inserted into S. Lines
12-16 relaxes all adjacent nodes from u. The algorithm terminates in case Q is empty,
that is after exactly |V | iterations.
Dijkstra’s Algorithm is used in practical network routing scenarios. It constitutes the
calculation framework for the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [15] routing protocol.
In case multi-dimensional weight vectors are used with legacy graph algorithm, an ap-
propriate mapping function must be defined in order transfer the weight result to R. In
the next section metrics and norms are discussed, that can be used for multi-dimensional
weighting.
4.4 Metrics and Norms
A metric is a function that calculates the difference between two mathematical objects,
such as a real or complex number, a vector, or a matrix. In case one of the two considered
objects equals the coordination system origin, the metric yields a value that can be used
to rate different inputs. A metric cannot be negative. It can be mathematically abstract
defined as shown in equation (4.36), where X denotes an arbitrary mathematical object.
M : X ×X 7→ R+0 (4.36)
A norm is mathematically a function that calculates a specific value that represents a
single mathematical object. It can be defined to output non-negative values as shown
in equation (4.37).
‖ · ‖ : X 7→ R+0 (4.37)
In the domain of network transmission routing, a metric represents a measurement for
quality. In this context, metric describes the characteristic of a network ingredient and
not the mathematical term. The quality either refers to a complete network, a path,
or a single link. In this domain multiple different characteristics are significant, such
as loss probability, latency, jitter, or available data rate. A mathematical object can
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be defined as an n-dimensional characteristics vector ~c, that contains multiple different
network characteristics ci:
~c =

c1
c2
...
cn
 ∈ Rn (4.38)
The application of the norm function ‖c‖ provides a single real value that can be used
to compare different vectors ~c.
It is important to define a global ordering along the R domain, such as greater or smaller.
Subsequently, it becomes possible to rate different input vectors according to their metric
value. In the multidimensional case, no general means of global ordering exists. Assume
two 2-dimensional vectors as shown in equation (4.39) with values c1,1 > c2,1 and c2,2 >
c2,1.
~c1 =
(
c1,1
c1,2
)
and ~c2 =
(
c2,1
c2,2
)
(4.39)
With this combination it is not possible to order both vectors, as one element of each
vector dominates the corresponding one in the other vector. The comparison of multi-
dimensional vectors requires a smart mapping to a domain that supports a global or-
dering. The application of a norm transforms the n-dimensional vector to a single
non-negative real value.
Traditional and legacy network applications typically operate with 1-dimensional values,
and thus require the application of a norm function. In principal, a lower metric value
reflects better characteristics and is preferred over a higher metric value. The concrete
relation between two metric values depends on the application. A metric value used for
routing in networks must not be negative. In case there are negative values reflecting
link metrics, this leads to invalid results as negative values distort the accumulation of
the path weight. Special situations emerge with negative cycles in networks. Routing
algorithms can use these cycles to frequently reduce the overall path metric. The path
weight is small whereas the real path length has significantly grown. An exemplary check
for negative cycles is shown in algorithm 2. A detailed discussion about negative-cycle
check algorithms is given in [140].
Assume the transport of time critical multimedia traffic over an IP network. In order
to construct an efficient dissemination structure, an appropriate metric, that includes
multiple characteristics of the network segments, is required. Typically distribution
mechanisms rely on Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) [16] or Spanning Tree algo-
rithms [16] that incorporate a single value, e.g. a minimum hop count. For instance,
Dijkstra’s Algorithm [16] exploits the number of hops to find a feasible path through a
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Algorithm 2 Check for negative cycles in networks.
1: procedure Check-Negative-Cycles
2: for each edge eij with weight w(i, j) do
3: if d(u) + w(u, v) < d(v) then
4: ERROR: negative cycles found
5: end if
6: end for
7: end procedure
network. The Spanning Tree algorithms of Kruskal [16] and Prim [16] also employ the
number of hops between the sender and receiver.
Real-time multimedia traffic implies an intrinsic time characteristic and the length of
a transmission path loses its primary significance. Delivery time and the residual loss
probability become more important and finding an optimal network path relies on a
multi-dimensional characteristics vector. If two individual characteristics are used, there
is no global and unique ordering. A metric must be used to transform the higher-
dimensional space into a 1-dimensional space to obtain a higher transmission efficiency.
In the multimedia transmission domain the main task is to efficiently transmit audio-
visual data from the source to the sink. The network infrastructure provides a potentially
large set of nodes interconnected by numerous links. Consequently, there are multiple
different possible paths P . A path represents an individually ordered sets of links that
connect two end nodes.
The focus is on the selection of an efficient path, according to the network characteristics
and the multimedia application demands. The term efficient must be defined in this
context. Best-effort transmission defines efficient path as shortest path and uses a 1-
dimensional characteristic represented by the number of hops. Hence, the most efficient
route equals the shortest route. This is the path with the smallest number of links. As
a best-effort service is predominantly available in wide area networks, the term length
is generally used as a substitute for efficiency, even if it is used with other metrics than
number of links.
As a best-effort approach is not adequate to multimedia transmissions, more network
details must be considered to efficiently transmit this kind of data. Consequently, a
higher-dimensional characteristic space must be exploited where each link is represented
by a set of characteristics as shown with the vector ~c introduced in equation (4.38).
Following the general nomenclature, the efficiency or length L0 of a path P that contains
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Feasible Area 
c1B1
c2
B2
Path representative
Figure 4.1: Feasible area for 2-dimensional optimization.
m links can be generally defined as the sum over all link’s characteristics li as shown in
equation (4.40).
L(P ) =
∑
links li
~ci =
∑
links li

ci,1
ci,2
...
ci,n

=

c1,1 + c2,1 + . . .+ cm,1
c1,2 + c2,2 + . . .+ cm,2
...
c1,n + c2,n + . . .+ cm,n

=

cP,1
cP,2
...
cP,n

(4.40)
Each path P is defined by its length L(P ) and can be represented in an n-dimensional
search space. Figure 4.1 illustrates such a search space for n = 2 where each point
corresponds to an individual path. As multimedia transmissions introduce constraints
for each characteristic, B1 and B2 define the borders of a rectangular feasible area
within the global space, built by element domain c1 and c2. In case a point lies within
the feasible area, all elements satisfy the constraint requirement. Otherwise, at least one
element exceeds a constraint. Note that with more dimensions the feasible area becomes
a feasible space.
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Name Definition
Manhattan Norm ‖~x‖1 = (
∑n
i=1 |xi|)
Euclidean Norm ‖~x‖2 =
√
(
∑n
i=1 |xi|2)
Maximum Norm ‖~x‖∞ = max
i=1..n
(|xi|)
Table 4.1: List of the most popular p-norms: Manhattan, Euclidean, and Maximum
norm.
New routing algorithms should potentially be able to find routes based on multiple
characteristics, e.g. by element-wise comparison with prioritization. This leads to rev-
olutionary routing approaches. Routing with multiple additive constraints is known to
be NP-complete [141] and thus not practical. As evolutionary approaches focus on the
seamless integration into currently used technology, it is required to find a mapping from
n-dimensions to exactly one-dimension. Traditionally used routing algorithms, such as
Dijkstra’s Algorithm [16], or the spanning tree algorithms of Kruskal and Prim [16], use
1-dimensional search spaces.
In [142] a set of routing metrics and constraints for Routing Protocols in Low-Power and
Lossy Networks (RPL) [143] are specified.
Despite the existence of multiple available norms, it is crucial to be aware of the implica-
tions for routing algorithms. As the characteristics are contained in a vector, the focus
is on general vector norms. A vector norm must fulfill the following properties [144]:
‖~x‖ > 0 ,∀~x 6= ~0
‖α · ~x‖ = |α| · ‖~x‖ , α ∈ R
‖~x+ ~y‖ ≤ ‖~x‖+ ‖~y‖
(4.41)
The most commonly used norms are p-norms [145]. The general p-norm is defined as:
‖~x‖p =
(
n∑
i=1
|xi|p
) 1
p
(4.42)
In practice, norms with p = 1 (Manhattan Norm), p = 2 (Euclidean Norm), and p =∞
(Maximum Norm) are frequently used. Table 4.1 presents these norms in more detail.
Combinations of the presented norms are also valid. As an example, a combined five-
dimensional metric could be defined as shown in equation (4.43).
‖~x‖ = pi · |x5|+ 3
√
|x1|3 + |x3|3 + |x4|3 + max(|x1|, |x2|) (4.43)
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The eventually used norm depends on the application scenario and the given character-
istics. It must be individually defined for each case.
The elements of the achieved path efficiency L(P ) can also be adjusted by multiplication
with a weighting vector ~w:
L′(P ) = ~w · L(P ) =
(
w1 w2 . . . wn
)
· L(P ) (4.44)
This may be required in order to scale the vector entries according to given requirements.
For the following an already weighted vector L(P ) is assumed and does not contradict
the assumptions given in equation (4.41).
The adequate selection of a suitable norm for constraint search space is highly important.
In figure 4.1 each point represents an individual path with element-wise accumulated
characteristics. The application of a norm transforms these characteristics to a single
non-negative real value. An algorithm searches the most efficient path, and thus has to
scan the search space. Consider the case where efficient is linked with a small norm
value. Abstractly, the algorithm starts with a reference value equal to zero and gradually
increases this reference value until it hits the first point. This point represents the
path with the smallest length, and thus the highest efficiency. In a constraint multi-
dimensional search space, this process requires sophisticated norms. In [141] DeNeve
proposed two approaches along with a Tunable Accuracy Multiple Constraints Routing
Algorithm (TAMCRA) to optimize the multi-constraint routing when using Dijkstra’s
Algorithm. The focus is on the reduction of complexity, when searching a path according
to n constraints. The application of a norm reduces the problem to a 1-dimensional
space. These approaches are presented and discussed next.
4.4.1 Manhattan Norm
The Manhattan norm can be applied in case all n available vector elements have equal
linear bases. That means all characteristic elements are in the same order of magnitude.
The basic method is to create a linear combination:
z = ‖~c‖1 =
n∑
i=1
|wi| · |ci|. (4.45)
wi represents the weight for the characteristic element ci as described in equation (4.44).
It can be seen, that multiple inputs of ci may result in the same metric value z.
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Figure 4.2: Norm’s slope behavior for two characterization elements.
Assume the values of z and cj to be fixed. Then, equation (4.45) can be transformed to
the form
ci =
z
wi
−
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
wj
wi
· cj . (4.46)
In order to determine the required values of ci that lead to the value of z, all other
elements cj must be fixed.
For the case n = 2, this mapping represents a strictly monotonically decreasing line as
shown in equation (4.47).
c2 =
z
w2
− w1
w2
· c1 (4.47)
It can be intuitively drawn as shown in figure 4.2. The corresponding slope depends on
the selected value of z, as well on the weighting factors w1 and w2. The construction
of the function c2 : c1 7→ R also directly influences the scanning process of the feasible
area, as described in the following.
For example, consider Dijkstra’s Algorithm [16], that looks for a minimum path length
z and uses the number of segments to represent this length according to equation (4.45).
It starts with z = 0 as this represents the lowest valid allowed path length, and as
only non-negative lengths are assumed. The algorithm implicitly increases the value of
z gradually, until a path representative, i.e. a point in the search space, is hit. This
algorithm indeed does not consider feasible areas in the search space and eventually
assumes all found results to be valid. In the 2-dimensional case, an increasing z indicates
a parallel shift of the function line defined in equation (4.47) along the positive c1 axis.
When it hits a point in the search space, this point represents a path with a specific
length z. Figure 4.3 illustrates this process and indicates three lines for different values
of z.
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Figure 4.3: Manhattan norm approach.
Line (I) lies inside the feasible area and has a small value of z/w2 < B2. For line (II), it
holds z/w2 = B2. It can be seen, that the value of z has been increased and consequently,
the functions line has departed from the origin. Line (III) represents z/w2 > B2. In
case a point is hit, its value may be minimal, but as the corresponding functional line
scans a significant part outside the feasible area, a secondary check is required to avoid
non-feasible path representatives.
The first hit, as indicated by the dashed line, is a point that has the smallest value found
so far. But in this scenario, it lies outside of the feasible area. The search algorithm is
unaware of the fact that the found entry is invalid as c2 > B2, although c1 < B1.
This example shows that the slope, defined by the weighting, is a critical part of the
norm. It adjusts and influences the search behavior significantly. A smaller slope −w1w2
corresponds to either increasing w1 or decreasing w2 while fixing the other weight. In
this case, the parallel shift earlier hits paths with dominating c1 elements. Analogously,
a larger slope leads to a higher hit significance for elements c2.
Let B1 and B2 be the constraints that set up the feasible area. In order to avoid the
generation of invalid hits, the weights must fulfill the condition shown in equation (4.48).
This weight ratio directly corresponds to the slope of the lines in figure 4.3.
w2
w1
=
B1
B2
(4.48)
It holds w1 = 1/B1 and w2 = 1/B2.
For each hit with z ≤ B2 it is guaranteed to have found a point inside the feasible area.
In case z > B2, an additional check is required to validate the found point in the search
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Figure 4.4: Euclidean norm approach.
space. Figure 4.3 shows lines with exactly this slope. This process can also be extended
to high dimensions.
The composite norm should output the values that are within the feasible area. With the
Manhattan norm, the algorithm must stop shifting the line as soon as the line crosses the
diagonal of the feasible area. Everything beyond this point can produce wrong decisions.
In case the applied algorithm cannot be adapted to check the feasibility of the metric
outcome, e.g. since the algorithm source is not available, half of the feasible region could
be left unscanned.
4.4.2 Euclidean Norm
The Euclidean norm reduces the size of the unscanned feasible area, as it uses curved
lines instead of straight lines for the reference value z. Consequently, it better approaches
the feasible area boundaries introduced by the constraints Bi.
The Euclidean norm can be defined as [141]:
z = ‖~c‖2 =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(|wi| · |ci|)2
=
√√√√ n∑
i=1
( |ci|
|Bi|
)2 (4.49)
Equation (4.49) represents the Holder’s q-Norm [145] and is of significant importance
in the theory of Banach spaces [144].
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Figure 4.4 presents the application of equation (4.49) for n = 2. It becomes clear that
the feasible area is approached more efficient as with the Manhattan norm. Optimally,
the lines with the reference value z should perfectly match the feasible area edges. This
implicates that the application would result only valid hits.
Considering equation (4.42) and increasing p → ∞ yields this behavior. The resulting
norm is known as the Maximum norm [141]. This norm is of minor importance for
practical multimedia routing applications, as it results the most significant element of
the characteristics vector, whereas the remaining elements stay unexploited.
4.5 Network Supported Congestion Avoidance
The Network Supported Congestion Avoidance (NSCA) mechanism refers to an active
and revolutionary network collaboration approach [R3]. Optimizing network traffic op-
timally includes an information exchange between the data source and the transport
infrastructure. The granularity of the information directly corresponds to the resulting
transmission efficiency, since a detailed set of requirements, as well as demands, eases the
optimization process and enables a precise tuning of the infrastructure parameter. An
efficient transport consequently includes a knowledge exchange between both entities.
In case current networks try to optimize the transport of data packets, they predom-
inantly guess at best the characteristics and requirements of the corresponding data
streams. These guesses are based on objective transmission parameters, such as IP
addresses or transport ports. Based on this assumption, a potentially suitable path
is selected and the transmission initiated. The data applications have no knowledge
about the network. They reactively adapt their transmission behavior to the observed
environment, e.g. by congestion avoidance mechanisms as done with TCP [3]. The
transportation is based on implicit knowledge.
Transmitting multimedia data is a challenging task since both, application and network,
have to be linked somehow in order to obtain a satisfying Quality of Experience (QoE) [9]
for the end user. In this section, an interactive approach for exchanging information
is proposed, that enables an efficient multimedia transmission. The approach can be
applied to any size of transport networks, and can also be interpreted as a basic caller
admission scheme [146].
Therefore, a UDP [2] communication protocol is proposed that is used to exchange
information about requested, available and already occupied data rates between a data
source and the transport infrastructure.
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The three main consequences are:
• The network is able to perform an improved forwarding strategy based on the
requested and occupied data rates.
• The receiving device is not obliged to care for congestion controlling, as it is com-
pletely shifted to the responsibility of the network.
• The sending device must be able to forward information to a controlling entity,
that represents the network infrastructure and has administrative privileges.
The individual message exchange is classified as an active network collaboration ap-
proach and the subsequently initiated transmission is therefore based on explicit knowl-
edge.
Traditional networks do not inherently provide a generic way to communicate with the
network itself. It is always required to contact a special service listening on an individual
address that has administrative maintenance privileges on a set of devices in the network.
This approach requires both, active and passive functionality, such as setup forwarding
rules as well as gathering statistics.
The presented Network Supported Congestion Avoidance (NSCA) approach includes
three parts:
• Signaling of information between device and network.
• Workflow descriptions for the device and the network.
• A Network Rate Control Service as part of the optimization process.
NSCA is a revolutionary approach as it requires modifications at both network and end-
device applications to exchange explicit knowledge. In this context, Software Defined
Networking (SDN) [21] environments are considered to be flexible to build the network
infrastructure for NSCA.
4.5.1 Protocol Specification
The signaling procedure is based on UDP packets. The specified protocol is used to
exchange information about requested, available, and already occupied data rates for
both, the application data source and network infrastructure. Figure 4.5 shows the
signaling procedure between a data source and the network. The network evaluates the
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Figure 4.5: NSCA signaling process and message prototypes.
received NSCA protocol packets and performs actions as described in section 4.5.2. As
a practical example, the responsible network entity is represented by an SDN controller.
Then, the corresponding SDN nodes are configured to directly forward packets addressed
to a special service address. Generally, it is important to reserve a special address, e.g.
IPNSCA : PortNSCA, to avoid confusions with real existing devices connected to that
network.
The data source starts the communication with a subscribe message to the network
specific service address IPNSCA : PortNSCA. This message includes information about
the minimum and maximum data rates that the source can offer, as well as a source
individual unique id. It additionally includes an OSI layer 3 and 4 flow description of
the stream that is to be sent. The source implicitly requests regular notifications about
the available data rate in the network by sending this subscribe message.
Subsequent to the reception of the subscribe message, the network responds with an
avail message. The avail message confirms the currently available data rate in the
network to the requesting data source.
After the reception of an avail message at the source, it checks the proposed data rate.
In case the source agrees with the proposal, it finally sends a seize message to the
network. This message includes the data rate that the source is going to use. The seize
message represents the official confirmation to the network.
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A reliable and up-to-date message handling also requires multiple timeouts on both
communication sides as illustrated in figure 4.5. The data source maintains timeouts for
two events, i.e. the registration and the reception of avail messages. The registration
timeout toreg is started after a subscribe message has been sent to the network. toreg
expires in case no responding avail message is received. With the reception of an
avail message the corresponding avail timeout toavail is started. This timeout is used
to ensure that the information of the available data rate in the network is recent. Since
avail messages are frequently sent by the network, each received avail message restarts
toavail at the data source. In case no avail message is received, the timeout expires and
the source assumes the NSCA service to be unresponsive. In this case, the data source
must fall back to a default congestion control mechanism such as TCP Friendly Rate
Control (TFRC) [147]. Even if NSCA is not responsive, the sender should continuously
attempt to contact the service again by repeatedly sending subscribe messages to
IPNSCA : PortNSCA. This workflow ensures an early and reliable notification in case the
NSCA service restarts.
The network site also maintains multiple timeouts. The subscription timeout tosub is
managed by the network for each active data sink identified by its sender id. Every
subscribe and seize message refreshes the corresponding tosub timeout. In case tosub
expires, the associated subscription is regarded as inactive and the corresponding data
source removed from internal considerations. The seize timeout toseize manages a reliable
exchange of available data rates. It is started every time an avail message is sent and
in case no seize message has arrived before expiration, the avail message is sent again.
With the reception of a seize message the network starts an upkeep timeout toupkeep,
that initiates a new avail/seize cycle in case the corresponding timeout toupkeep has been
expired.
4.5.2 Network and Client Workflow
Besides the basic protocol description an associate workflow specification is required for
efficient results. Figure 4.6 presents the NSCA workflow of the network as a compact
chart. Note, that network generally describes an instance, that handles all events and
operations on behalf of the network. In case of Software Defined Networking environ-
ments, as assumed here, this part is performed by the SDN controller.
The network controller maintains a cache for currently active subscriptions and corre-
sponding flows in the network. This cache can be used to calculate current data rates on
a per-link basis. The setup process for optimization is either triggered by an event or on
a regular basis. After initialization the network control flow directly steps into schedule
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Figure 4.6: NSCA workflow for the network part.
setup event, where the timestamp for the next setup process is determined, followed by
the state wait for event. The subscription timeout and the seize/upkeep timeout are
identified and handled individually. In case of a setup event, the corresponding setup
process is executed and the distribution of avail messages to the subscribed data sources
is triggered. The frequent execution of the setup process enables an immediate reac-
tion to network parameter changes. The specific frequency of this execution depends on
multiple aspects, such as network size and available computational performance. This
process contains all required mechanisms required to determine the available data rates
for each flow as well as allocating resources in the network. In case a packet has been
received, it is differentiated between subscribe and seize packets. A subscribe mes-
sage either implies a subscription from a new or an existing source. Depending on this, a
new subscription is created or an existing updated, as well as all corresponding timeouts,
e.g. the timeout value tosub, are updated. A seize message resets a presently existing
timeout toseize in case the subscription is still active.
The data source workflow is presented in figure 4.7. It is divided into two parts, the data
sending loop and the event handling loop. After the initialization a subscribe message
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Figure 4.7: NSCA workflow for the source part.
is sent to initiate the communication with the network. The flag nsca is subsequently
set to false. This flag represents the state whether Network Supported Congestion
Avoidance is used or not. If nsca==false a traditional congestion control mechanism
is required, such as TCP Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) [147].
At this point the source waits for events. In case no events are triggered, the data sending
loop starts to emit data with a default congestion control scheme to avoid unnecessary
latencies at the transmission start. The data sending loop is represented on the left side
of figure 4.7. The data loop describes the current sending behavior. Data is either sent
with the currently enabled rate control mechanism or via a default legacy end-to-end
rate control. The loop terminates in case the transmission is stopped, or an event has
been triggered that modifies the sending process. This is indicated by the state get stop
transmission.
The event handling loop describes actions in case an avail or a timeout message has
been received. An avail message contains the selected data rate drseized. NSCA is
activated by setting nsca==true and the data loop is reentered in case no further events
have to be processed. All avail messages from the network reset the currently cached
drseized value. If either the avail or registration timeouts expire, a new subscription
is sent to the network and the source continues to transmit data with a different rate
control than NSCA. In case dravail < drmin, drseized is set to zero to avoid misalign-
ment. This case describes the situation where not sufficient resources are available in the
network. The flexibility of the data stream is consequently critically limited. Once the
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transmission has been terminated the subscription at the network entity automatically
times out and no further interactions are required.
4.5.3 Network Rate Control Service
The network wide optimum stream distribution is calculated by the Network Rate Con-
trol Service (NRCS). It represents an optimization approach inside the network to an-
nounce optimum data rates. The results are used to determine the lower and upper limits
of stream data rate that are published to the data sources. An optimum transmission
behavior assumes all present streams in the network to be NRCS-based. In case other
congestion control mechanisms are used, the process cannot reliably determine the op-
timum data rate limits as each application individually modifies its sending behaviour
without a global alignment. It is also assumed that all link capacities, including the
maximum available data rate, are present to the NRCS. It serves as an initial approach
and is part of the controller workflow illustrated in figure 4.6, represented by setup.
The NRCS can be designed in multiple ways, including a large set of different ingredi-
ents. It is possible to use linear programs, graph theory algorithms, or a trivial full-search
approach to analyze the network environment and calculate an acceptable stream distri-
bution. The used mechanism depends on the application scenario and must be precisely
adjust to the given environment. In [R3] an example has been published that utilizes a
modified graph tree search algorithm to implement the network rate control service.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents general optimization approaches that can be used for network
transmission tasks. It has been shown that Linear Programming and Graph Theory
represent powerful approaches for multimedia content transport optimization. A dis-
cussion about metrics and norms presents different strategies to map multi-dimensional
network characteristic vectors into a single real value. These mapping approaches en-
able the extension legacy algorithms and approaches to increase the benefit of their
solutions when optimizing multimedia network traffic. As the default network infras-
tructure reflects the standards from the beginning of the Internet, it provides a coarse
optimization granularity. Handling real-time multimedia traffic remains a challenge and
must be addressed via other, partly revolutionary, approaches.
Besides general approaches of metric application and their design, the Network Sup-
ported Congestion Avoidance (NSCA) mechanism has been presented. It is seen as a
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revolutionary and interactive application-network information exchange, that enables
both communication components to explicitly announce details about the transmission
parameters. The protocol itself and the corresponding workflows for network infrastruc-
ture and application are presented in detail. NSCA supports a multitude of different
optimization approaches, depending on the present environment.
Chapter 5
Loss Domain Separation
Loss domain separation (LDS) refers to an approach that subdivides a network path
into individual segments according to predefined segment characteristics. Thereby, it
follows the Performance Enhancing Proxies (PEP) mechanisms described in [32]. Such
characteristics can be the segment’s delay, loss probability, or any other measurable pa-
rameter. It represents the basis for the performance of error correction mechanisms. For
example, high packet loss and large segment delays require a stronger error correction.
In case the network path is subdivided into multiple segments, each can be separately
equipped with autonomous error correction schemes. Consequently, every scheme can be
optimally adjusted to the underlying network segment. LDS focuses on a more efficient
data transmission based on a suitable network path segmentation. The appropriate error
correction scheme application allows a highly granular error correction process. Thereby,
network segments are individually handled and provide direct information about their
status. This is in contrast to a traditional end-to-end connection where information is
merged from all network path segments and only available as an integrated unit.
The LDS approach applies to heterogeneous network environments with both, nearly
error-free segments and segments with high error probability. A basic example is a de-
fault connection between an end-user and a video streaming server. The connection can
be coarsely divided into a transport backbone network and the last mile at the end-users
location. The backbone network is typically a wide area network with nearly error and
congestion-free characteristics, but introduces large latencies. The end users network
is typically a wireless LAN segment that introduces only small delays but significantly
increases the probability of packet losses. Consequently, it is intuitive to split the con-
nection at the node connecting the backbone network with the wireless in-home segment
in order to create two autonomous loss domains.
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Figure 5.1: A traditional end-to-end transmission scheme.
Network connections frequently include mobile and other highly sensitive links in or-
der to provide Internet access at any location. An error correction scheme is used to
enable reliable transmissions. It either includes packet retransmissions (ARQ), prior
added redundancy information (FEC), or a combination of both (HARQ) as presented
in section 2.5.
The data source and sink are connected by network paths. These consist of multiple
subsequent segments that are connected by nodes. Data is forwarded from one segment
to another via these nodes and finally reaches the designated destination.
Error correction schemes can be used in two different ways, either on a global connec-
tion level or on a per network segment basis. The former is also known as end-to-end
connection, whereas the latter describes a smaller part of the network path. This may
include either a single or a combination of multiple physical links, but is ultimately
treated as one virtual link. Figure 5.1 presents a traditional end-to-end transmission
scheme, whereas figure 5.2 illustrates a schematic overview of a multi-hop transmission
scheme.
In case an error correction scheme is applied on an individual segment, it is considered
to represent this as an atomic error correction unit. Individual segment error protection
provides a higher error coding precision and lowers the total network utilization. This
protection mechanism only cares for a single segment and does not influence adjacent
segments. Accordingly, if redundancy is required, it is only sent on this segment. The
usage of atomic correction units breaks with the traditional end-to-end transmission
principle [47] discussed in section 2.2 and shifts complexity from the network edge into
the center.
Loss Domain Separation relies on multiple network segments on a path. These segments
can be pure physical links, such as a direct switch-switch connection in a data center, or
a virtual segment. A virtual segment is a logical conjunction of multiple segments, where
each segment again can be physical or virtual. Figure 5.3 illustrates a virtual segment
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Figure 5.2: An LDS multi-hop transmission scheme.
in a network environment. In this figure, three physical segments are combined into one
virtual segment. The original segment specific properties, such as latency and loss, are
combined into a set of merged virtual properties. The end nodes do not recognize the
different transmission domains as the path is considered to be consistent and continuous.
In this context LDS is applicable to both, the data link and the networking layer of
the ISO/OSI model [38] as discussed in section 2.1. In case LDS is applied on higher
abstraction layers, it additionally profits from the error correction mechanisms at the
lower layer.
The overall transmission characteristics can be separated into two groups: network-
related and application-related. The network-related characteristics are properties, that
are directly originated by the network or its environment. They are assumed to be
dynamic and severely vary over time due to changing stream occurrences and distri-
butions. Propagation delay, loss probability, jitter and throughput are network-related
characteristics. The application-related characteristics are introduced by the data ap-
plication that initiates the transmission. They are assumed to be tunable and include
properties as the maximum tolerated end-to-end transmission latency or the upper limit
for the residual error probability at the data sink. Both remain constant over time. The
application may adapt its sending parameters during the transmission, or only with new
connections, depending on the current network status.
The LDS approach is motivated by the inhomogeneous network topology found in cur-
rent wide area networks. Different types of links and varying physical layer conditions
produce hardly predictable transmission conditions. As typical data sources and sinks
face an end-to-end connection without any infrastructural details, they frequently use
suboptimal transmission schemes, that consequently waste a significant share of network
resources.
This heterogeneous structure leads to a spatial dimension, that provides a significant
benefit for error coding schemes in future network environments. The Loss Domain
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Separation (LDS) principle is discussed considering present popular transport proto-
cols. Basically, real-time audio and video content has been sent via RTP/UDP connec-
tions over network infrastructures. It unveils that also the Transport Control Protocol
(TCP) [3] based solutions are adequate for streaming real-time content. Consequently,
a standard for Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [27] has been emerged
from the MPEG standard. It follows the ongoing paradigm shift towards an increased
multimedia content population in global networks.
This chapter focuses on the theoretical details of Loss Domain Separation (LDS) for
generic error correction schemes without time limitation. Subsequently, a packet re-
transmission scheme and a hybrid error correction, using ARQ and FEC, is discussed
with respect to a strict time constraint.
5.1 Generic Error Correction Schemes
For the generic, non-time constraint error correction schemes, it is assumed that the
communication is modeled as an erasure channel [52]. This channel classification has
the characteristic that either a packet is perfectly received or it is completely lost. Single
information flips are not possible. Erasure channels are commonly used to model IP
network channels [52]. Network congestion is not considered in this scenario. It is also
possible to indirectly reduce its impact by the presented techniques, as the total network
load is reduced and the potential of congestion situations on individual network segments
decreases, which leads to a lower number of required packets.
In this section, the focus is on a theoretical discussion relying on the Noisy-Channel
Coding Theorem [35] as well as the application of a correction scheme with no time
constraint.
The noisy channel coding theorem states that an arbitrary error coding technique is able
to achieve an arbitrary low residual error probability in case it uses an infinite amount
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of computation time [35]. The theoretical minimal required redundancy information
RImin for a segment with loss probability p is defined as shown in equation (5.1) [66].
RImin =
p
1− p (5.1)
Equation (5.1) defines the theoretical minimum for the redundancy information in case
all errors are completely corrected. If residual loss is allowed, the equation is modified
as shown in equation (5.2) [66].
RImin,res =
p− pr
1− p
= RI − pr
1− p
(5.2)
Equation (5.2) states that a large allowed residual loss leads to less redundancy infor-
mation on the channel. It follows that the RI is linearly decreasing with pr.
RImin and RImin,res are valid for any error coding scheme in case no time constraints
are present. General values for RI are consequently larger than RImin as time is an
inevitable and critical characteristic in productive environments. Accordingly, less time
is spent for error correction and the higher the probability for error occurrences, the
higher is the required redundancy information RI.
Error correction consequently increases the data rate due to the additional information
RI. Let D0 denote the original data rate of a source application and RI represents the
required redundancy introduced by the error correction scheme. The ultimate data rate
D emitted by the source in the network is
D = D0 · (1 +RI). (5.3)
Equation (5.4) defines the redundancy overhead λ that relates the coded to the uncoded
streaming data rate.
λ =
D
D0
= 1 +RI ≥ 1
(5.4)
λ includes data as well as redundancy and thus always attains values greater or equal
1. If λ = 1, all segments have zero probability of loss and no redundancy information
is required. It follows D = D0. In case λ > 1, the segment introduced errors and
redundancy information is required and included in the transmission. As the error
probability pi > 0 for at least one segment i, it follows D > D0.
In the following, the definition of λ is used to compare the data rates for end-to-end and
split transmission scenarios with packet retransmissions.
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The end-to-end transmission scenario is used as a reference model. It considers a single
virtual segment representing the network-wide connection between source and sink. As-
sume that m subsequent segments build a network path. Each segment i has an indi-
vidual loss probability 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. Following [R10], the end-to-end loss probability pe2e
is
pe2e = 1−
m∏
i=1
(1− pi). (5.5)
The average per link data rate De2e in an end-to-end transmission scheme with retrans-
missions is
De2e = (1 +RIe2e) ·D0
=
(
1 +
1−∏mi=1(1− pi)∏m
i=1(1− pi)
)
·D0
= D0 · 1∏m
i=1(1− pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=λe2e
.
(5.6)
According to equation (5.4) the end-to-end redundancy overhead is achieved as
λe2e =
1∏m
i=1(1− pi)
. (5.7)
Splitting a transmission path yields m segments, each with a distinct error probability
pi, and thus represents the scenario with Loss Domain Separation. The average split
data rate per link Dsplit is calculated as the sum over all segment data rates and divided
by the number of segments. The derivation of Dsplit is shown in equation (5.8).
Dsplit =
∑m
i=1 (1 +RIi)
m
·D0 = D0
m
·
m∑
i=1
(
1
1− pi
)
=
D0
m
·
∑m
i=1
[∏m
j=1,j 6=i(1− pi) · (1− pj)
]
∏m
i=1(1− pi)
= D0 ·
∑m
i=1
[∏m
j=1,j 6=i(1− pi) · (1− pj)
]
m ·∏mi=1(1− pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:λsplit
(5.8)
Analog to equation (5.4), the split transmission redundancy overhead is achieved as
λsplit =
∑m
i=1
[∏m
j=1,j 6=i(1− pi) · (1− pj)
]
m ·∏mi=1(1− pi) . (5.9)
A basic application scenario for a split error correction scheme includes only two subse-
quent network segments. Assume the case of a two segment path with error probabilities
p1 and p2 for segment I and II, respectively. Let 0 < p1 < 1 be arbitrary, but fixed.
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The loss probabilities can have two different relations:
• Nearly equal: This implies that both probabilities are approximately equal and
thus p1 ≈ p2.
• Highly different: In this case, one error probability significantly dominates the
other and it holds p1 >> p2.
Due to the definitions of De2e and Dsplit in equations (5.6) and (5.8), it is sufficient to
focus on the overhead factors λe2e and λsplit defined in equation (5.7) and (5.9).
An efficiency factor Λ is defined as shown in equation (5.10). It represents the advantage
of a split approach compared to an end-to-end transmission approach considering the
data rates.
Λ =
λsplit
λe2e
(5.10)
The efficiency factor Λ can attain multiple values:
• Λ = 1: It implies that both approaches achieve the same efficiency.
• Λ < 1: It reflects that λsplit < λe2e and thus the split approach is less efficient
than the end-to-end transmission.
• Λ > 1: It reflects that λsplit > λe2e and thus the split transmission approach
efficiency outperforms the default end-to-end transmission scheme.
Consider the case where two segments have nearly equal error probabilities, that is
p1 ≈ p2. An end-to-end approach leads to the general form derived from equation (5.7)
as shown in equation (5.11).
λ≈e2e =
1
(1− p1) · (1− p2)
≈ 1
(1− p1)2
=
1
p21 − 2 · p1 + 1
(5.11)
Figure 5.4 shows the evaluation of λ≈e2e for the multiple values of p1. Note that in this
figure λ≈split == λ
6=
e2e and both are consequently represented by only one line.
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Figure 5.4: Evaluation of λ. Note that λ≈split equals λ
6=
e2e.
The split transmission application leads to the redundancy overhead λsplit as shown in
equation (5.12).
λ≈split =
(1− p1) + (1− p2)
2 · (1− p1) · (1− p2)
≈ 2− 2 · p1
2 · (1− p1)2
=
1
1− p1
(5.12)
Figure 5.4 also illustrates the evaluation of λ≈split. The illustration shows that λe2e ≥
λsplit and identifies a significant reduction of the total required redundancy in case
the split transmission approach is used. For example, if both segments have an error
probability of p1 = p2 = 0.07, the total redundancy reduction is 0.09. In the case the
application source data rate is D0 = 1 Mbit/s, the split approach implies an average
reduction of 0.09 Mbit/s per segment per transmission. The data rate reduction scales
linearly with the number of transmissions on those segments.
The reduction factor Λ≈ for approximately equal loss probabilities is presented in equa-
tion (5.13).
Λ≈ =
λsplit
λe2e
=
(1− p1)2
1− p1 = 1− p1 (5.13)
The structure of Λ≈ unveils that a larger segment error probability leads to a higher
data rate reduction in case of a split transmission approach.
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Consider the scenario with one dominating error probability segment. For this case it is
assumed that p1 >> p2. Equation (5.14) shows the corresponding redundancy efficiency
for an end-to-end approach.
λ6=e2e =
1
(1− p1) · (1− p2)
=
1
1− p1 − p2 + p1 · p2
≈ 1
1− p1
(5.14)
Equation (5.15) shows the redundancy overhead for a split application with unequal
segment error probabilities.
λ 6=split =
(1− p1) + (1− p2)
2 ·∏2i=1(1− pi)
=
2− p1 − p2
2 · (1− p1 − p2 + p1 · p2)
≈ 2− p1
2 · (1− p1)
≈ 1−
p1
2
1− p1
(5.15)
Figure 5.4 also illustrates the evaluation of λ6=e2e and λ
6=
split and it can be identified that
λe2e ≥ λsplit.
This is valid for non-time constraint error correction schemes, and consequently implies
that a full-split transmission outperforms a default end-to-end transmission. It can be
derived from equations (5.7) and (5.9) as follows:
λe2e ≥ λsplit
⇔ 1∏m
i=1(1− pi)
≥
p′︷ ︸︸ ︷
m∑
i=1
 m∏
j=1,j 6=i
(1− pi) · (1− pj)

m ·∏mi=1(1− pi)
=
p′
m ·∏mi=1(1− pi)
=
1
m
p′︸︷︷︸
M
·∏mi=1(1− pi)
=
1
M ·∏mi=1(1− pi)
(5.16)
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Since ∀i : 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 it follows p′ ≤ m. Consequently, M = mp′ ≥ 1 and it holds
λe2e ≥ λsplit.
With the exemplary assumptions p1 = 0.07 >> p2 and D0 = 1 Mbit/s the split trans-
mission causes a reduction of approximately 0.03 Mbit/s per link on average. This data
rate reduction scales linearly with the number of transmissions.
In analogy to equation (5.13), the data rate reduction factor for a two link scenario with
significant unequal error probabilities is
Λ6= =
λsplit
λe2e
=
(1− p1) · (1− p12 )
1− p1 = 1−
p1
2
. (5.17)
For the case that both segments have approximately the same error probability, the
application of a split error correction approach causes a data rate reduction of a factor
1−p per link on average, whereas if p1 >> p2 the data rate reduction per link on average
is 1− p12 .
5.2 Time Constraint Automatic Repeat Request
This section describes the theoretical basis for time constraint packet retransmission
schemes in multi-hop environments that respect the predictable reliability under pre-
dictable delay (PRPD) transmission principle [36, 66]. Whereas the original PRPD
work proposes a complex adaptive hybrid error coding scheme for end-to-end scenar-
ios, this section focuses on the underlying mathematics of ARQ correction schemes in
multi-hop networks. As the transmission time is restricted, it is required to distribute
the available end-to-end delivery time among all multi-hop network segments. This de-
creases the network traffic and finally leads to lower network traffic costs or to higher
backup resource capacities in networks.
The globally predominant IP error correction approach is Automatic Repeat Request
(ARQ), as it is used in the popular layer 4 transport protocol TCP [3]. Each retrans-
mission requires at least one full round trip time for signaling and resending data. If a
delivery time limit is given, it is important to efficiently distribute the retransmission
rounds, and therefore implicitly the coding time, among the segments. The end-to-end
approach blurs the underlying network topology and the corresponding characteristics
to a coarse virtual transmission link. If an error correction is applied to this virtual
link, it adapts to its merged properties, e.g. round trip time and packet loss rate. If the
error-prone links are handled individually, unaffected links are released from undesired
traffic and the total network load is lowered. In case of time constraint transmissions, a
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suitable coding time assignment is required to obtain the optimum, that is a minimum
network load.
The ARQ scheme has a constant maximum delivery time per data packet. In case this
time limit is not sufficient to deliver either the data packet or a redundancy packet to
the receiver, the packet is considered as lost and thus skipped. ARQ maintains multiple
retransmission rounds, each providing a specific number of retransmission packets. For
time constraint transmissions, the number of ARQ rounds, and thus the required time,
must be limited. Assume that the time consumption within one retransmission round is
negligible, that means sending one or more packets requires always the same amount of
time. Let ~X = [x1, x2, . . . , xm] denote the retransmission vector for an arbitrary ARQ
scheme. Each element xi corresponds to a specific number of packets to be sent in round
i. Consequently, m = | ~X| represents the total number of elements xi ∈ ~X. The length
of ~X always depends on the used retransmission scheme. Since each xi reflects exactly
one retransmission round, the total time consumption T of this scheme is T = m ·RTT ,
where RTT is the round trip time of the underlying communication channel.
In time-constraint transmission scenarios with residual loss requirements, m must be
limited to avoid an exceeding of the maximum allowed transmission time ∆. The re-
transmission vector ~X must be properly limited. It can be limited by the total number
of retransmission packets Np. The number of required retransmission packets to reach
the requested residual error-rate pr on a channel with error probability p is calculated
as shown in equation (5.18).
pr ≥ pNp+1
⇔Np =
⌈
log(pr)
log(p)
⌉
− 1
(5.18)
m can also be limited by the total number of possible retransmission rounds Nr. The
number of rounds is selected in a way, that the given delivery time limit ∆ minus the
amount of a half RTT for the original packet transmission is not exceeded:
∆− 1
2
·RTT ≥ Nr ·RTT
⇔ Nr =
⌊
∆
RTT
− 1
2
⌋ (5.19)
The size m of the vector is determined by the minimum of both and shown in equa-
tion (5.20).
m = min(Np, Nr) (5.20)
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In case Nr ≥ Np, there is an adequate amount of time to serve each packet with a
separate round, thus m = Np. For example, if Nr = 6 and Np = 4 the corresponding
retransmission vector would be ~X = [1, 1, 1, 1].
Otherwise k = Np − Nr packets must be additionally sent in an accumulated fashion
during one round. Due to the i.i.d. erasure channel, accumulating the k packets in the
last possible round m, e.g. xm = 1 + k reduces the expected number of redundancy
packets. For the case that Nr = 4 and Np = 6 there are k = 2 additional packets
required in the last round, and the retransmission vector would be ~X = [1, 1, 1, 3]. Both
cases can be unified by defining the number of additional packets in the last round as
k = max (0, Np −Nr).
The required redundancy information RIARQ for a time limited ARQ scheme can be
defined as presented in equation (5.21).
RIARQ =
Nr−1∑
i=1
pi + (1 + k) · pNr =
Np−k−1∑
i=1
pi + (1 + k) · pNp−k (5.21)
Equation (5.22) defines η as the ratio between the theoretical optimum RImin and the
ARQ redundancy RIARQ. It represents a generic redundancy efficiency metric with
values 0 ≤ η ≤ 1.
η =
RImin,res
RIARQ
(5.22)
RImin does not depend on any specific error correction approach, but is based on the
channel coding theorem [35].
With equations (5.2), (5.22) and (5.21), it follows:
η =
RImin,res
RIARQ
=
p−pres
1−p∑Np−k−1
i=0 p
i − 1 + (1 + k) · pNp−k
=
p−pres
1−p
1−pNp−k
1−p − 1 + (1 + k) · pNp−k
=
p− pres
p− pNp−k + (1 + k) · pNp−k − (1 + k) · pNp−k+1
(5.23)
This efficiency measurement depends on the assigned time due to Nr in the definition of
k. Figure 5.5 illustrates the continuous efficiency η of a single link with fixed round trip
time of 10 ms, a fixed residual loss rate of 10−6, and three different error probabilities. It
can be seen that with an increasing error probability the slope of the efficiency decreases
and thus more time is required to reach the same efficiency values compared to a link
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Figure 5.5: Continuous redundancy efficiency for time-constraint ARQ
with RTT = 10 ms and pres = 10
−6.
with lower error probability. In case of a non-continuous round numbers, the efficiency
function would have a step shape. It can be seen, that η approaches 1 in case more time
is spent on the retransmission scheme, and thus RIARQ → RImin.
With end-to-end transmissions, the network between source and sink is considered as
a virtual link that incorporates the characteristics of the underlying real network parts
as blurred information. Error coding application would affect the whole path at once
without any differentiation between the individual network segments. The distribution
is trivial by spending the total time budget ∆ on this single virtual link. With multi-
hop transmissions the network path between source and sink is considered to be a set
of individual network segments, each with its specific characteristics.
A time budget distribution problem (TBDP) arises in case data must be sent over multiple
individual network segments within a specific time period. Basically, the delivery time
is based on the underlying network round trip delay. ARQ retransmission takes at least
one full round trip time. For a given time budget ∆ the challenge arises how to distribute
the available delivery time, thus retransmission rounds, efficiently amongst the network
and its individual segments.
A basic full-search approach assumes n segments representing a network path. Each
segment i is described by its round trip time RTTi and packet loss rate pi, with 1 ≤
i ≤ n. Let the total end-to-end target delay be ∆ and let pres reflect the end-to-end
residual error rate. Assume an equal distribution pres,i of pres among all links. Let
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L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7
PLR 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
RTT 10 ms 8 ms 17 ms 12 ms 11 ms 19 ms 6 ms
Table 5.1: Network path example for time-constraint ARQ example.
X = [x1, x2, . . . , xn] be the vector that contains the number of required retransmission
packets for each link 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The total search space X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xq) of all
possible combinations is defined as shown in equation (5.24).
∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ |X| : ∑ni=1 xj,i ·RTTi ≤ ∆− 12 ·∑ni=1RTTi
subject to 1 ≤ xj,i ≤
⌈
log(pres,i)
log(pi)
⌉
− 1 = Np(i)
pres,i = 1− n
√
(1− pres)
(5.24)
xj,i represents the number of retransmissions on link i for the combination Xj . Np(i)
reflects the total number of required packets on link i. The size q of X is upper bounded
by q ≤ |X| = ∏ni=1Np(i). The full-search evaluates all vectors Xj ∈ X.
Therefore, the corresponding retransmission vectors RP must be created. Since the
error probability in an i.i.d. channel decreases exponentially with the number of rounds,
it is sufficient to store all accumulation packets kj,i = Np(i) − xj,i in the last round, as
shown in equation (5.21). Thus, for the elements rpj,i of the retransmission vector RP
holds:
∀1 ≤ j ≤ q : ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : rpj,i = [v1, v2, . . . , vxj,i + kj,i] (5.25)
with v1 = v2 = . . . = vxj,i = 1 representing the number of packets in the corresponding
round. The resulting average redundancy information RIj can be calculated as shown
in equation (5.26).
R¯Ij =
∑n
i=1
∑xj,i
w=1 p
w
i · vw
n
=
1
n
·
n∑
i=1
xj,i−1∑
w=1
pwi · vw + pxj,ii ·
(
vxj,i + kj,i
) (5.26)
The global minimum redundancy R¯Imin value among all RIj is
R¯Imin = min
X
(R¯Ij). (5.27)
For the evaluation, a seven-segment path is assumed, where each link is tagged with a
specific round-trip time and packet loss rate value. According to [122], it is supposed
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Time RP RIARQ RImin
L1 35.0 ms
[
1 1 3
]
0.0759 0.0753
L2 28.0 ms
[
1 1 2
]
0.0640 0.0638
L3 59.5 ms
[
1 1 2
]
0.0528 0.0526
L4 30.0 ms
[
1 2
]
0.0318 0.0309
L5 27.5 ms
[
1 2
]
0.0208 0.0204
L6 47.5 ms
[
1 2
]
0.0208 0.0204
L7 21.0 ms
[
1 1 1
]
0.0204 0.0204
E2E 207.5 ms
[
1 8
]
0.7095 0.3189
Table 5.2: Time-constraint ARQ example evaluation.
that the residual error-rate for each link is pres,i = 10
−6, thus for the end-to-end case
it holds pres = 1 − (1 − pres,i)n. The total allowed delivery time is set to ∆ = 250 ms.
Table 5.1 presents the links and their corresponding characteristics. In this example,
without loss of generality, the links on the path are ordered in a packet loss rate (PLR)
descending manner. In table 5.2 it can be seen that the average redundancy values
per link nearly approximate the individual theoretical lower bounds of each link. The
average real redundancy per link is
R¯I
mh
ARQ =
∑7
i=1RIARQ(Li)
7
= 0.040931, (5.28)
whereas the theoretical average per link is
R¯I
mh
min =
∑7
i=1RImin(Li)
7
=
∑7
i=1
pi−pres
1−pi
7
= 0.040555. (5.29)
The result is an end-to-end repetition vector RP =
[
1 8
]
, that generates redundancy
per link of RIe2eARQ = R¯I
e2e
ARQ = 0.7095.
The repetition vectors of the links have different lengths, according to their PLR and
RTT values. Consequently links with high packet loss probabilities have more time to
perform more rounds than better links. Therefore, the resulting redundancy is lowered.
The application of the proposed algorithm achieves a redundancy performance on the
multi-hop path scenario that is only 3.76 · 10−4 below the theoretical limit.
5.3 Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) or Hybrid Error Correction (HEC) schemes
include both, Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) [34] and Forward Error Correction
(FEC) [54] techniques, as introduced in section 2.5. A hybrid scheme represents a
composition of two individual schemes, and consequently its characteristics are more
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Figure 5.6: Redundancy Information (RI) shape of an Ω table [R9].
complex and incorporate a multitude of adjustable parameters. The time behavior of
these schemes depends on a combination of parameters, including the retransmission
rounds, the code block size, and the code rate. These ingredients significantly influence
the overall performance. Deriving a linear and approximately monotonic relation be-
tween latency and redundancy can be achieved with a single error correction scheme.
The combination of both leads to a step-shaped characteristic as illustrated in figure 5.6.
In this case, local extreme points can exist due to a variation of ARQ rounds and FEC
block sizes, depending on the environmental characteristics. The application of a hybrid
error correction scheme in combination with Loss Domain Separation (LDS) is a promis-
ing optimization task for future media Internet scenarios. This is especially important
for transmission environments with time constraints.
In this section the application of LDS based on a hybrid scheme and the HARQ Satu-
ration Problem is presented and discussed. The saturation problem represents the case
when a network is radically segmented for a time constraint transmission while using hy-
brid error correction approaches. The following considerations are based on the Adaptive
Hybrid Error Correction (AHEC) framework.
5.3.1 Adaptive Hybrid Error Correction Framework
The Adaptive Hybrid Error Correction (AHEC) framework constitutes the mathematical
foundation of the HARQ Saturation problem, that is discussed in the next section. This
framework has been developed in [36] at Saarland University, and is illustrated in fig-
ure 5.7. It utilizes statistical calculations based on the Gilbert-Elliot channel model [66]
to adapt the parameters of a hybrid error correction scheme to the underlying channel.
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Figure 5.7: The Adaptive Hybrid Error Correction (AHEC) Framework.
AHEC applies a systematic block code with the special characteristic that the infor-
mation content is sent first without a directly following redundancy block. The block
code’s redundancy is sent in case the receiver collects too little information owing to
transmission distortions, and it is not able to process the remaining available informa-
tion. It consequently sends a negative acknowledgement (NACK) to the sender and
orders redundancy for the present information block.
In particular, the AHEC framework differs from default hybrid error correction schemes
as it guarantees a maximum transmission time ∆ between source and sink while ensuring
an upper bound for the residual error rate Ptarget. To achieve this, it exploits a set of
system and coding parameters. The system parameters are set up by the present network
environment and its status. It mainly relies on the following variables:
• Channel State Information: It includes the transition probabilities α and β for
each receiver and multicast group. It directly influences the Gilbert-Elliot channel
model.
• Round Trip Time (RTT): The RTT reflects the current basic latency between
the source and sink in the network.
• Average Packet Interval: This time measure Ts represents the average time
required to send a single packet. This measure depends on the link data rate and
the packet size.
• Number of Receivers: The number of receivers Nrecv directly influences the
complexity and the search space. The more receivers are available, the more
complex are the calculations, as the transmission must be optimized to satisfy
every receiver’s requirements.
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The Channel State Information ( ~CSI) is calculated according to the NACK popula-
tion based on a Maximum-Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [36]. The remaining system
parameters can be potentially evaluated with the help of RTCP messages.
The coding parameters for the AHEC framework are:
• the coding block length K,
• the number of redundancy packets sent ahead with the original transmission Npkt,
• the number of total retransmission rounds Nr, and
• the number of individual packet retransmissions per round ~X.
The coding parameters are crucial for the adherence of ∆ and Ptarget. For example,
the number of retransmissions rounds Nr depends on the available round trip time and
influences the error correction characteristics and performance.
The AHEC framework eventually states and solves the following optimization prob-
lem [148] as shown in equations (5.30) and (5.31).
RImin = argmin
(
RI
(
K (Nr) , Npkt, ~X,Nrecv, ~CSI
))
(5.30)
K · Ts +
(
1
2
+Nr
)
·RTT ≤ ∆
PLR
(
K (Nr) , Npkt, ~X,Nrecv, ~CSI
)
≤ Ptarget
(5.31)
In section 3.5, the Predictably Reliable Real-Time Transport (PRRT) [66] has been pre-
sented. PRRT represents an online available1 implementation of the AHEC framework
extended by mechanisms for the professional use in IP network environments.
5.3.2 HARQ Saturation Problem
The description of the HARQ Saturation Problem [R9] requires a set of configurations
ω. A single configuration ω represents the relation between the input parameters of
a hybrid error correction scheme and the corresponding redundancy information RI,
as well as network related parameters, such as round-trip time. Here, the inputs are
limited to latency δ, residual error rate pr, and the abstract network parameter N .
Generally, it is possible to extend the description of ω by further parameters and adapt
the required operations and algorithms. An exemplary configuration ω is presented
in equation (5.32). It shows a quadruplet, where the first two entries represent the
1http://www.nt.uni-saarland.de/en/projects/running-projects/prrt.html (2015/01/29)
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configuration parameters, the third entry reflects the generated RI when using these
parameters, and the last entry N represents any other network specific parameters.
ω = (δ, pr, RI,N) (5.32)
Multiple configurations are grouped in a configuration table Ω with a specific upper limit
for latency δmax and error-rate pr,max. An Ω table is consequently defined as shown in
equation (5.33).
Ω = {ω | 0 ≤ δ ≤ δmax ∪ 0 ≤ pr ≤ pr,max} (5.33)
Ω is a discrete set and contains only valid configurations ω that do not exceed the delay
and residual loss thresholds. It is assumed that a configuration ω ∈ Ω is generated
by the aforementioned AHEC framework [36]. The granularity of the table directly
corresponds with the inputs of the AHEC framework. The number of entries ω is
related to the AHEC setup by variables as delay and residual error step size, as AHEC
iteratively generates configurations ω with discrete delay and residual loss values. It is
also possible to compute the required configurations including the RI online, but due
to the high computational complexity, it was proposed to use precalculated Ω tables.
An exemplary illustration of the total redundancy shape of an Ω table with hybrid error
correction configurations is given in figure 5.6. In case only a small amount of time is
available, a hybrid scheme is configured to use FEC. The application of ARQ in this case
is highly inflexible as each retransmission round consumes at least one full RTT. If more
time is available, ARQ should be preferred due to its reactive correction characteristic. It
avoids unnecessary redundancy information in the network. All cases in-between lead to
a combinatorial optimization task to determine the right balance between the utilization
of FEC and ARQ.
In the following, a precalculated Ω table represents an atomic unit per network segment
that contains a set of individual segment configurations. Environments with end-to-end
error correction schemes solely face this optimization challenge with one Ω table. As
a multi-hop transmission path is split into multiple segments, the problem extends to
consider a multitude of individual Ω tables.
Let Ωi be the corresponding table associated with the network segment i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Multimedia transmissions have strict time and loss constraints, thus define a maximum
tolerable upper end-to-end limit for both. Assume ∆ and Pr to be the maximum allowed
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transmission latency and residual error-rate, respectively. Let ti be the time portion from
∆ assigned to segment i. It must subsequently hold:
n∑
i=1
ti ≤ ∆. (5.34)
Let pr,i be the amount of residual loss assigned to segment i. It holds for the residual
error rate Pr
1−
n∏
i=1
(1− pr,i) ≤ Pr. (5.35)
For the following discussion, only the time distribution is considered since the focus is
on multimedia content as described in chapter 3. This type of content is able to tolerate
a specific amount of residual loss. Late packets imply a playback delay that significantly
decreases the Quality of Experience (QoE) and Quality of Service (QoS) at the user’s
side. Variations in segment RTTs are more likely than residual loss variations. The input
parameter for the residual loss pr,i on a segment i with loss probability pi generally
influences the RI outcome of an error correction scheme according to equation (5.2).
The residual error probability for a transmission is typically significant lower than the
path error probability. In table 3.1, the ITU Y.1541 [121] recommendation for the QoS
service classes 6/7 states a maximum packet loss rate of 10−5. Assuming an average
link error probability in the order of 10−3, the amount of saved RI is 10−5/(1−10−3) =
1.001 · 10−5. The residual error rate pr,i on a segment i must not exceed the link error
probability pi, that is pr,i ≤ pi. It additionally must satisfy the end-to-end residual loss
requirement. For practical approaches, the value of pr,i should scale with the pi. In
case an error-prone link gets a larger value of allowed residual loss, the applied error
correction scheme can introduce moderate amounts of RI as occurring errors must not
be perfectly corrected. An MCKP-based distribution approach for multiple constraints,
such as delay and residual error rate, is presented in section 6.4 and [R8].
The following saturation point discussion focuses on the distribution of coding delay
only. According to equation (5.35), the residual loss values pr,i are assumed to be evenly
distributed on the network path as shown in equation (5.36).
∀i : pr,i = n
√
1− Pr (5.36)
As the entries ω ∈ Ω are sampled discretely, for each Ω table a minimum delay config-
uration entry ωmin exists. Selecting the ωmin from all available Ω tables on the path
generally represents a valid distribution, as the time constraint given by equation (5.34)
is not violated.
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The minimum required time portion ∆− for the total network path is shown in equa-
tion (5.37).
∆− =
n∑
i=1
δi,min
=
n∑
i=1
min (δ|ω ∈ Ωi)
(5.37)
Following the channel coding theorem [35] this distribution generates a maximum of re-
dundancy information and is consequently considered as not suitable. ∆− represents the
lower latency bound for error correction time distribution as indicated in equation (5.38).
It states the absolute minimum of time required to spend across the segments on the
path.
∆− ≤
n∑
i=1
ti ≤ ∆ (5.38)
With equations (5.37) and (5.38), it is possible to define a range of valid time assignments
[δi,min, . . . , Ri] for a segment i.
Consider γi as the amount of available time on segment i in case the minimum delay
configuration ωmin,i has already been assigned. For an adequate time distribution it
must hold:
∆ ≥
n∑
i=1
Ri
=
n∑
i=1
(δi,min + γi) .
(5.39)
For a network path comprising of S segments, this leads to the overall available time
Γ(S) that can be distributed across the path as shown in equation (5.40).
Γ(S) = ∆−
S∑
i=1
δi,min
=
S∑
i=1
Ri −
S∑
i=1
δi,min
=
S∑
i=1
(Ri − δi,min)
=
S∑
i=1
γi
(5.40)
Combining equation (5.38) and (5.40) leads to:
δi,min ≤ ti ≤ δi,min + γi = Ri. (5.41)
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Figure 5.8: Time influence in Ω redundancy information table [R9].
A smaller value of Ri leads to a lower number of possible configuration entries for seg-
ment i as the available time decreases. The error correction performance is significantly
lowered as shown in figure 5.8. It is not suitable to assign a large amount of time to
a single segment only, as this segment would significantly dominate the others. The
global time budget is severely reduced and the remaining segments are bound to a small
amount of time. Figure 5.9 illustrates this fact for a path with two segments. Whereas
the available time on one segment is increased from R1 → R′1, the time on the second
segment decreases accordingly from R2 → R′2.
For the identification of the saturation point assume an evenly distributed time reserve
γi over S segments of a path according to equation (5.42).
γi =
∆−∑Si=1 δi,min
S
=
Γ(S)
S
(5.42)
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Figure 5.9: Time and redundancy interdependency for a two link scenario.
With equations (5.40) and (5.42) it follows:
Γ(S) =
S∑
i=1
γi = ∆−
S∑
i=1
(δi,min)
=
S∑
i=1
(Ri − δi,min)
≥ ∆−
S+1∑
i=1
δi,min
=
S+1∑
i=1
(
R′i − δi,min
)
=
S+1∑
i=1
γ′i
= Γ(S + 1).
(5.43)
It can be shown that the available time decreases with a larger number of segments:
γi =
Γ(S)
S
>
Γ(S + 1)
S
>
Γ(S + 1)
S + 1
= γ′i. (5.44)
The required redundancy information consequently increases. This basic approach of
simply increasing the number of segments on a network path does not tackle the problem
of optimizing the transport of multimedia data. The application of LDS with an un-
coordinated number of individual network segments decreases the overall transmission
performance with hybrid error correction schemes. Equation (5.45) shows the existence
of the HARQ segmentation saturation point S0 that represents a spatial optimization
bound.
∃ S0 ∈ [1 . . . S] : ∀s > S0 :
S0∑
i=1
RI(ti) <
s∑
i=1
RI(ti) (5.45)
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Figure 5.10: The AHEC saturation point.
It states, that up to a specific number of segments the amount of required redundancy
decreases. This number significantly depends on the parameter of the application and
the network infrastructure, i.e. transmission delays and thresholds. In case the number
S0 is exceeded, additional segments do not improve the transmission performance, but
increase the required redundancy information. Therefore, an additional segment directly
consumes at least the time for its minimum delay configuration. This time subsequently
reduces the overall time reserve Γ.
The HARQ saturation point phenomenon can be intuitively described: In case the avail-
able end-to-end time requirement ∆ is significantly larger than the end-to-end path
round trip time, the separation of network path segments is a suitable approach. Each
segment is individually handled by an error correction approach with sufficient opera-
tion time. That is, the HARQ can use optimum configurations and lower the required
amount of redundancy. A suitable portion of time can be assigned to the individual
segments in order to achieve a globally-optimized error correction performance. In case
the number of segments increases, the available time decreases since at least the min-
imum time δi,min is required on each segment i. If the number of segments exceeds
the saturation point, the resulting available time is not adequate to cover each segment
with the minimum delay configuration, as the transition to the next configuration would
consume more time than available. The number and placement of segments on a trans-
mission path is critical. Figure 5.10 illustrates the saturation point for a five segment
environment [R1]. Chapter 6 introduces multiple different approaches to find efficient
intersection nodes inside a network.
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5.4 Viability Considerations
An LDS approach requires a variety of interactions between the data source and the
network. The network must contain special relay devices that are able to terminate
network traffic, apply error correction schemes and establish a new connection towards
the next relay or the designated data sink. The LDS infrastructure must handle the
maximum allowed delivery time and residual error rate distribution. The termination
and recoding process must be performed transparently to avoid modifications at the
original end devices. In chapter 6, the LDS principle is extended by a set of approaches
to find optimum locations for path segmentation.
Current networks are generally built using closed-source devices and can hardly be ex-
tended to support LDS out of the box. These devices are neither capable of performing
such generic error correction operations, nor allow an individual resource assignment as
with the budget distribution problem. It is challenging to implement the LDS approach
in the unmanaged Internet for the following reasons:
• Network Knowledge: Despite having the capabilities to measure individual
segment parameters like latency and loss probability, the large variety of network
equipment vendors makes it difficult to collect the required information across
vendor borders.
• Application Knowledge: If the application initiating the connection has spe-
cial requirements for the transmission, it is challenging to announce those to the
network.
• Specialized Hardware: Networking hardware is highly specialized to support
switching and routing actions. Generic operations as error correction or transpar-
ent protocol termination are not desired in general.
• Interaction: Loss Domain Separation requires atomic computation devices in-
side the network. These devices must adapt their operations to a global resource
distribution in case end-to-end requirements are present. Ongoing traffic must be
redirected to these devices and the packet headers must be modified in order to
ensure that traffic is accepted by the corresponding network stacks. The network
devices must act on behalf of an instance having global knowledge.
The LDS approach breaks with the basic ISO/OSI networking model [38] as the applica-
tion layer directly influences the layers down to the transport layer. The strict adherence
to the OSI layer model dramatically decreases the transmission performance and flex-
ibility. In [R1], a flexible SDN-based loss domain separation mechanism is presented,
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that uses a TCP coding relay for network segmentation and demonstrates the advantage
of a split transmission compared to a default end-to-end scheme.
A possible application scenario describes the use inside autonomous systems (AS) [114].
An AS generally represents a fully managed network maintained by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP). In this case, the networking administration has the ability to completely
control the network including all required information. The network has predefined
ingress and egress nodes that optimize the transmission within this individual AS domain
and is therefore completely transparent to the end devices. A second scenario is the
application in closed data-centers where operators use new networking technologies.
Google introduced its backbone network based on the new networking paradigm Software
Defined Networking (SDN) [149]. SDN technology enables a large set of new features and
possibilities for networking, and hence represents an interesting foundation for network
engineers. Meanwhile, a set of network device vendors and companies are switching their
network infrastructure towards SDN technologies as described in [150, 151].
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter discussed the Loss Domain Separation (LDS) principle. Network infras-
tructures are generally inhomogeneous and consist of a multitude of different network
segments. The default application of an end-to-end transmission control including error
correction schemes is considered to be suboptimal. With LDS, the network environment
is segmented according to the network’s parameters and areas of approximately equal
characteristics are grouped together. The application of error correction schemes to
group segments with similar conditions decreases the amount of required redundancy
and reduces the delivery latency. This consequently leads to a multi-hop transmission,
consisting of multiple individual segments.
Theoretical aspects show that in case of non-time constraint scenarios a multi-hop trans-
mission always outperforms the traditional end-to-end scheme. Based on Shannon’s
coding theorem, it has been shown that independent of any specific error correction
approach, a maximum number of intersections lowers the required redundancy in the
network. In case of time-constraint transmission, retransmission schemes and hybrid
error correction mechanisms must be carefully applied, as segmentation has a significant
influence on the distribution of the available time budget. As a consequence, a large
number of segments severely reduces the coding efficiency.
Chapter 6
Intersection Locations
Transforming an end-to-end transmission path into a segmented path requires knowledge
about interior network characteristics. Splitting transmission paths at arbitrary posi-
tions may lead to suboptimal results. It is consequently required to map real network
properties to comparable values in order to obtain reliable relations between segments.
The focus is on interior network nodes as they represent potential intersection locations.
A split on a single physical link is considered to be not possible.
Loss domain separation (LDS), as discussed in chapter 5, requires an adequate process
of determining the optimum network locations for path segmentation. In the following,
concepts based on different characteristics are presented that find suitable multi-hop
network path distributions for LDS.
6.1 Intersection Locations: A General Approach
The mapping of a network characteristic to comparable measures is generally achieved
by a metric M . The terms metric and characteristics have been discussed in detail in
section 4.4. It is abstractly defined as follows:
• Input: Any accessible node characteristic X.
• Output: M : X 7→ R+0 .
The output is limited to any non-negative real number. The input varies and may be
any characteristic that can be accessed or measured on a node or segment and can be
grouped into two domains:
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• Node specific: The input of M is directly related to a node. For example, a
node specific characteristic is the in- or out-degree, the betweenness1 of a node, as
presented in section 6.2.2, or a graph characteristic, e.g. vertex-connectivity [139].
• Segment specific: The input of M is related to the segment’s origin or destina-
tion. It can be differentiated between measured and statistical information such as
propagation delay or packet loss probability, respectively. Segment specific input
requires sharing knowledge between adjacently connected nodes.
It is also possible to combine node and segment specific information into one unified
metric input. In section 4.4 it has been shown that merging multi-dimensional metric
characteristics into a single metric value is an advantageous mechanism for optimization
tasks. In some cases, it can be recommended to separate different inputs to individual
metrics and finally evaluate them in a generic approach. Thereby, an iterative procedure
is used to incrementally check a set of different metrics. This process is presented in the
following.
Assume a transmission path with n interior network nodes Nj and a set of m different
metrics Mi. Equation (6.1) defines Λ as a matrix with dim (Λ) = (m,n), that contains
a set of m metrics for n nodes.
Λ =

λ1,1 λ1,2 . . . λ1,n
λ2,1 λ2,2 . . . λ2,n
...
...
...
...
λm,1 λm,2 . . . λm,n
 (6.1)
Hence, the number of rows corresponds to the number of available metrics and the num-
ber of columns reflects the number of nodes. λi,j = Mi(Nj) represents the application
of metric function Mi at node Nj . In case a metric Mi cannot be evaluated at a node
Nj , the entry λi,j = Mi(Nj) is set to zero. Λ intuitively represents the transmission
path and the metric-evaluated characteristics as illustrated in figure 6.1, that depicts
a scenario with i = j = 3. Equation (6.2) shows the intuitive arrangement of metric
functions to individual nodes in a matrix Λ.
Λ =

M1(N1) M1(N2) M1(N3)
M2(N1) M2(N2) M2(N3)
M3(N1) M3(N2) M3(N3)
 (6.2)
1[sic], compare [51]
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Figure 6.1: Finding intersection locations with metrics.
Assume a threshold value Ti ∈ R+ for each metric Mi. Mi > Ti implies that the metric’s
input has been of poor quality and rated as disadvantageous. Otherwise the input is
regarded as advantageous. It is possible to introduce multiple thresholds
Ti,1, Ti,2, . . . ∈ R+ (6.3)
in order to create sectors for the evaluation of Mi. Sectors may represent different
evaluation areas with gradual quality measures, such as good, moderate, or poor. With
definition (6.2), it is also possible to compare metric values of adjacent nodes, such as
Mi(Nj) and Mi(Nj+1).
Let fi : R+ 7→ {0, 1} be the decision function for metric Mi, as generally defined in
equation (6.4).
fi(λi,j) =
1, intersection at node Nj is suggested by metric Mi0, otherwise (6.4)
The specific implementation of this decision function is significantly related to the appli-
cation scenario. As an example, fi can be defined to check the metric value λi,j against
a threshold value Ti, as shown in equation (6.5). A practical application could be the
detection if a link’s loss probability is too high.
f examplei (λi,j) =
1, λi,j > Ti0, otherwise (6.5)
In case fi(λi,j) is applied to the elements of Λ, a new matrix Λeval with entries
λevali,j = fi (λi,j) is obtained. Each column represents the evaluation of all available
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metrics at a certain node Nj . In analogy to equation (6.2), equation (6.6) presents a
sample of Λeval.
Λeval =

0 0 0
0 1 0
1 1 0
 (6.6)
It can be seen that metric M3 at node N1, as well as metrics M2 and M3 at node N2, are
evaluated to 1s. Consequently, these metric values exceeded the predefined threshold
and imply the application of a segmentation at these nodes. A path separation at a node
is suitable if it contains at least one 1 in the corresponding column. This means at least
one metric has a value that implies a split at this location. For practical approaches, the
number of 1s in a column, that indicate a segmentation, may vary. In case a single 1
in a column is sufficient, the individual application of the logical-or operator
∨
to each
column is possible, as shown in equation (6.7) and figure 6.1.
Λ¯ =
(∨
i fi(λi,1)
∨
i fi(λi,2) . . .
∨
i fi(λi,n)
)
=
(
λ1 λ2 . . . λn
) (6.7)
Λ¯ is a row vector of dimension (1×n) with binary entries 0 or 1. Note that each entry λ¯j
represents exactly one node on the network path and according to this intuitive scheme
it holds
λ¯j =
0, no split required at node Nj1, split required at node Nj (6.8)
This approach provides a scalable, fast, and reliable method to check if an interior node
is an appropriate location to split a transmission path. It is highly flexible to allow
individual decision criteria with a deterministic outcome.
6.2 General Location Concepts
The location assignment is an important process that determines where LDS relays are
placed inside a network. It defines the operating point of the network optimization
and consequently influences the efficiency. The main objective focus is on a location
assignment for efficient operations depending on the operation mode. In either case
multiple principal assignment approaches are possible. In the following, strategic and
network topology based, as well as LP-based optimized location assignment schemes are
discussed.
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Figure 6.2: The node degree metric.
6.2.1 Strategic Assignment
This strategic assignment concept refers to a location selection based on non-technical
criteria and mainly focuses on economic aspects and policies. The LDS split locations
are determined without any reference to the present network topology or state. These
subjective assignments rely on factors such as hardware capacity, financial objectives,
customer requirements, or networking policies. Strategic assignments are restricted to
individual administrative domains, such as Autonomous Systems (AS) [114]. As an
example, LDS intersections are located at ingress and egress nodes of an AS, as it
enables the adjustment of transport data for a suitable transmission inside the AS.
6.2.2 Topology Based Assignment
A metric-based LDS segment location assignment uses knowledge about the network
topology. It does not contain information about the current state. Network topol-
ogy based assignments utilize graph theoretical algorithms, characteristics, and mech-
anisms [14]. Graph theory additionally provides approaches for network analysis fo-
cusing on the topology at a higher level. A typical example is the k-vertex-connected
graph [139]. This characteristic describes how many nodes of a graph must be removed
in order to split it into multiple graphs. Another prominent description of graph theory
are cliques [139]. They represent parts of the topology where all nodes are individually
connected. All of these descriptions can be used to find an appropriate location of LDS
relays in a network. The application scenario and the functionality influence the split
locations. In the following, prominent representations for topology characteristics are
presented.
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Figure 6.3: The node closeness metric.
Degree Centrality
The node degree centrality [51] represents the number of connections of a node to other
nodes in a network as illustrated in figure 6.2. The higher the degree of a node, the
more nodes are directly connected to it. The node degree can be used as an indicator
for the probability of occurrence in a distribution scheme such as a single route or a
multicast tree. In case the node degree is high, it is likely to have the node included
in a dissemination scheme. Assuming an adjacency matrix X with entries xij = {0, 1},
where xij = 1 in case node ni is connected to node nj . Otherwise, it holds xij = 0. The
degree of a node ni is then defined as shown in equation (6.9).
degree(ni) =
∑
j
xij (6.9)
Closeness Centrality
The node closeness centrality [51] represents the node’s distance relation within the
network. It is based on the sum of the shortest path distances to all other nodes and
reflects how close a node is to all other nodes in the network. Larger distances are
assumed to introduce more costs and consume more network resources. Figure 6.3
illustrates the node closeness metric. In case dij states the distance between node ni
and nj , the closeness measure of a node ni is defined as shown in equation (6.10).
closeness(ni) =
1∑
j dij
(6.10)
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Figure 6.4: The node betweenness metric.
Betweenness Centrality
The node betweenness2 centrality [51] of a node ni refers to the number of shortest paths
between any two nodes in the network that directly cross ni. A large value reflects
a topology where the node is centrally located within the network. Consequently, it
represents a measure of how much a specific node controls the flows between any other
two nodes. Figure 6.4 illustrates the node betweenness metric. Assuming that |SP |
represents the total number of shortest paths in the network, and |SP |i denotes the
number of shortest paths crossing node ni. The betweenness measure for node ni is
defined as shown in equation (6.11).
betweenness(ni) =
|SP |i
|SP | (6.11)
6.2.3 Optimized Assignment
An optimized assignment principle does not solely rely on subjective and static objective
characteristics. It additionally considers the global environmental structure and uses a
mathematical model that precisely unveils adequate locations. In the following a Linear
Programming optimization scheme is presented, that solves the location problem for
error correction relays. The model refers to the general Linear Programming (LP)
model as introduced in section 4.2.1.
In the following the unicast routing LP model from section 4.2.1 is extended to find
error correction relay locations according to the LDS principle. For this LP formulation
a single unicast stream and the presence of one relay at each node ni ∈ V is assumed.
Note, that these relays may either be active or not.
2[sic], compare [51]
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The LP model for the error correction relay location problem is formulated as fol-
lows [137]:
min
∑
(i,j)∈E
(wij · xij + γi · yi) (6.12)
Subject to:∑
(i,j)∈E−i
xij −
∑
(j,i)∈E+i
xji = bi ∀i ∈ V (6.13)
bi =

1, if i is the source,
−1, if i is the sink,
0, otherwise.
∀i ∈ V (6.14)
xij · d− cij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E (6.15)∑
(i,j)∈E
xij · λij +
∑
(i,j)∈E
rij · θi ≤ Λ (6.16)
rij − xij ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E−k (6.17)
rij − yi ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E−k (6.18)
xij + yi − rij ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ E−k (6.19)
This model extends the unicast routing model presented in section 4.2.1. The corre-
sponding flow balance in equations (6.13) and (6.14) as well as the capacity constraint
in equation (6.15) remain unchanged.
The objective function (6.12) is extended by a second term that represents the costs
introduced by an activated LDS relay. As not all relays are active, the indicator variable
yi represents the current relay status at node ni as shown in equation (6.20).
yi =
1, relay is active0, otherwise (6.20)
yi = 0 implies a state where either no relay is available or the relay is present but inactive
at node ni. For the proposed model both cases are assumed to be equivalent.
Equation (6.16) represents a general constraint that must be met by the selected route.
The sum over all xij ·λij represents the accumulation of the link’s characteristic λ chosen
to be constraint, such as the link’s latency or packet jitter. The multiplication with xij
avoids the summation of link characteristics that are not on the selected route. The
second term in equation (6.16) states the improvement with this constraint when using a
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relay. θi reflects this improvement and is assumed to be negative. Following the example
from above, θi can be a latency reduction due to the utilization of a relay. This may
be implemented using sophisticated buffer structures or shorter packet retransmission
cycles as proposed in chapter 5. θi is multiplied with the variable rij . It indicates if
the relay at node ni is active and the egress link (i, j) is used with at least one unit of
flow. In Boolean logic it can be expressed as rij = xij ∧ yi. Linear Programming allows
the use of Boolean algebra as shown in [135]. Equations (6.17) - (6.19) represent the
corresponding logic for rij . Consequently, only if the relay is active and flow is available,
the improvement from the relay can be included and considered in the constraint sum
of equation (6.16). As it is a constraint, the sums on the left hand side of the equation
are strictly limited by Λ. It represents an upper bound for this characteristic, such as
the maximum allowed transmission latency for the whole unicast path.
As linear programs are powerful tools to optimize network transmission, the next section
presents fundamental techniques to model network environments with both, additive and
multiplicative characteristics.
6.3 Network Characteristics and Linear Programs
A characteristic represents a numerical measure for quality. In the domain of networking
this can be a measure to rate the quality of a path or a node. This quality value is used
as a decision base for routing algorithms. A link’s latency or loss probability is a typical
network characteristic that can be used for routing decisions.
Characteristics can be categorized into two groups. Additive characteristics represent a
set of individual values that can be accumulated by building their mathematical sum.
Multiplicative characteristics are accumulated by building their product. Both types can
generally not be merged. Latency corresponds to additive and packet loss probability to
multiplicative characteristics. The accumulation of a set of characteristics is required
when considering network paths. Paths are built by consecutive links, each with its
own characteristic value. The main representative characteristic for the whole path is
therefore the accumulation of all individual values.
In an individual application this does not lead to difficulties in case the corresponding
characteristic’s nature is considered during design and implementation. A Linear Pro-
gram (LP) model uses indicator variables and assumes a linear combination of them.
This avoids the use of multiplicative characteristic values in LPs. A common way of
transforming a product of values into a sum of values is provided by the logarithmic
identities [144].
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Figure 6.5: Additive and multiplicative path characteristics.
In the following both characteristic types are discussed and the application of logarithmic
identities is presented. This enables the representation of multiplicative characteristics
in Linear Programs. The application of network characteristics as a metric value is
assumed.
6.3.1 Additive Characteristics
Additive implies that the individual characteristics can be linearly accumulated as a sum.
First, assume a set of links eij and corresponding individual weights wij = weight(eij).
Figure 6.5 shows a path with four links e12, e23, e34, e45 and additive weights. The weight
between node 1 and 5 is calculated as the sum of all individual weights wij as shown in
equation (6.21).
w15 = w12 + w23 + w34 + w45 (6.21)
The scenario illustrated in figure 6.6 represents a network with two paths between nodes
1 and 4.
In an LP model the indicator variables xij are used to differentiate between active and
non-active links. In case the path from 1 to 4 via node 2 has been selected, it eventually
holds x12 = x24 = 1 and x13 = x34 = 0. The assumed additive characteristic allows
a straightforward application considering the link weights. As active links have an
indicator variable set to 1, the weight for the path between node 1 and 4 is calculated
as shown in equation (6.22).
w14 =
∑
i
∑
j
xij · wij
= x12 · w12 + x24 · w24 + x13 · w13︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+x34 · w34︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= w12 + w24
(6.22)
The non-active indicator variables x13 = x34 = 0 eliminate the non-essential metric
values. Under the assumption that the LP model correctly selects active edges, it is
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Figure 6.6: Example network for characteristics demonstration.
possible to sum up the products of indicator variables and the corresponding edge metric
values. Additive metrics are applicable for LP models with no modification and provide
a suitable basis of transport network models. They have already been used throughout
this thesis, e.g. in section 4.2.1.
6.3.2 Multiplicative Characteristics
Multiplicative characteristics must be transformed when used in Linear Programs. As-
sume a set of links eij and corresponding individual weights wij . Figure 6.5 also shows a
path with four links e12, e23, e34, and e45 with multiplicative weights. Such a path with
individual multiplicative characteristics can also be seen as a system chain with individ-
ual components. As an example, the illustrated chain may represent a telecommunica-
tion system and the individual characteristics are noise figures [152]. The accumulated
total weight of the processing chain, as depicted in figure 6.5, is calculated as shown in
equation (6.23).
w15 = w12 · w23 · w34 · w45 (6.23)
In a more general case with a set of n weights wi, the overall accumulated weight is
obtained by equation (6.24).
wtotal =
n∏
i=1
wi (6.24)
Due to the multiplication, an individual value wi directly influences the total value sig-
nificantly. In case the values are defined within a well-known range, it is not possible to
correct an individual low value with a high one as it is possible with additive metrics.
Linear Programs solely require additive weights in both, objective functions and con-
straint equations. A set of multiplicative characteristics must be transformed to a set
of values allowing a linear combination of their individual components. The logarithm
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function in combination with a logarithmic identity [144] transforms a product into a
sum as shown in equation (6.25).
w1 · w2 · . . . · wn =
n∏
i=1
wi
⇔ log (w1 · w2 · . . . · wn) = log
(
n∏
i=1
wi
)
=
n∑
i=1
log (wi)
(6.25)
Figure 6.6 shows a network with multiple potential paths. The set of active edges is
obtained at the end of the optimization process modeled by an LP.
It is required to use a representation that enables the application in an LP model. The
challenge is to model these constraints in a way that non-active links do not contribute
to the weight value that is used for decisions. In case of additive characteristics, equa-
tion (6.22) shows, that links with non-active indicator variables set their contribution
to zero.
For networks with multiplicative characteristics it is not possible to multiply indicator
variable and weight. Consequently, a new representation is required. Consider figure 6.6
and assume that the path via nodes 1, 2, 4 is selected. As indicator variables xij are
either 0 or 1, they are used as exponents to the weight values to achieve reliable total
end-to-end weight measure w14 as shown in equation (6.26). The selected path implies
x12 = x24 = 1 and x13 = x34 = 0 leading to w
x12
12 = w12 and w
x24
24 = w24 while
wx1313 = w
x34
34 = 1.
w14 = w
x12
12 · wx1313 · wx2424 · wx3434
= w112 · w013 · w124 · w034
= w12 · w24
(6.26)
Equation (6.26) represents a valid representation for this kind of characteristic values.
The assignment in an LP model requires the application of the logarithm to transform
the product into a sum as shown in equation (6.27).
w14 = w
x12
12 · wx1313 · wx2424 · wx3434
⇔ log (w14) = log (wx1212 · wx1313 · wx2424 · wx3434 )
= log (wx1212 ) + log (w
x13
13 ) + log (w
x24
24 ) + log (w
x34
34 )
= x12 · log (w12) + x13 · log (w13) + x24 · log (w24) + x34 · log (w34)
(6.27)
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In case the end-to-end value of w14 is limited by a threshold Λ ≥ w14 the LP restriction
can be modeled as
log (Λ) ≥ log (w14)
= x12 · log (w12) + x13 · log (w13) + x24 · log (w24) + x34 · log (w34) .
(6.28)
Note, that the direction of the inequality Λ ≥ w14 remains unchanged as the equivalent
transformation operates with the logarithmic function, that is strictly monotonically
increasing. The last line of equation (6.27) shows that the indicator variables xij are
multiplied with a simple numeric constant log (wij). Consequently, this transformation
and formulation approach enables a valid assignment of multiplicative metrics in LP
models.
It is important to mention that the logarithm function turns values between 0 < wij < 1
into the negative domain and values between 1 < wij < ∞ into the positive domain.
In case ∃wi ∈ ]0, 1[ and ∃wj ∈ ]1,∞[, the summation is corrupted due to the mixture
of positive and negative values after the application of the logarithm. To avoid such
incidents, it is requested to normalize all weights prior the logarithmic transformation
to a single value space, that is ]0, 1[ or ]1,∞[.
Hence, in case the weights represent probabilities, it is assumed that Λ ∈ ]0, 1[ and
w ∈ ]0, 1[.
6.3.3 LP Extension for the Error Correction Relay Model
In section 6.2.3 the Error Correction Relay model based on Linear Programming opti-
mization has been presented. The presented model incorporates additive characteristics,
such as latency. In this section the model from section 6.2.3 is extended to utilize mul-
tiplicative characteristics, such as packet loss probability.
As shown in section 6.3.2, individual multiplicative characteristics directly influence the
complete path weight. In analogy to equation (6.16) the corresponding constraint with
multiplicative character can be represented as shown in equation (6.29).
∑
(i,j)∈E
xij · log(wi) +
∑
(i,j)∈E
rij · log(Θi) ≤ log(Λ) (6.29)
Note that 0 < Θi ≤ 1 is a result of the logarithm application. In case Θi = 1 no benefit
is achieved. Θi = 0 would contradict a logical assumption where error correction relays
cannot be used without any costs. Consequently, the sum of all rij · log(Θi) is subtracted
from the accumulated characteristics as log(Θi) ≤ 0 for 0 < Θi ≤ 1.
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Figure 6.7: Network with multiplicative characteristics for the relay location problem.
It holds: ∏
(i,j)∈E
(
w
xij
i · θriji
) ≤ Λ
⇔ log
 ∏
(i,j)∈E
(
w
xij
i · θriji
) ≤ log (Λ)
⇔
∑
(i,j)∈E
log(w
xij
i · θriji ) ≤ log(Λ)
⇔
∑
(i,j)∈E
log(w
xij
i ) +
∑
(i,j)∈E
log(θ
rij
i ) ≤ log(Λ)
⇔
∑
(i,j)∈E
xij · log(wi) +
∑
(i,j)∈E
rij · log(θi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0
≤ log(Λ)
(6.30)
The logarithm is a strictly monotonic increasing function, the unequal signs must not
be inverted when it is applied. As 0 < Θ ≤ 1 it follows that −∞ < log (Θ) ≤ 0.
Consider figure 6.7, which illustrates a sample network with multiplicative characteristics
w and relay benefit values Θ. Assume a selected path (1, 2), (2, 4) with an activated
relay at node 2. Following equation (6.20) it holds y2 = 1. It follows x12 = x24 = 1 and
x13 = x34 = 0. With rij = xij ∧yi it consequently holds r12 = r13 = r34 = 0 and r24 = 1.
For the total weight it is seen that only the active edges are considered, as shown in
equation (6.31).
wtotal = w
x12
12 · θr1212 · wx2424 · θr2424 · wx1313 · θr1313 · wx3434 · θr3434
= w112 · θ012︸︷︷︸
=1
·w124 · θ124 · w013 · θ013 · w034 · θ034︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
= w12 · w24 · θ24
(6.31)
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This representation eventually includes the selected links and their weights as well as
presents relay benefits in the total weight.
Equation (6.29) can be used analogously to equation (6.16) in an LP model, as presented
in section 6.2.3, to express a constraint handling of multiplicative weight values.
6.4 Efficient Resource Distribution
Multimedia data has strict transmission requirements as it is highly sensitive to latency,
packet loss, or jitter. If these are encountered between the sender and receiver, they
are called global requirements and the network between the end nodes is abstracted to
be a single virtual link. Such characteristics are measurable and have a corresponding
acceptable upper limit that must not be exceeded in order to achieve an acceptable QoS
and QoE level [40, 9].
Traditional transmission schemes are implemented with end-to-end characteristics. In
this case, the global requirements must be met between the end nodes of the transmis-
sion. The connection itself is assumed to be virtually direct, which means all segments
en route are merged into a single logical link. As only one segment in this scenario
is traceable, the global requirements budget can be assigned as a compact unit to this
single segment. This approach requires knowledge and transmission interactions only
at the end nodes of the path. In case of a split transmission path, multiple segments
have to be considered instead of a single link. This implies a new challenge as the global
requirements have to be distributed over the segments of the path. In case of a latency
requirement a corresponding reasonable upper latency limit exists that simultaneously
represents the global latency budget. With multiple segments, this budget must also be
split and assigned to individual segments. In case there are two segments and the time
budget is 500 ms, each segment can have assigned a portion of these 500 ms, but the
sum of both must be at most 500 ms. Latency represents a crucial transmission charac-
teristic as shown in chapter 5. It influences the error correction scheme on the segments
according to the assigned portion of the budget. Note, that there generally exists a
lower limit for the portion assigned to a single segment. For latency, it can be seen that
packets require at least half of the round-trip time (RTT) on each individual segment.
This is a fixed parameter and must also be considered when distributing resources on
segments.
Assume a global requirement ∆ that restricts the end-to-end delivery time. If this budget
is split among the segments, each segment gets a smaller portion of the global budget as
illustrated in figure 6.8. According to Shannon’s Channel Coding theorem [35], a smaller
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Figure 6.8: Exemplary budget distributions for multiple segments.
portion of time results in more redundancy information and higher data rate in case an
error correction scheme is applied. A portion of the global budget on a segment is called
atomic budget.
A feasible time distribution follows the principle that segments with a high probability
of error require a larger time budget than segments with smaller error probabilities. The
task is to find a feasible trade-off between the size and ordering of atomic budgets to
achieve an acceptable error correction performance.
This distribution problem is closely related to the well-known Knapsack combinatorial
optimization problem [134]. This problem includes a set of items which must be selected
according to different characteristics. The solution is to obtain an optimal set of selected
items under the condition that a global budget is not exceeded. Multiple combinations
may be valid, but the issue is to find a valid and acceptable distribution.
A straightforward approach is to solve this problem by a greedy or naive full search
algorithm [16]. Due to the potentially large number of segments and possible valid
distributions on a network path, the problem complexity grows exponentially. As an
example for the path length consider the following traceroute3 result from the Saarland
University campus network to Akamai Technologies4:
3http://support.microsoft.com/kb/162326/en/ (2015/01/29)
4http://www.akamai.com/ (2015/01/29)
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1 <1 ms <1 ms 1 ms 134.96.40.1
2 <1 ms <1 ms <1 ms c65eb36-win.net.uni-saarland.de [134.96.6.54]
3 1 ms <1 ms <1 ms xr-saa1-pc1.x-win.dfn.de [188.1.234.37]
4 2 ms 2 ms 2 ms xr-kai1-te2-1.x-win.dfn.de [188.1.145.98]
5 6 ms 6 ms 6 ms xr-fzk1-te2-4.x-win.dfn.de [188.1.145.101]
6 7 ms 7 ms 7 ms cr-fra1-be9.x-win.dfn.de [188.1.144.121]
7 6 ms 6 ms 6 ms xe-1-2-0.mpr1.fra4.de.above.net [80.81.194.26]
8 6 ms 6 ms 6 ms ae8.mpr1.fra3.de.zip.zayo.com [64.125.26.233]
9 12 ms 12 ms 12 ms ae4.cr1.ams5.nl.zip.zayo.com [64.125.32.106]
10 89 ms 89 ms 90 ms xe-7-1-0.cr2.lga5.us.zip.zayo.com [64.125.20.89]
11 95 ms 96 ms 95 ms ae1.cr1.lga5.us.zip.zayo.com [64.125.29.37]
12 89 ms 89 ms 89 ms ae8.er1.lga5.us.zip.zayo.com [64.125.26.162]
13 89 ms 89 ms 89 ms 23.192.10.10
This connection uses 12 different segments for an intercontinental best-effort transmis-
sion and requires about 89 ms to reach the desired destination.
A more sophisticated solution approach refers to the Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem
(MCKP) [153]. The MCKP is a more general version of the Knapsack Problem (KP)
and can be modified to solve the resource distribution problem as shown in [R8]. The
KP aims to find a selection of items that generates an optimum outcome while a given
capacity constraint is not exceeded. MCKP additionally groups the set of available items
into multiple distinct partitions and extends the original constraint by requiring that
eventually exactly one item per partition must be selected. The MCKP is schematically
shown in figure 6.9.
The MCKP is basically formulated as shown in equation (6.32) [153].
maximize
∑
j pj · xj
s.t.
∑
j wj · xj ≤ C
∀k : ∑i∈Nk xi = 1
(6.32)
In equation (6.32) wj reflects the weight and pj the profit of an item ij in a partition
Nk. The total capacity constraint of the knapsack is represented by C and xj is the
indicator variable of item ij :
xj =
1, item ij was selected0, otherwise. (6.33)
According to equation (6.33), the indicator variable xj is used analogously to the LP
indicator variables in section 4.2.1.
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Figure 6.9: Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP) for budget distribution.
The basic Knapsack Problem can be reduced to the MCKP. Consequently, the MCKP
itself is NP-hard [153]. The MCKP can be intuitively modified to meet the characteristics
of the presented resource distribution problem. Items are considered to be atomic. This
means they are predefined units carrying information about the assigned partitions of
each global budget. This information is stored in the weight and the profit of an item.
For the mapping to the distribution problem, weight corresponds to the amount of
used budget and profit to the error correction performance. In case there are multiple
budgets, the MCKP would also have multiple weights. Items and their information
characteristics may be precomputed and stored in a table or generated online, depending
on the environmental conditions. The capacity constraint is replaced by the global
budget as an upper limit. The item partitions naturally correspond to the network
segments. Table 6.1 presents an overview of the correspondences between MCKP and
the budget distribution. The given problem can be modeled as an MCKP and solved
with well-known solution algorithms [153]. An exemplary MCKP dynamic programming
based solution [153] is presented in [R8], where it has been shown that the search space
for this MCKP scenario can be significantly reduced by the determination of dominating
error correction configurations.
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MCKP Budget Distribution
Item Atomic unit that can be assigned
Example: Error correction configuration
Item / Profit Parameter that measures improvement when using this configuration
Example: Loss reduction
Item / Weight Parameter that measures effort when using this configuration
Example: Data redundancy
Partition Set of atomic units for one specific segment
Example: Set of error correction parameter
Capacity Upper end-to-end limit for accumulated atomic unit characteristic
Example: Latency
Table 6.1: Mapping correspondences between the Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem
(MCKP) and the budget distribution.
6.5 Conclusion
The multi-segment structure of a transmission path is a critical factor with respect to
the efficiency. It is possible to identify suitable locations for path segmentation based on
different characteristics. In this chapter, a general approach for multi-metric decisions is
presented along with a set of basic concepts based on network topology. Additionally, an
LP model for optimum locations of error correction relay has been presented, that uses
additive characteristics. As network environments may have additive and multiplicative
characteristics, a suitable transformation approach has been given to use LP models for
both types of characteristics. As the application of multi-hop transmissions with a given
time restriction leads to a time budget distribution problem for the individual segments,
a Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP) formulation is presented to find efficient
multi-segment time distributions.

Chapter 7
Proof of Concept:
Demonstrators
This chapter describes two fundamental proof of concept approaches to validate network
optimization strategies. It includes a local Wide Area Network (LWAN) demonstrator,
that serves as a basis for pure networking demonstrations. It contains a web-based user
interface for essential interactions. As this demonstrator is hardly extendable and thus
impractical for joint research, it requires an extended set of functionality to become a
convenient network testbed. Consequently, the LWAN demonstrator has been further
developed and its essential characteristics have been transformed to fit into a Software
Defined Network (SDN) environment. Such an SDN testbed offers a large set of new
opportunities to network engineers, such as highly flexible traffic interactions. During
this thesis, a powerful SDN-based environment has been created at the Saarland Uni-
versity that allows flexible wide area networking transmission experiments. It offers the
possibility to share knowledge with other researchers and provides an excellent basis for
future research collaborations.
7.1 Local WAN Demonstrator
The development of a local WAN (LWAN) demonstrator has been triggered by the need
for an individual network testbed to benchmark and enhance the Predictable Reliability
under Predictable Delay (PRPD) principle [66]. It serves as a proof of concept demon-
strator that incorporates functionality on a bare network basis for multi-hop transmis-
sions using UDP [2] and PRRT [66]. The demonstrator is able to simulate environments
with restricted and application specific delay and residual loss rate requirements. It
allows to interactively modify transmission characteristics as delay and loss on a per
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Figure 7.1: Schematic overview of the LWAN demonstrator.
link basis and continuously provides a visual evaluation of the network statistics by the
help of intuitive diagrams. The LWAN demonstrator represents a testbed for multi-hop
transmissions in a small network context built with physical devices. It has been de-
signed in form of a blackbox network system with variable input and output possibilities
as illustrated in figure 7.1. Thereby, data is streamed over a set of different routes from
a single sender to a receiver. The LWAN actually implements DVB-T1 and file playback
video sources, including stereoscopic content. It is possible to directly display the video
stream at the receiver and evaluate its quality. The LWAN demonstrator also allows to
generate cross traffic in the network in order to provide realistic test environments.
All of these features can be controlled via an HTML-based interface. It provides func-
tionality to start or stop streams, change transmission routes, modify link characteristics,
and evaluate network statistics on the fly. This HTML interface is accompanied by an
exhibition wall with integrated touch-sensitive displays. Each display is associated with
a certain LWAN node and represents its egress links. It is possible to directly modify
the respective link’s characteristics by interacting with a display.
This demonstrator has been developed at the Telecommunications Lab at the Saar-
land University. It is composed of three components: a mobile rack including multiple
hardware server machines, a sender/receiver pair, and a customized exhibition wall of
dimension 2x3 meters. Figure 7.2 presents the components.
1http://www.dvb.org (2015/01/29)
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Figure 7.2: The LWAN demonstrator.
The LWAN demonstrator has been successfully presented at different international events
and conferences, including
• NEM Summit 20112,
• Intel VCI Governance Board Meeting 20113,
• CeBIT 20124,
• DaaD Science Tour 20145.
The LWAN demonstrator consists of six network nodes, one sender, one receiver, and a
central instance providing a working point for configuration and evaluation. This point
is called controller. The network nodes are equipped with 4-port Intel network inter-
face cards (NIC) in order to provide a non-trivial node degree. Each of these devices
is individually connected to a central switch. Thus, a logical link in the demonstrator
corresponds to two physically wired links. In order to separate these links VLAN tag-
ging is used. This ensures a central connectivity by a star topology, while separating
individual links. The devices are installed in a mobile network rack.
Each node can act as a relay, and thus the LWAN demonstrator implements a multi-hop
transmission. The node relays are able to operate on fixed UDP and PRRT6 connections
2http://www.nem-summit.eu (2015/01/29)
3http://www.intel-vci.uni-saarland.de (2015/01/29)
4http://www.cebit.de (2015/01/29)
5https://www.daad.org (2015/01/29)
6http://www.nt.uni-saarland.de/en/projects/running-projects/prrt.html (2015/01/29)
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Figure 7.3: The LWAN control HTML interface.
and are individually implemented. Whereas UDP does not require side information for
the transmission, the PRRT relays must have information about delay and residual
error-rate on a link. This information must be preconfigured at each node.
The LWAN controller is the central instance that provides information to the network
devices. It controls the used transmission routes in the network, the streaming source,
the link characteristics, and the PRRT protocol information. It must interact with the
individual components of the network. The communication channels are mainly based on
chains of HTML, JavaScript, PHP, and BASH scripts. This allows a flexible access and
deployment, but limits the provided functionality. Each stage in the communication
chain must be individually adapted and interdependencies carefully maintained. The
LWAN controller intelligence allows an adequate management of the demonstrator albeit
at cost of a fixed and static scenario.
The controller additionally provides an HTML-based graphical user interface (GUI) that
allows access to a large set of functionality. A part of the GUI is presented in figure 7.3.
The LWAN demonstrator represents a static proof of concept implementation of a small
network testbed. It works on a fixed set of nodes and has static control mechanisms
including a variety of different web-based technologies. The demonstrator consists of
a valuable set of functionality for pure network research. However, it lacks options
to interact with nodes in a generic and intuitive way. Despite having shown that the
proposed traffic optimization schemes work in an IP network, the static structures limit
the LWAN demonstrator to be a pure network simulator without flexible components.
Consequently, this demonstrator provides the conceptual basis for a more sophisticated
testbed based on Software Defined Networking.
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7.2 Software Defined Networking Testbed
Software Defined Networks (SDN) provide a suitable and efficient platform for devel-
oping and testing new network protocols and transport paradigms. SDN represents a
highly efficient networking approach with many opportunities for accessing information
or packet header modifications as introduced in section 2.7. The presented testbed has
been developed and is maintained at the Telecommunications Lab7, in conjunction with
the Intel Visual Computing Institute8. It focuses on the facilitation of research in the do-
main of multimedia content transport and extends the LWAN demonstrator presented in
section 7.1. It contains a large set of interoperability and controlling features. Network
devices and their corresponding software implementations are generally closed source
and consequently impractical for research.
Established wide area networking (WAN) environments are generally not accessible for
testing, as they are deployed for productive scenarios.
This SDN environment enables researchers to implement new transport ideas, such as
Loss Domain Separation (LDS), that has been discussed in chapter 5. New transmission
paradigms and architectures can be flexibly developed and maintained in a separated
and approximately fully accessible environment.
The SDN testbed has been gradually extended by external nodes to enable global col-
laborations in this research area. The maintenance of external nodes implies a scenario
of wide area networking with conditions close to real world transport parameters and
characteristics. The infrastructure can be currently used by partners located in Finland,
India, and Germany. It provides a unified platform for multiple collaborations focusing
on improvements for future media transmissions. The network environment is addition-
ally used for research. It is part of a demonstrator within the Software-Cluster project
SINNODIUM 9 and has also been presented to public during CeBIT 201410. The infras-
tructure includes mechanisms to emulate special network conditions, such as packet loss
or transmission delays.
More information about this Software Defined Networking environment is publicly avail-
able on the project website11.
In the course of this thesis, the testbed has been continuously extended. Multiple fea-
tures and modular extensions have been developed, which are presented in this chapter.
7http://www.nt.uni-saarland.de (2015/01/29)
8http://www.intel-vci.uni-saarland.de (2015/01/29)
9http://www.software-cluster.org/en/research/projects/joint-projects/sinnodium (2015/01/29)
10http://www.cebit.de (2015/01/29)
11http://www.openflow.uni-saarland.de (2015/01/29)
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Figure 7.4: Topology overview of the SDN environment deployed at Saarland Uni-
versity.
7.2.1 Testbed Topology
The topology of the testbed comprises a mixture of virtual and physical environments
as shown in figure 7.4. A virtual environment significantly increases flexibility and
decreases hardware maintenance effort. In order to provide demonstrations focusing on
research results, it is required to use real physical hardware, such as displays and mobile
computing equipment, and wireless access. A connection between the VMware12-based
virtual environment and the campus network infrastructure has been established by
special VLAN tagging [127]. These VLANs are implemented as non-routable subnets
and acting as trivial network cables. It is possible to connect a computer device to
a predefined network jack on campus and being immediately connected to the virtual
testbed environment. This access is realized by network sockets distributed around the
university campus. The core of the network remains inside the virtual environment and
is composed of bare Ubuntu13 server machines running the OpenFlow v1.0 [22, 154]
reference software implementation14. These virtual machines are connected via separate
subnetworks that individually act as direct links.
All SDN nodes communicate with the main controller via an out-of-band (OOB) con-
nection. This control network is exclusively used by the OpenFlow@Saarland University
project.
12http://www.vmware.com (2015/01/29)
13http://www.ubuntu.com (2015/01/29)
14http://archive.openflow.org/wp/downloads/ (2015/01/29)
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The main part containing all logic for the network functionality is a set of controllers.
In this testbed five different controllers are maintained for different purposes, such as
release, development, or for external partners. Controllers and SDN infrastructure nodes
are connected via a proxy device, called FlowVisor15. This device acts as a packet
dispatcher according to a specified ACL policy as described in section 7.2.1.3.
For further research a set of commodity hardware access points with an updated firmware
have been deployed. Wireless access points from TP-LINK of type WT1053 have been
installed, and their operating system has been updated to OpenWRT [155].
While the core network resides at Saarland University, multiple external nodes are bidi-
rectionally connected via the Internet. There are three participating research institu-
tions: the Helsinki Institute for Information Technology (HIIT)16, the SmartFactory17
as part of the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI)18, and the
University of Manipal19 in India. Additionally, Nokia Solutions and Networks (NSN)20
decides to participate in the testbed as the first industrial partner. The connection
works transparently and the SDN functionality is fully usable from any location. The
external parts of the network are connected via Gateways and Remote Site Nodes, as
presented in the next sections.
7.2.1.1 The WAN Gateways
A WAN gateway is particularly software running on a dedicated hardware device. It
allows a packet exchange with external nodes via a multiplexed wide area IP connection
carrying local network information. It contains at least three different network interface
cards (NIC):
• Gateway NIC: This NIC is connected to the WAN and transmits UDP [2] packets
containing Ethernet [156] frames of data and control packets. It constitutes the
interface that connects to another gateway.
• Control NIC: The control NIC is connected to the OOB control network. It
manages Ethernet frames of control packets interchanged between controller and
SDN nodes.
15https://openflow.stanford.edu/display/DOCS/Flowvisor (2015/01/29)
16http://www.hiit.fi (2015/01/29)
17http://www.smartfactory.de (2015/01/29)
18http://www.dfki.de (2015/01/29)
19http://www.manipal.edu (2015/01/29)
20http://www.nsn.com (2015/01/29)
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Figure 7.5: Basic principle of a WAN gateway used in the testbed environment.
• Data NIC: The data NIC is connected to the data network, that transmits infor-
mation between the SDN end hosts. It handles Ethernet frames of data packets
originated by the end hosts. It does not contain any SDN control data.
Figure 7.5 illustrates the basic operation principle between two WAN gateways G1 and
G2. In case a packet arrives on the control or data NIC of G1, the whole Ethernet
frame is captured and stored in the payload field of a UDP packet. A unique tag is
inserted in the UDP packet to identify that this packet belongs either to the control
or data network. The UDP packet is finally sent via the gateway NIC to a connected
gateway G2 via an IP-based wide area network (WAN). The gateway G2 receives the
UDP packet, identifies the tag, and extracts the payload. As the payload represents a full
and valid Ethernet frame, it is put on its corresponding control or data NIC. Connected
gateways must obviously agree on the used tags, in order to avoid misdirected packet
delivery. This process ensures a transparent connection of networks, as Ethernet frames
are captured and put back without any modification. Both parts of the network see
the original packet information from the Ethernet layer and above, independent of their
location.
The current software implementation is based on the original capsulator21 application.
The basic implementation only supported raw IP sockets and transmitted them over IP
WANs. The recent version extended by the Telecommunications Lab uses UDP multi-
plexed IP connections. UDP connections ease the application of gateways in company
networks with restrictive firewall ACLs. This modified version of the original capsulator
software can be publicly found at GitHub22.
In conjunction with the modified gateway application an intuitive web application has
been developed. It enables a comfortable control and monitoring of the gateway via an
HTTP-based graphical user interface. It can be found on the project website23.
21http://archive.openflow.org/wk/index.php/Capsulator (2015/01/29)
22https://github.com/UdS-TelecommunicationsLab/Capsulator (2015/01/29)
23http://www.openflow.uni-saarland.de
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Figure 7.6: Schematic illustration of a remotely used ESXi SDN environment.
7.2.1.2 Remote Site SDN Nodes
During the project multiple external partners could be found that agreed with the local
placement of an external node inside their network. As the core testbed network is
connected to these external nodes via IP/UDP connections, these connections represent
wide area links through the Internet. This allows checking transport protocols against
real world phenomena as jitter, delay and packet loss. Figure 7.6 depicts the schematic
setup of a remote site environment. External nodes are set up via a small virtualization
environment based on a single VMware ESXi 5.1 host [157]. On this host, there are
three different virtual nodes:
• Gateway: This gateway multiplexes the internal data and control traffic into
one UDP stream that is eventually sent to another gateway as described in sec-
tion 7.2.1.1. On the other side, the multiplexed stream is demultiplexed and the
packets are put on the corresponding internal interfaces.
• SDN Node: This machine represents a standard SDN node. It runs OpenFlow
1.0 and works as any other SDN node.
• End Device: This device is used to simulate a receiver or source. For other
end devices in the network, its location inside a virtual environment is completely
transparent.
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Figure 7.7: Connection scheme with multiple controllers.
7.2.1.3 Multiple Controllers
As an experimental testbed for research and development purposes, it is crucial to
maintain a flexible basis containing multiple controllers charged with individual tasks
and managed by different persons. The environment runs on OpenFlow 1.0 and it is
consequently not possible to connect a single SDN node to multiple controllers. This
feature has been defined in later OpenFlow specifications. Using OpenFlow 1.0 implies
the application of a proxy between the SDN nodes and multiple controllers. Each node
connects to the proxy instead of the controller. The proxy then represents a controller
for the node, while being connected to one or more controllers. Figure 7.7 illustrates
this connection scheme.
A set of access control policies enables the proxy to dispatch incoming packets to the
available controllers. As an example, the proxy can assign packets to controllers accord-
ing to their source MAC or IP addresses, as well as by the help of the used transport
protocol or any other OSI layer 2-4 information. The proxy transparently connects con-
troller and nodes, as neither do recognizes the presence of the proxy in between. The
software running on the proxy is called flowvisor [158] and was initially provided by the
native OpenFlow project.
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7.2.1.4 Link Manipulations
Link manipulations, such as latency and packet loss probability, are required to enable
a simulation of varying network conditions. In case a transport protocol is tested for its
error correction capabilities, the network must be able to introduce some errors accord-
ing to a certain probability distribution. All testbed SDN nodes are running an open
Ubuntu24 operation system. This allows to use the tool netem carried with the traffic
shaper application tc25. It principally allows to add delay, packet loss, packet jitter, and
some other characteristics to outgoing packets of a specific network interface. Netem uti-
lizes the existing Quality of Service (QoS) [7] and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [10]
implementations in the Linux kernel. Both have been discussed in chapter 3.
Figure 7.8 shows the main operating principle of tc/netem for outgoing traffic. Data
coming from a network socket is enqueued in the software traffic queue and forwarded
to the hardware buffers, where it is finally sent to the network. The network emulation
modifies the queuing disciplines (qdisc) of the software buffer in order to delay or drop
packets. For an OpenFlow-based SDN node, the command looks as follows:
tc qdisc [add|change] ...
dev _IFACE_ parent 1:fffe handle 101: ...
netem delay _DELAY_ms loss _LOSS_
In this command IFACE represents the network interface selected for this queue ma-
nipulations, DELAY refers to the packet delay time in milliseconds, and LOSS refers to
the packet loss probability emulated by the traffic shaper.
As an example, applying this command on eth3 for introducing 45 ms delay and 7 %
packet loss, the interface is manipulated as follows:
>tc qdisc show
qdisc htb 1: dev eth1 root refcnt 2 r2q 10 default fffe direct_packets_stat 0
qdisc htb 1: dev eth2 root refcnt 2 r2q 10 default fffe direct_packets_stat 0
qdisc htb 1: dev eth3 root refcnt 2 r2q 10 default fffe direct_packets_stat 0
qdisc netem 101: dev eth3 parent 1:fffe limit 1000 delay 45.0ms loss 7%
qdisc htb 1: dev eth4 root refcnt 2 r2q 10 default fffe direct_packets_stat 0
qdisc htb 1: dev eth5 root refcnt 2 r2q 10 default fffe direct_packets_stat 0
tc/netem provides many different packet queue manipulations. The presented command
can be extended straightforward in order to emulate the desired network conditions.
24http://wwww.ubuntu.com (2015/01/29)
25http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man8/tc-netem.8.html (2015/01/29)
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Figure 7.8: Basic link manipulation setup for outgoing packets.
7.2.2 Controller Design and Features
The main intelligence of a Software Defined Network is represented by its controller and
the implemented logic. It constitutes the control plane. This SDN environment features
the NOX Classic [159] controller. It supports rapid prototyping based on the program-
ming language Python [160]. Besides NOX software, the testbed contains a JAVA-based
Floodlight [161] controller installation. This enables a flexible and comfortable devel-
oping process as it includes a sophisticated OpenFlow 1.0 programming framework.
Figure 7.9 presents a schematic overview of the general controller design and the main
components, independent of the specific implementation. During initialization, the core
modules register for multiple events such as packet-in, datapath, statistics, or link
events. Packet-in events are further differentiated between individual packet types as
IP [1], ARP [138], or ICMP [162] and dispatched to specific packet handler functions.
This leads to a packet-sensitive and fast packet handling at a minimum of overhead and
blocking. Maintenance functions handle general controller-internal administrative tasks.
They are frequently invoked.
The present controller design consists of four main interacting modules residing in the
main controller architecture:
• Packet Handling: This module handles all incoming packets. It consists of a
set of specialized event handler. According to the packet type, different actions
are performed and other modules incorporated. In case special functionality is
desired, e.g. with multicast handling, the required intelligence is applied by the
individual packet handler.
• Data Store: The data store provides a reliable cache for different types of in-
formation, such as connected data paths, links or clients as well as running flows
or gathered statistics. It represents the core data functionality and is involved in
nearly every action of the controller.
• Event Handling: Event handlers listen to special occurrences in the network.
For example, these handlers are called in case a new data path connects to the
controller, a link comes up or down, as well as when a switch sends statistics
about its flow table. The communication event handler is responsible for providing
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Figure 7.9: Overview of the controller and its modules and features.
information to the outside via a predefined API, e.g. based on JSON [163] file
exchange. Each handler may invoke different actions from different modules.
• Manager: Managers contain maintenance functionality. They provide logic for
routing, optimization, or multicasting as well as raw statistic evaluation. Managers
access the data store and work on cached data.
The proposed design is highly flexible. New modules can be quickly announced and
connected to the present modules. Replacements of modules can be performed without
large overhead, e.g. in case new optimization mechanisms are required.
A subset of controller modules, that have been developed during this thesis, is presented
in the next sections.
7.2.2.1 Multicast
Multicast enables one-to-many communication and implies a reduced network load in
case multiple receivers are interested in the same content. The Internet Group Manage-
ment Protocol v3 (IGMPv3) [164] is used to organize multicast groups. IGMP messages
are exchanged between edge routers and clients. The presented multicast mechanisms
represent an experimental implementation and work for all multicast addresses in the
reserved block 225.0.0.0 - 231.255.255.255 as defined in [165]. An IGMPv3 framework
following RFC3376 [164] has been developed to allow a standard conform IGMP message
flow for applications. All IGMP messages are captured, analyzed and evaluated at the
controller in order to establish appropriated traffic dissemination structures. Figure 7.10
illustrates the workflow of the multicast handling. When a multicast packet enters the
packet processing chain, its content is analyzed first. In case the packet carries a multi-
cast report, it is extracted and individually handled. If the packet content is streaming
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Figure 7.10: Multicast handling implemented in the SDN environment.
data and the present multicast address is valid, the sender address and the included
group information is cached. In case the intended group does not already exist, it is cre-
ated and the corresponding sender added to this group. A packet drop rule, associated
with the corresponding multicast data flow, is eventually installed at the SDN node that
is directly connected to the sender. This rule avoids flooding the network with multicast
data packets with no receiver. It is replaced by a valid forwarding rule in case a receiver
joins the specific multicast group.
Otherwise, if the group already exists the sender is added to it. In case the group has
no assigned members, a packet drop rule is installed as in the previous case. If there are
members, a group individual multicast routing tree is generated and finally published in
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the network. The controller repeatedly sends group specific membership queries to all
clients in order to achieve recent information about the receiving status of the clients.
7.2.2.2 Statistics
The present SDN environment runs on OpenFlow 1.0 [154]. As this OpenFlow API
version does not provide any information about data rate, packet loss, or delay of an
individual link between two connected SDN switches, it is required to derive this kind of
parameter by available information. This information must be calculated using the num-
ber of received and sent packets (and bytes) on each port for every SDN infrastructure
node. Measuring the delay of a link connecting two SDN nodes is difficult as Open-
Flow does not provide any information about timestamps in the packets. Consequently,
a mechanism has been developed to measure the latency between two SDN nodes via
UDP packets.
Figure 7.11 presents the handling of generally specified OpenFlow statistic messages and
delay measurement packets.
Part a) of figure 7.11 illustrates the handling of default statistics-in (STATS-IN)
events. These include the events of incoming statistics packets according to [154]. In
case a default statistics-in event is invoked, the incoming statistics are disassembled
and stored in the database. These stored values are accessed by other parts of the
controller, forwarded to the visualization, or used to calculate average measures. For
example, port statistics include information about the amount of sent or received bytes
and packets. This information is used to gather the current data rates and packet loss
rates for specific links connecting two SDN switches. After caching port statistics, this
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information is used for further processing and the database is updated. The controller
itself frequently sends asynchronous statistics request messages to the SDN nodes.
These trigger the nodes to response with a message containing all required statistics.
The packet loss rate (PLR) is calculated from the present port statistics. It relates the
number of sent ntx and received nrx packets of two connected switches as shown in
equation (7.1).
PLR(s1, s2) =
ntx(s1)− nrx(s2)
ntx(s1)
(7.1)
In this equation s1 and s2 denote the switches connected by the link and ntx|rx represent
the number of packets sent and received, respectively.
The data rate of a link connecting two SDN nodes can analogously be determined as
shown in equation (7.2).
Dtx(s1) =
btx,2(s1)− btx,1(s1)
t2 − t1 (7.2)
In equation (7.2) btx,1|tx,2 represent the amount of sent bytes at time instances t1 and
t2.
Delay measurement requires more interactivity with the network environment. It is im-
plemented by individually sent UDP packets on a per-link basis. These UDP packets are
initiated by the controller and carry a timestamp indicating their node departure time.
Each UDP packet additionally includes information about the source and destination
node and physical switch-port.
The corresponding workflow is presented in figure 7.11 part b) and the networking be-
havior is illustrated in figure 7.11 part c). When the UDP packet arrives at the controller
again, as it has been forwarded to it by the receiving SDN node, the payload string is
parsed and the included information is used to calculate the overall time difference for
the specific link. A typical delay measuring payload string can be defined as:
SRC_SWITCH#DST_SWITCH#SRC_PORT#_DST_PORT#TIMESTAMP
The SDN nodes use a special set of rules to immediately forward incoming UDP delay
measuring packets. This set matches packets with special MAC and IP addresses as well
as UDP ports that uniquely identify these UDP packets.
As the UDP packet is created and finally parsed only at the controller, the timestamps
also represent the time at the controller. Consequently, the calculated time difference
also includes two different parts. The transport time between controller and SDN node,
as well as certain queuing times at the SDN nodes are contained within the time dif-
ference. In case an OOB controller communication is assumed, the transport latencies
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can be neglected. The queue times add a significant amount of time to the whole pro-
cessing chain. Some controller frameworks, as Floodlight, provide special functionality
to directly flush the created packet at the source SDN node, and do not enqueue it in
the device.
The precision of this mechanism approximately approaches the real network latency
conditions and can be gracefully used for network optimization.
7.2.2.3 Network Flow Optimization
In traditional network environments individual devices do not have a global view of the
network. They have knowledge about adjacent nodes or a small area of the network, but
their actual view is strictly limited. Switching and forwarding decisions are identified
on a bounded and particular isolated set of information. The network flow optimization
approach significantly improves the application of global QoS rules, as it is preferable
for the transport of multimedia content. With the application of SDN environments,
the controller acts as a central entity that comprises global knowledge about flow in-
formation, SDN nodes, links, clients, and statistics. The presented module exploits all
information, sets up a mathematical model based on Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) [135], and solves the model according to the constraints given by the multimedia
application. The achieved results and routes are translated into SDN flow actions and
distributed in the network.
In [137] a controller module called Network Information Managed Flow Optimization
(NIMFO) has been developed. It provides an interface between the controller and an
external optimization framework. The module registers for events occurring in the SDN
environment such as link up/down, node up/down, or packet in. The collected infor-
mation is used to build and frequently update a mathematical model representing the
current network topology and its conditions. An overview of the NIMFO module and
the information flows are given in figure 7.12.
The model is described by the Zuse Institute Mathematical Programming Language
(ZIMPL) [166]. It represents a simple but powerful language to describe mathemat-
ical programs. The ZIMPL notation of the model is forwarded to the Solving Constraint
Integer Program (SCIP) [167], that finally solves the mathematical program. The re-
sults are subsequently fed back to NIMFO. It analyzes the solution and triggers adequate
modifications in the network via the main controller architecture.
More details about these features and the implementation are presented in [137].
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7.2.3 Specialized SDN Applications
Different applications have been developed that aim to support the application and
maintenance of SDN environments. These applications do not extend the controller in
terms of new intelligence for switching or routing. The main focus is on an extension that
enables an intuitive and comfortable way for interaction with the network environment.
The developed tools and mechanisms make use of already existing information provided
by the controller. Information is evaluated and visualized to the user in a convenient
appearance. The presented SDN-related applications help users and administrators of
an SDN environment to obtain a better understanding of structures, processes, and
events occurring in the network.
7.2.3.1 SDN Visualization
Software Defined Networks are highly interactive, adaptive, and flexible environments.
They allow network engineers to expediently develop new network transmission ap-
proaches. This new kind of network technology consequently includes a large set of
accessible information that is present at the controller. This information represents a
valuable set of knowledge when approaching processes and mechanisms in the core of the
network infrastructure. The presence of information on network events is advantageous
to debug occurring issues and failures. A wide variety of users require interactive and
information-rich user interfaces that allow modifying, monitoring, and triggering special
interests and actions inside the network. In [168] a visualization for SDN environments
has been developed that is web-based and contains flexible and interchangeable modules.
It is applicable for a wide range of different user categories, such as network engineers,
researchers or network administrators. The visualization architecture contains three
interacting domains as illustrated in figure 7.13: SDN, Backend, and Client.
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Figure 7.13: The SDN visualization architecture.
The SDN module maintains and provides the collected information about the network
environment. It offers access to this information via a special interface format as specified
in [168]. The module also allows to invoke functions on the SDN controller that are
triggered by external events. As an example, it is possible to change the used routing
metric by invoking a function located in this SDN module. The module then manages
the required set up process to trigger this modification event inside the controller logic.
The Backend module polls information from the SDN module on the controller. It
includes specialized logic which is used by the visualization architecture. It consists of
three modules that perform different actions. The first module, i.e. the webserver and
worker, performs a mapping between the arriving information from the SDN module
into an internally used format. The second module, i.e. the storage, maintains the
internal database and keeps all data up to date. The third module, i.e. the web sockets,
is listening and responding incoming requests from the Client module.
The Client module communicates with the Backend module in real-time. It provides the
main interface for users and follows the Model-View-Controller (MVC) principle. The
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Figure 7.14: SDN visualization screenshot.
visualization architecture applies a compression to the required information between the
modules in order to lower the required information exchange data rate. It represents a
configurable application that also includes an information augmentation.
An exemplary screenshot of the visualization’s main view is presented in figure 7.14.
For further details on the specification aspects of this visualization architecture refer
to [168]. The presented SDN visualization is publicly available at GitHub26.
7.2.3.2 Automatic Detection of non-SDN Devices
Software Defined Networks ease the development of new network technologies. The
controller represents the central instance containing all information and intelligence for
the network environment. It reliably detects SDN nodes via corresponding events, for
example, as specified in the OpenFlow specification [154]. The specification does not
contain a mechanism to detect non-SDN devices that are connected to the network.
Non-SDN devices are user end devices, servers offering services to the SDN clients, or
specialized networking devices as LDS relays that have been presented in chapter 5.
A common end user device is recognized by the controller only in case that it sends
26https://github.com/UdS-TelecommunicationsLab/SDN-Visualization (2015/01/29)
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data to the SDN environment. Then the controller identifies the SDN node and the
corresponding switch port where the end user device is connected to.
The goal of this feature is to extend an existing SDN environment with a straightfor-
ward auto detection and configuration mechanism, while introducing as little additional
management effort as possible. The non-SDN nodes individually advertise their roles
and capabilities to the network. After these announcements have been received by the
controller, the messages are analyzed and subsequent set up processes are autonomously
triggered by the controller. The controller keeps full authority of the network that is
additionally enriched by further information about end devices.
A feature like this is highly advantageous for a wide variety of applications such as
Content Delivery Networks (CDN) [62] or audio-visual transmission relaying. For CDNs
it is beneficial to obtain an immediate notification of recently connected data store
devices, as mirroring and reproduction cycles can be instantaneously adjusted. This
accordingly results in smaller convergence cycles. For multimedia transmissions the
automatic advertisement of error coding relays would be desirable to autonomously
create loss domains. The concept of Loss Domain Separation has been presented in
chapter 5.
In [169] the automatic device detection has been implemented as an extension of the
Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) as specified in IEEE 802.1ab [170]. It pro-
vides two modes: automatic discovery and status monitoring as well as configuration
of non-OpenFlow devices. In both cases it exploits the organizational specific Type-
Length-Value (TLV) entries that are already present in the LLDP specification [170].
Whereas automatic discovery is included in LLDP, it is proposed to use organizational
specific TLVs to advertise the role of the station along with additional potentially nec-
essary information as a metric value. A declarative approach is chosen to exchange
configuration information, since LLDP is specified as a unidirectional protocol. The
controller regularly advertises the required configuration to the non-SDN device that is
included in an organizational specific TLV. This TLV may be distributed over one or
more LLDP packets. The receiving non-SDN device parses the packet and triggers the
required configuration. Acknowledgements of performed setup modifications are con-
tained in subsequent periodically sent advertisement packets. This ensures a stateless
LLDP message exchange with no special mechanisms for packet handling. Figure 7.15
presents an overview of the configuration workflow for both, controller and station.
The presented approach is called Augmented LLDP (ALLDP) [169]. The implementa-
tion of ALLDP results in two different software applications. The first is an extension of
the controller functionality. It represents a module that is able to parse arriving ALLDP
packets. In this context it defines a new packet handler as introduced in section 7.2.2.
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The second software implementation resides on the non-SDN stations and periodically
advertises information via ALLDP messages to the controller.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
In the last decade, network environments significantly evolved to cope with the increas-
ing amount of data originated by audio-visual applications. However, current infrastruc-
tures fundamentally rely on approaches developed in the beginnings of the computer era.
Multimedia applications introduce highly specialized demands for transport. The effi-
cient transmission of multimedia content over wide area networks is a challenging topic.
Multiple requirements must be met, such as timely delivery, low residual error rates,
and network infrastructure specific characteristics.
This thesis discusses new technologies and strategies for a highly efficient transmission
of multimedia content over wide area IP-based networks. As audio-visual applications
introduce inherent new objectives to their data delivery, adjusting the transmission
environments represents a fundamental improvement. There is an undeniable need for
new strategies for exchanging multimedia information. Today’s applications use end-to-
end connections that neither incorporate dynamic interactions with the infrastructure
nor applying multimedia aware transport mechanisms.
The goal of this thesis is to find different ways to optimize present transport mechanisms,
develop fundamental new delivery strategies, and combine them for the future media
Internet. In this sense, a set of evolutionary and revolutionary approaches have been
discussed.
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8.1 Summary
This thesis leads to the following fundamental conclusions for optimized transport of
multimedia data in future wide area networks:
• The evolutionary improvement of current network infrastructures requires a new
kind of routing metrics that rely on a set of different characteristics rather than a
single measure.
• Interactions with network environments are advisable. This leads to a closer com-
munication between transmission parties, applications, and network devices. The
more specific both entities can exchange knowledge, the higher the eventually
achieved transmission gain.
• The spatial dimension of network infrastructures must be considered. Especially
with respect to error correction it is possible to achieve significant improvements
in efficiency. This includes decreased transmission data rate, shorter latencies, and
higher Quality of Service (QoS).
• The spatial segmentation of a network is linked with the task of finding suitable
intersection locations. Efficient metric definitions and more network knowledge
lead to a highly efficient resource utilization, also with legacy algorithms.
• New network infrastructure technologies are required. This includes the use of
evolutionary approaches that extend current infrastructures in order to ease the
transmission of multimedia data and revolutionary strategies, such as Software
Defined Networks (SDN) or Network Function Virtualization (NFV). Finding a
suitable and viable combination of legacy and future technologies enables a more
flexible and dynamic transmission management.
• Linear Programming (LP) models have been proposed to represent optimum uni-
cast, multicast, and hybrid flow distributions in network infrastructures. They
can be tackled by default LP solvers and provide a fundamental basis for future
optimization.
Network Metrics
Network metrics represent specific network characteristics. Metrics are used to rate net-
work segments and decide for an appropriate set of them. Traditionally, simple metrics
are used, such as the hop count between two network nodes. Complex applications, such
as multimedia sources, suffer from such inflexible and static network decision criteria.
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The extension of this basis to a multi-dimensional space including new characteristics
is considered to be valuable with respect to latency, jitter, and individual segment error
probability.
In this work network metrics have been presented and discussed that appear suitable
for multimedia transmissions. As the most current network applications rely on one-
dimensional network metrics, multiple approaches have been discussed to transform a
set of metrics into a single metric value. The transformation enables legacy architectures
to handle transmission with new content types.
Loss Domain Separation
Avoiding default end-to-end transmission approaches and establishing multi-hop con-
nection between source and sink leads to a Loss Domain Separation (LDS). Adjacent
segments are linked together by special network nodes that contain logic to terminate
transmissions on any OSI layer. In case this separation scheme is employed in a trans-
parent fashion, the end devices do not recognize any differences compared to traditional
end-to-end schemes as the network cares for termination and reestablishment of the
connection. LDS implies an individual handling of network segments, e.g. for error
correction. For example, retransmission schemes can be used for segments with small
propagation delays whereas Forward Error Correction (FEC) schemes are applied to
segments with larger latencies. Exploiting the network infrastructural information leads
to a higher networking efficiency compared to default end-to-end schemes.
In this thesis a Loss Domain Separation (LDS) approach in packet-switched networks is
described for a basic error correction approach without time limitations. Additionally,
LDS is discussed for a retransmission and hybrid scheme with a strict time constraint.
The requirements and challenges with this approach have been shown, while providing
additional information about the selection of LDS intersection locations. The segmen-
tation of network infrastructures is accompanied by the selection of suitable intersection
locations. Multiple metric-based approaches have been presented that evaluate network
information and provide a set of possible intersection locations inside the network.
New Network Technologies
Software Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV), and the
concept of Next Generation Networks (NGN) lead to a new consideration of transport
networks. Whereas default networks are hard to manage and adjust in real-time, these
new technologies allow a smart and dynamic approach to modify the network according
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to a multitude of events. They also enable a fine granular configuration on a streaming
flow basis with the opportunity to transparently modify packet information. In case of
new transport paradigms, such as LDS, these architectures allow a rapid development
and deployment with central logic. Owing to the global knowledge in conjunction with
flexible mechanisms, the transport of multimedia data is significantly eased.
An SDN-based environment with various specific implementations has been established.
It is connected to, and used by, multiple external researchers in different countries. It
represents a flexible network infrastructure for new transport approaches for numerous
content types including multimedia content.
8.2 Outlook
The presented mechanisms and approaches hit various topics with high relevance for
future media transmission applications. In this section potential extensions to the pro-
posed ideas are discussed.
Network Topology Aware Resource Allocation
The spatial dimension of network infrastructures is not yet considered in an optimized
and practicable way. Transmissions are configured to work in an end-to-end fashion
and applications specify end-to-end demands. As shown in this thesis, the application
of transport relays is an efficient solution for optimized communications, the end-to-
end demands must also be usable in multi-hop environments. Different aspects have to
be considered. Appropriate mechanisms are required to distribute end-to-end demands
among a multi-hop network path, according to topology-related attributes as segment
delay and loss. Considering the spatial characteristics in combination with an end-to-
end resource allocation yields a significant improvement, compared to default network
environments.
Optimization of Metric Calculations
Traditional network metrics incorporate a one-dimensional parameter space. This leads
to an under-representation of important characteristics for multimedia delivery. Future
network mechanisms must reflect more complex infrastructural information to achieve
optimized network behavior. In order to avoid the modification of existing software
and hardware implementations, a convenient mapping must be investigated, that trans-
forms an arbitrary number of input parameter to a single value, that can be used by
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already deployed instances. In principal, multiple different approaches may exist and
the application scenario specifies the selection of an individual mapping function. This
transformation is invoked prior to the actual legacy routing procedure and can also be
applied in modern traffic engineering mechanisms. Introducing multi-dimensional met-
rics for routing in wide area networks represents a vital requirement and evolutionary
improvement towards the future media Internet.
Routing Metrics
As shown in this thesis, the basis for routing decisions is a crucial factor. Special types
of content require different network transmission characteristics that must be suitably
reflected by the selected path between source and sink. It remains an important topic to
find smart and practical mechanisms to provide the required information to the routing
mechanisms without neglecting side information. This represents a fundamental key for
optimal future media Internet transmissions with content aware character. Hence, this
includes the revolutionary development of completely new architectures and algorithms
as well as the evolutionary modification of already existing technologies. Metrics utilize
network characteristics and express them as values. For the future media Internet it
remains a crucial task to identify remarkable characteristics and parameters in networks.
Data mining approaches represent a suitable first step towards this topic. Especially for
new network technologies, such as Software Defined Networks (SDN), interesting and
challenging topics appear with this research area. As an example, the location of data
mining sensor significantly influences the performance and granularity of the collected
data sets. This challenge faces the whole process including preparation, pre-processing,
analysis, and post-processing of network data sets.
Network Data Mining
Networks represent highly fluctuating structures with various components and parame-
ters. Static and long term based behavior evaluation leads to a loss of valuable informa-
tion including periodically congested areas, segments with recurring link or node failures,
or seasonally emerging user behaviors. This evaluation consequently constitutes efficient
knowledge for transport management focusing on reliable and optimized interconnec-
tions. The collection of information is based on the selection of required information
and their acquisition. Selection includes the task of defining indicator parameters usable
by the application environment and a suitable filtering of available information. The
acquisition contains the development of aggregation instances and their location within
the network. Multiple combinations of collection mode and location are possible and
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must reflect the superior purpose. Collecting data from active network environments
supports the establishment of reliable and viable transport connections over wide area
networks in order to minimize consequences arising from otherwise hidden events.
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